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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

This Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report is submitted to the Department of Planning and 

Environment (DPE) in support of a State Significant Development Application (SSD-45121248) for the 

redevelopment of part of the site at 4-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga for the purposes of 

delivering additional community health services, seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care 

facilities that will contribute to the broader operation of ‘Neringah Hospital.’  The extent of the site is 

shown below.  

 

Specifically, this SSDA seeks approval for the following: 

• Site preparation works comprising: 

o Demolition of the Neringah Hospital building, kiosk, and existing at-grade carparks; 

o Clearing of existing vegetation on the proposed development areas;   

o Bulk earthworks including basement excavation; and  

o Remediation works where necessary across the site.  

• Construction and use of an integrated seniors housing and health services facility across two 

buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys above ground, comprising: 

o 2 basement levels containing minimum of 130 car parking spaces and service dock; 

o 12 residential aged care facility beds (extension to existing Stage 1 provision); 

o 18 palliative care hospice beds (Schedule 3 health services facility); 

o Community healthcare services, including outpatient palliative care, centre for positive 

aging and Hammond at Home;  
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o 57 seniors housing dwellings;  

o On-site administration, amenities, and ancillary operations spaces.  

o Ground level and on-building landscaping works, including the provision of a through site 

pedestrian link connecting Archdale Park and Balcombe Park;  

o Public domain works, specifically, regrading of part of the pedestrian walkway known as 

‘Archdale Walk’ to provide accessible connection; and  

o Extension and augmentation of infrastructure and services as required.  

This report has been prepared to respond to the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for SSD-45121248 that were issued on 24 June 2022.  A table referencing 

responses has been provided in Section 1.5. 

The assessment found that: 

• No sites listed on the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) were 

discovered in the study area 

• No previously unrecorded Aboriginal sites or objects were identified within the study area 

during survey 

• The study area has been heavily disturbed by historical development activities 

• The study area was assessed as having nil to low potential to retain intact archaeological 

deposits that may contain Aboriginal objects 

• Consultation with RAPs identified that the nearby Waitara Creek and Spring Gully Creek likely 

contain evidence of previous Aboriginal inhabitation of the area and are therefore culturally 

significant  

Recommendations  

Based on the results of this assessment and in accordance with Aboriginal heritage guidelines 

mandated in the SEARs for the proposal, the following recommendations are made: 

• As the study area was found to be disturbed and to have a nil-low potential for Aboriginal 

objects to be located within it, further archaeological assessment is not required. 

• If changes are made to the proposal that may result in impacts to areas not assessed by this 

ACHAR, further assessment would be required.  

• Unexpected Aboriginal objects remain protected by the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 

If any suspected Aboriginal objects are uncovered in the course of construction activities, all 

work in the vicinity should cease immediately. A qualified archaeologist should be contacted to 

assess the find and Heritage NSW and Registered Aboriginal Parties must be notified. 

• If human remains, or suspected human remains, are found in the course of construction, all 

work in the vicinity should cease, the site should be secured, and the NSW Police and 

Heritage NSW should be notified. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project background 

This Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report is submitted to the Department of Planning and 

Environment (DPE) in support of a State Significant Development Application (SSD-45121248) for the 

redevelopment of part of the site at 4-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga for the purposes of 

delivering additional community health services, seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care 

facilities that will contribute to the broader operation of ‘Neringah Hospital.’  The extent of the site is 

shown below.  

1.2 Study area 

The site comprises Lot 1 DP960051, Lot 1 DP1199937 and Lot 52 DP2666 (known as 4-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga, NSW 2076) and Lot B 369438 (known as Archdale Park) (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Map showing the location of the study area 
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1.3 Overview of the project 

Specifically, this SSDA seeks approval for the following: 

• Site preparation works comprising: 

o Demolition of the Neringah Hospital building, kiosk, and existing at-grade carparks; 

o Clearing of existing vegetation on the proposed development areas;   

o Bulk earthworks including basement excavation; and  

o Remediation works where necessary across the site.  

• Construction and use of an integrated seniors housing and health services facility across two 

buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys above ground, comprising: 

o 2 basement levels containing minimum 130 car parking spaces and service dock; 

o 12 residential aged care facility beds (extension to existing Stage 1 provision); 

o 18 palliative care hospice beds (Schedule 3 health services facility); 

o Community healthcare services, including outpatient palliative care, centre for positive 

aging and Hammond at Home;  

o 57 seniors housing dwellings;  

o On-site administration, amenities, and ancillary operations spaces.  

o Ground level and on-building landscaping works, including the provision of a through site 

pedestrian link connecting Archdale Park and Balcombe Park;  

o Public domain works, specifically, regrading of part of the pedestrian walkway known as 

‘Archdale Walk’ to provide accessible connection; and  

o Extension and augmentation of infrastructure and services as required. 
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Figure 2: Map showing the prosed impact area within The Site (HammondCare) 
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Figure 3. Plan of proposed development area (Brickerton Masters).   
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Figure 4: Elevations of the proposed development (Brickerton Masters)  
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1.4 Purpose and scope of the report 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged to prepare an ACHAR to meet the requirements of the SEARs for 

warehouses and distribution centres. This report considers the impacts the proposed construction might 

have on Aboriginal cultural heritage and the potential archaeological resources within the study area. The 

report includes: 

• Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area and identification of any 

specific areas of cultural significance 

• Assessment of archaeological potential for the study area 

• Aboriginal stakeholder consultation 

• Preparation of a methodology for archaeological management including test excavation and 

salvage where required. 

This ACHAR has been undertaken in accordance with the following guidelines: 

• Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 2010 

(DECCW 2010a) 

• Guide to Investigating, Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW (OEH 

2011)  

• Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010b). 

1.5 Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements 

1.5.1 State Significant Developments. 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 2022. The SEARs 

requirements are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Secretary’s Environmental Requirements 

Item 
Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 
Requirements 

Where addressed in this report 

19 
Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment 
Report (ACHAR) prepared in accordance with relevant 
guidelines 

This report 
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1.6 Authorship 

This ACHAR has been prepared by Emma Jones (Heritage Consultant, Artefact Heritage) and Elizabeth 

Bonshek (Senior Heritage Consultant) with review and input provided by Sandra Wallace (Managing 

Director, Artefact Heritage). 
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2.0 STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 

This assessment has been undertaken in the context of several pieces of legislation that relate to 

Aboriginal heritage and its protection in New South Wales. This chapter provides a summary of this 

legislation and requirements in relation to the proposal. 

2.1 National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 

The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (the NPW Act) provides statutory protection for all Aboriginal 

objects (consisting of any material evidence of the Aboriginal occupation of NSW) and places (areas of 

cultural significance to the Aboriginal community). 

Under Section 86 of the NPW Act, Aboriginal objects and places are protected. An Aboriginal object is 

defined as:  

‘any deposit, object or material evidence (not being a handicraft made for sale) 

relating to the Aboriginal habitation of the area that comprises New South Wales, 

being habitation before or concurrent with (or both) the occupation of that area by 

persons of non-Aboriginal extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains’. 

An Aboriginal Place is declared by the Minister, under Section 84 of the NPW Act in recognition of its 

special significance with respect to Aboriginal culture. Areas are only gazetted as Aboriginal Places if the 

Minister is satisfied that sufficient evidence exists to demonstrate that the location was and/or is of 

special significance to Aboriginal culture. 

The protection provided to Aboriginal objects applies irrespective of the level of their significance or 

issues of land tenure. Aboriginal objects and places are afforded automatic statutory protection in NSW 

whereby it is an offence to knowingly or unknowingly harm or desecrate and Aboriginal object or 

Aboriginal Place under Section 86 of the NPW Act. 

If it is assessed that Aboriginal objects and/or places exist or are likely to exist within the study area, and 

may be impacted by the proposed works, further archaeological investigations may be required.  The 

SSD requirements state that attempts to avoid damage must be made. Where damage is unavoidable 

the ACHAR and EIS must outline mitigation measures. 

As the current proposal is being assessed as SSD under Part 4 Division 4.7 of the Environmental 

Planning & Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), permits issued under the NPW Act are not required for 

works undertaken in accordance with the SSD Conditions of Approval issued by DPE. 

All Aboriginal objects, whether recorded or not, are protected under the NPW Act. From 1 July 2020, 

Heritage NSW began managing Aboriginal cultural heritage regulatory functions under the NPW Act.  

2.1.1 National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2019 

Under the authority of the NPW Act, the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2019 provides 

regulations for Aboriginal heritage assessment and consultation with registered Aboriginal parties. 
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Part 5 (Division 2) of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation sets out the requirements of a due 

diligence assessment process and provides requirements for more detailed assessment and consultation 

with registered Aboriginal parties for activities that may result in harm to Aboriginal objects. This includes: 

• Clause 60 – consultation process to be carried out before application for Aboriginal Heritage 

Impact Permit (AHIP) 

• Clause 61 – application for AHIP to be accompanied by cultural heritage assessment report. 

In order to comply with Clause 60 and 61 of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2019, preparation 

of an ACHAR and consultation with RAPs must be in accordance with the following guidelines: 

• Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 2010 

(DECCW 2010a) 

• Guide to Investigating, Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW (OEH 

2011)  

• Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010b). 

Part 5 Division 5.2 of the EP&A Act 1979, section 5.23 identifies AHIPs under the NPW Act are not 

required to authorise harm to Aboriginal objects or places from approved SSD. The current assessment 

has been carried out in accordance with the above guidelines in order to meet the SEARs which refer to 

them. 

2.2 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 

The EP&A Act provides planning controls and requirements for environmental assessment in the 

development approval process. The EP&A Act consists of three main parts of direct relevance to 

Aboriginal cultural heritage: Part 3 which governs the preparation of planning instruments; Part 4 which 

relates to development requiring consent; and Part 5 which relates to activity that does not require 

consent. 

The current proposal is subject to assessment and approval by the NSW Minister for Planning under Part 

4 Section Division 4.7 of the EP&A Act, which establishes an assessment and approval regime for SSD. 

The EP&A Act requires that environmental impacts are considered prior to land development; this 

includes impacts on cultural heritage items and places as well as archaeological sites and deposits. An 

EIS supported by the current assessment has been prepared to assess the impacts of the proposal, in 

accordance with SEARs. 

Section 4.12(8) of the EP&A Act provides that environmental planning instruments (such as local 

environmental plans and SEPPs) do not, with some exceptions, apply to SSD projects. Notwithstanding, 

the environmental planning instruments that are relevant to the proposal have been considered for 

consistency. The current study area falls within the boundaries of the Ku-ring-Gai Local Government 

Area (LGA). Schedule 5 of the City of Ku-ring-gai LEP (2015) includes a list of items and areas of 

heritage significance within the Ku-ring-gai LGA. 

A search of the Ku-ring-gai LEP (2015) undertaken on 11 July, 2022 did not reveal any items of 

Aboriginal Heritage within the vicinity of the study area.  
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2.3 NSW Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 

The Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 (ALR Act) established Aboriginal Land Councils (at State and Local 

levels). These bodies have a statutory obligation under the ALR Act to: 

(a) take action to protect the culture and heritage of Aboriginal persons in the council’s 

area, subject to any other law, and 

(b) promote awareness in the community of the culture and heritage of Aboriginal 

persons in the council’s area. 

The study area is within the boundary of the Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council. 

2.4 Native Title Act 1994 

The Native Title Act 1994 was introduced to work in conjunction with the Commonwealth Native Title Act 

1993. Native Title claims, registers and Indigenous Land Use Agreements are administered under the 

Act. 

A request for information concerning any determinations in relation to the study area was made to the 

National Native Title Tribunal on 27 June 2022. There are no Native Title claims currently registered in 

the study area. 

2.5 Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 

1999 

The Environment and Heritage Legislation Amendment Act (No. 1) 2003 amends the Environment 

Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) to include ‘national heritage’ as a matter 

of National Environmental Significance and protects listed places to the fullest extent under the 

Constitution. It also establishes the National Heritage List (NHL) and the Commonwealth Heritage List 

(CHL). 

The Australian Heritage Council Act 2003 (AHC Act) establishes a new heritage advisory body – the 

Australian Heritage Council (AHC) – to the Minister for the Environment and Energy and retains the 

Register of the National Estate (RNE). 

The Australian Heritage Council (Consequential and Transitional Provisions) Act 2003 repeals the 

Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975, amends various Acts as a consequence of this repeal and 

allows the transition to the current heritage system. 

Together the above three Acts provide protection for Australia’s natural, Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

heritage. The new framework includes: 

• A new National Heritage List of places of national heritage significance 

• A Commonwealth Heritage List of heritage places owned or managed by the Commonwealth 
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• The creation of the Australian Heritage Council, an independent expert body to advise the Minster 

on the listing and protection of heritage places 

• Continued management of the Register of the National Estate. 

2.5.1 National Heritage List 

The National Heritage List (NHL) is a list of places with outstanding heritage value to our nation, 

including places overseas. So important are the heritage values of these places that they are protected 

under the EPBC Act. This means that a person cannot take an action that has will have, or is likely to 

have, a significant impact on the national heritage values of a national heritage place without the 

approval of the Australian Government Minister for the Environment.  

There are no items listed on the NHL located within the study area for this assessment.  

2.5.2 Commonwealth Heritage List 

The Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL) is a list of places managed or owned by the Australian 

Government.  

There are no items listed on the CHL located within the study area for this assessment. 

2.5.3 Register of the National Estate 

The RNE is an evolving record of Australia’s natural, cultural and Aboriginal heritage places that are 

worth keeping for the future. The AHC compiles and maintains the RNE under the Australian Heritage 

Council Act 2003. Places on the RNE that are in Commonwealth areas, or subject to actions by the 

Australian Government, are protected under the EPBC Act by the same provisions that protect 

Commonwealth heritage places (see above). Following amendments to the Australian Heritage Council 

Act 2003, the RNE was frozen on 19 February 2007, meaning no new places can be added, or removed. 

From 2012 all references to the RNE were removed from the EPBC Act and the AHC Act. The RNE is 

now maintained on a non-statutory basis as a publicly available archive.  

There are no items listed on the RNE located within the study area for this assessment. 
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3.0 CONSULTATION 

3.1 Aboriginal stakeholder consultation 

Aboriginal community consultation has been conducted in accordance with the Consultation 

Requirements (DECCW 2010a). A consultation log has been maintained which details all 

correspondence with the registered Aboriginal parties for the ACHAR. The consultation log and copies of 

correspondence are included in Appendix 1. 

3.1.1 Identification of Aboriginal stakeholders and registration of interest 

In accordance with step 4.1.2 of the Consultation Requirements, Artefact Heritage corresponded with the 

following organisations by email on 24 June 2022 requesting the details of Aboriginal people who may 

hold cultural knowledge relevant to determining the Aboriginal significance of Aboriginal objects and/or 

places within the local area: 

• Heritage NSW 

• Native Title Service Corporation (NTSCorp) 

• National Native Title Tribunal 

• Office of the Registrar, Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 

• City of Sydney Council 

• Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council  

In addition to this, and in accordance with Step 4.1.3 of the Consultation Requirements, an 

advertisement was placed in the Koori Mail on 29 June 2022 inviting the participation of Aboriginal 

people who may hold cultural knowledge relevant to determining the Aboriginal significance of Aboriginal 

objects and/or places within the local area. 

In accordance with Step 4.1.3 of the Consultation Requirements, on 14 July 2022, emails or letters were 

sent to all Aboriginal persons or organisations identified through advertisement or through responses 

from agencies contacted as part of Step 4.1.2. In accordance with Step 4.2 the letters provided details 

about the location and nature of the proposal, as well as an invitation to register as an Aboriginal 

stakeholder. 

As a result of that process 8 groups registered their interest. The 8 groups are listed in Table 2. Please 

note one group requested that their details are withheld. 

Table 2: Registered Aboriginal parties for the study area 

Organisation Contact Name 

Didge Ngunawal Clan Paul Boyd and Lillie Carroll 

Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group Phil Khan 

Murrabidgee Mullangari Aboriginal Corporation Darleen Johnson 
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Organisation Contact Name 

RAW Cultural Healing Raymond Weatherall 

Merrigarn Shaun Carroll 

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker 

Butucarbin Heritage Jennifer Beale 

Details withheld Details withheld  

A1 Indigenous Services Carolyn Hickey 

3.1.2 Review of ACHAR methodology 

The proposed ACHA methodology was sent to the RAPs listed in Table 2 on 29 July 2022. Feedback on 

the proposed methodology was requested by August 26 2022. The comments provided are summarised 

in Table 3 below.  

Table 3: Summary of RAP comments on ACHAR methodology.  

Organisation Comments 

Didge Ngunawal Clan We agree with the proposed methodology 

Name withheld We agree with the methodology review 
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Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group 

Thank you for your methodology for 2 Neringah Ave S, 
Wahroonga, New South Wales 2076. The study area is of 
significances to us Aboriginal people, as all of country is, 
was and always be traditional Aboriginal land. Our people 
have walked this land for thousands of years before 
colonisation and we continue to do so. Whilst caring for 
sky, country and everything in between, such as the water 
ways that provide an abundance of resources and fresh 
drinking water along with a lifestyle that sustained our 
people to thrive in an environment with ever-changing 
ecosystems. Aboriginal people have a long oral history of 
knowledge about the way the care and maintain or mange 
country, such as utilising fire to rejuvenate country and 
cleanse country and sky.   

The study area is in nearby Waitara Creek and Spring 
Gully Creek is also close by, this suggests room for 
camping, hunting and gathering and everyday activates 
within the area. The flora and furan were very different 
before colonisation to what it is now which is highly 
developed area. Despite development we still see 
evidence of Aboriginal tangible and in intangible aspects 
on country within disturbed soils.   

We would highly recommend when choosing where to 
place trenches ask the Aboriginal community or RAPs on 
the location of trenches could be of potential utilising 
Aboriginal knowledge of country rather than just a 
scientific transect ever ten meters. This is the way forward 
utilising cultural knowledge with modern day sciences 
methods.   

We would like to agree to your methodology and would 
like to see connecting with country framework be carried 
out when it comes to design and we would like to be 
involved on furthering consultation as early as possible.   

3.1.3 Review of draft ACHAR 

The draft ACHAR report was sent to RAPs listed in Table 2 on 31 August 2022. Feedback on the draft 

report was requested by 22 September 2022. No comments were received from any of the RAPs. 
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

The environmental context of the study area is to assist in the prediction of: 

• The potential of the landscape over time to have accumulated and preserved Aboriginal objects 

• The ways Aboriginal people have used the landscape in the past with reference to the presence 

of resource areas, surfaces for art, other focal points for activities and settlement 

• The likely distribution of the material traces of Aboriginal land use based on the above. 

4.1 Geology and soils 

The study area sits on the Hornsby plateau, a dissected sandstone plateau that is situated north of Port 

Jackson that rises approximately 200 metres above sea level. It forms part of the larger Sydney Basin 

structure. The soils of the study area belong to two soil landscapes, the West Pennant Hills Colluvial 

landscape and the Glenorie erosional landscape (Figure 5) (ESpade, 2022). Soils within the West 

Pennant Hills landscape are deep (>200 centimetres) Red and Brown Podzolic Soils on upper and mid 

slopes, Yellow and Brown Podzolic Soils on colluvial benches, Yellow Podzolic Soils and Gleyed 

Podzolic Soils in drainage lines and poorly drained areas (ibid.). Soils within the associated Glenorie 

landscape are shallow to moderately deep (<100 centimetres) Red Podzolic Soils on upper slopes, deep 

(>200 centimetres) Yellow Podzolic soils and Gleyed Podzolic Soils along drainage lines (ibid).  

These soil landscapes overlie the Wianamatta Geological formation which comprises Ashfield Shale 

which consists of laminite and dark grey shale and Bringelly Shale which consists of calcareous 

claystone, laminite and fine to medium grained lithic quartz sandstone (ibid.).  

4.2 Landform and hydrology 

The study area is situated on a gentle slope that declines from the south to the north.  The crest of this 

slope is situated approximately 30 metres to the south, at the site of the water reservoir. The nearest 

waterway to the study area is the canalised Coups Creek, which terminates approximately 620 metres to 

the south (Figure 6). Coups Creek is a first-order tributary of the Lane Cover River flows approximately 

2.5 kilometres south west of the study area.  
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Figure 5. Map showing the location of the study area in relation to the soil landscapes of the 
area  
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Figure 6: Map showing watercourses in proximity to the study area.  
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4.2.1 Vegetation 

Natural vegetation in and around the study area has been extensively cleared, though it would have 

consisted of tall open-forest (wet sclerophyll forest) where dominant species would have included 

Sydney blue gum and blackbutt. Other species present would have included turpentine, grey ironbark 

and white stringybark. Understory shrubs include pittosporum and blackthorn. 

4.3 European history and land use 

An undated nineteenth century Gordon Parish map shows that the present study area is situated 

within the former estate of former convict Thomas Hynes (Rowland, 2008). His was the largest 

original land grant in Wahroonga. The first Europeans to move to Wahroonga were sawyers assigned 

to Hyndes as extensive bush clearance took place across the Hornsby Shite (ibid.) prior to orchards 

being established across the area. 

Urban settlement in Wahroonga consisted of grand federation mansions and small weatherboard 

cottages until the 1920’s, when subdivision and ‘infill’ took place as Sydney’s population grew. Aerial 

imagery shows that two structures already existed on the southern portion of the study area (now the 

south carpark) by 1930, while the northern section was still covered in vegetation (Figure 7). The 

block on which the study area stands was bounded by the Pacific Highway (which would not be 

named until the following year) to the south and the North Shore railway line to the north. In 1937, 

Wahroonga Reservoir No. 3 was constructed on the land immediately south of the study area, 

connecting the water mains of Pymble and Ryde to Wahroonga. A third structure was built on the 

southern portion of the study area by 1943 between the existing pre-1930 buildings.  

Residential development around the site had intensified by the late 1940s, and the existing vegetation 

in the northern portion of the study area gave way to the construction of two additional structures 

(Figure 8). By 1961, the main Neringah Hospital building as well as a cluster of smaller associated 

structures had been constructed on the study area and most of the trees had been removed from the 

site (Figure 9). Extensions to the building south of the main hospital structure were added between 

1961 and 1965, and trees were planted along the south-eastern footpath that bounds the study area. 

The site remained largely unchanged for the remainder of the twentieth century (Figure 10). At some 

point after 2005, the pre-1930 structures south of the hospital and the late-1940s buildings north of 

the hospital were removed to facilitate the construction of the south and north carparks respectively. 

Archdale Park is visible on aerial photographs from 1978 onwards (Figure 10). In the years prior to 

this, the land which Archdale Park is situated on was used for residential development (Figure 7, 

Figure 8, Figure 9).  
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Figure 7. Aerial view of study area, 1930 (Source: NSW Spatial Service). 
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Figure 8. Aerial view of study area, 1947 (Source: NSW Spatial Service). 
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Figure 9. Aerial view of study area, 1961 (Source: NSW Spatial Service). 
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Figure 10. Aerial view of study area, 1991 (Source: NSW Spatial Service). 
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5.0 ABORIGINAL CULTURAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

CONTEXT 

5.1 Ethnographic and historical evidence 

Aboriginal people used different landscapes and resource strategies within their clan territories across 

the Sydney Basin. Different resources were possibly available seasonally, necessitating movement or 

trade across the landscape (Attenbrow 2010: 78). Aboriginal people hunted kangaroo and wallaby 

and snared possums and other small animals and birds for food and skins and tool making. For 

example, kangaroo tail sinews were used as a fastening cord, whilst ‘bone points’ which would have 

functioned as awls or piercers are an often-abundant part of the archaeological record (Attenbrow 

2010:118). Ethnographic observations of early European settlers noted that Aboriginal people used a 

variety of animal parts; claws, talons, bone, skin, teeth, shell, fur and feathers for a variety of tools 

and non-utilitarian functions. Plants were likewise an important source of nutrition for past Aboriginal 

peoples with numerous plant species utilised for food, manufacture and medicinal purposes 

(Attenbrow 2010: 41). The broader region of the study area would have held a variety of resources 

throughout the changing seasons allowing for year-round occupation by traditional Aboriginal groups 

inhabiting the area. The Cooks River and Botany Bay would have provided valuable fish and shellfish 

(Attenbrow 2010: 62).  

5.2 Archaeological Evidence 

Aboriginal people have lived in the Sydney area for more than 36,000 years. The oldest dated site in 

the greater Sydney region is Cranebrook Terrace which was dated at approximately 41,700 years 

Before Present (BP) with an error range of 5,000 years (Attenbrow 2010: 18; Karskens 2020). 

Evidence of Aboriginal occupation has been found dated to 50-60,000 BP at Lake Mungo in NSW, so 

it is likely that Aboriginal people have lived in the Sydney region for even longer than indicated by the 

oldest recorded dates we have at present. The archaeological material record provides evidence of 

this long occupation, but also provides evidence of a dynamic culture that has changed through time. 

The existing archaeological record is limited to certain materials and objects that were able to 

withstand degradation and decay. As a result, the most common type of Aboriginal objects remaining 

in the archaeological record are stone artefacts. Archaeological analyses of these artefacts in their 

contexts have provided the basis for the interpretation of change in material culture over time. 

Technologies used for making tools changed, along with preference of raw material. Different types of 

tools appeared at certain times, for example ground stone hatchets are first observed in the 

archaeological record around 4,000 BP in the Sydney region (Attenbrow 2010). It is argued that these 

changes in material culture were an indication of changes in social organisation and behaviour. Stone 

for creating tools within the Ku-ring-gai area was likely traded from the Cumberland Plain or further 

north (Ku-ring-gai Council, 2018: 8).  

After 8,500 BP silcrete was more dominant as a raw material, and bifacial flaking became the most 

common technique for tool manufacture. From about 4,000 BP to 1,000 BP backed artefacts appear 

more frequently. Tool manufacture techniques become more varied and bipolar flaking increases 

(McDonald 2006). It has been argued that from 1,400 to 1,000 years before contact there is evidence 

of a decline in tool manufacture. This reduction may be the result of decreased tool making, an 

increase in the use of organic materials, changes in the way tools were made, or changes in what 

types of tools were preferred (McDonald 2006). The reduction in evidence coincides with the 

reduction in frequency of backed blades as a percentage of the assemblage. 
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It is thought that the language spoken within the Hornsby Ku-ring-gai area was Darug. Stone artefact 

density across the region is generally low and the dominant materials used were predominantly 

silcrete and quartz, with less frequent use of mudstone, chert, quartzite and fine-grained siliceous 

stone (AMBS, 2013: 9). The Hornsby Plateau is situated atop Hawkesbury Sandstone. Subsequently, 

there are more grinding grooves, engravings, pigmented art sites and rockshelters with 

archaeological deposits than in other areas of Greater Sydney. Koettig’s 1996 study of the Aboriginal 

heritage of the Hornsby LGA identified the estuarine foreshore, creek lines with sandstone beds, 

sandstone outcrops larger than 5 sqm, sandstone cliff lines, isolated boulders more than 2 metres 

high, alluvium and shale as being of high archaeological sensitivity (Koettig 1996: 75). Additionally, 

Koettig noted that sites within the Hornsby region that are situated outside of areas of residential 

development can often survive in good condition (Koettig 1996: 58). 

5.3 Registered Aboriginal sites 

The locations and details of Aboriginal sites are considered culturally sensitive information. It 

is recommended that this information, including the AHIMS data and GIS imagery, is removed 

from this report if it is to enter the public domain. 

The AHIMS search provides archaeological context for the area and identifies whether any previously 

recorded Aboriginal sites are located within or near the study area.  An extensive search of the 

Aboriginal Heritage Information System (AHIMS) database was undertaken on 11 July 2022 (Client 

ID: 699321).  

An area of approximately 1km was included in the search. The parameters of the search were as 

follows: 

  Lot/DP:    1/1199937  

  Buffer:    1000 metres 

  Number of sites:  0 

There were no AHIMS sites found within 1000 metres of the study area. OEH lists 20 standard site 

features that can be used to describe a site registered with AHIMS, and more than one feature can be 

used for each site.  

The nature and location of the registered sites is a reflection of the past Aboriginal occupation from 

which they derive, but is also influenced by historical land-use, and the nature and extent of previous 

archaeological investigations. Although Aboriginal occupation covered the whole of the landscape, 

the availability of fresh water, and associated resources, was a significant factor in repeated and long-

term occupation of specific areas within the landscape. Certain site types, such as culturally modified 

trees, are particularly vulnerable to destruction through historical occupation, while others, such as 

stone artefacts, are more resilient.
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5.4 Previous archaeological investigations within the vicinity of the study 

area  

The study area lies adjacent to an area which is rich in Aboriginal sites including rock engravings. The 

neighbouring national parks (Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park, Lion, Long and Spectacle Island 

Nature Reserves) contain over 800 sites or locations including shell middens in foreshore areas, rock 

engravings and paintings, grinding grooves, stone arrangements, burials and occupation sites. 

However, there has not been a systematic study of the area as a whole and this number may an 

underestimation (Kelleher Nightingale Consulting (KNC) 2015: 4).  

Campbell, W. D (1899) Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales  

Early historical documentation of Aboriginal engraving sites in the northern beaches area includes the 

significant recordings by surveyor W. D. Campbell in the 1890s. Campbell’s records were published in 

the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales in 1899. Many of the engraving sites that 

Campbell recorded were uploaded to the NSW register of Aboriginal sites (now the Heritage NSW 

AHIMS site register) from the 1950s onwards. Although none of the engravings recorded by Campbell 

are located within the study area, Campbell’s records provide an important resource and recording of 

significant engravings sites in the vicinity of Wahroonga. 

Frederick McCarthy (1946) Records of the rock engravings of the Sydney District, Nos 21-32. 

Mankind, Volume 3, No. 8. 

Frederick McCarthy devoted this article to a description of previously “unrecorded groups of rock 

engravings from scattered localities” (1946: 217). One of these, labelled as belonging to “Group 29. 

East Killara Area” is very likely referred to in the annotation appearing on the AHIMS site card 45-6-

296. This site is located approximately 6.5 kilometres south east of the study area. McCarthy 

describes “…an oval (human foot-print ? [sic]) situated near Rocky Creek about a quarter of a mile 

from Middle Harbour Creek, and the same distance north of Soutar Trig. Station. It is engraved with a 

punctured outline on a rock over which water flow. Parish Gordon” (McCarthy 1949: 224). The 

location of the engraving was recorded by P. Slack, on the 26th August 1944 and illustrated in Plate U, 

Figure 7 (1949: 222 at a scale of 8 feet to 1 inch). 

Koettig, 1996 Hornsby Shire Aboriginal Heritage Study 

Koettig undertook a study of Aboriginal heritage sites in the Hornsby LGA. The report underlined that 

the distribution of recorded sites is unlikely to be representative of the original distribution of 

Aboriginal sites within an area, as early residential development within Hornsby Shire would have 

impacted many sites. Further, Koettig’s report indicated that sites can survive in good condition 

outside of residential development areas. The report emphasised the facts that the quantity and range 

of archaeological evidence can differ considerable between sites and that different parts of the 

landscape contain different resources which may be highly localised.  The study concluded that the 

estuarine foreshore, creek lines with sandstone beds, sandstone outcrops larger than 5 sqm, 

sandstone cliff lines, isolated boulders more than 2 metres high, alluvium and shale are of high 

archaeological sensitivity. 

Australian Museum Business Services (2013) Wahroonga Adventist School: Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment 

Australian Museum Business Services (AMBS) carried out an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Impact 

Assessment ahead of the proposed development of Wahroonga Adventist School, situated 

approximately 1.5 kilometres south west of the present study area. No sandstone outcrop was 
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present within the study area and extensive disturbance from prior development was observed. No 

previously recorded Aboriginal sites were situated within the study area. Additionally, the assessment 

and consultation carried out did not identify any Aboriginal heritage constraints for the development of 

the study area.  

Kelleher Nightingale Consulting Pty. Ltd. (KNC) (2015) Mona Vale Road upgrade Terry Hills to 

Ingleside. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Constraints Mapping and Archaeological Survey Report  

KNC undertook an Archaeological Survey Report (ASR) was in advance of a proposal to upgrade and 

widen the Mona Vale Road which is situated 11 kilometres north east of the study area. The proposal 

also included construction of a utility corridor and a pathway to accommodate walkers, cyclists and 

recreational horse riders. The study area incorporated a 30 metre margin along the northern and 

southern Mona Vale Road (KNC 2015:1). KNC’s search of the AHIMS database found 40 Aboriginal 

sites recorded in or near their study. One of these sites was subsequently removed from the listing 

leaving 39 sites, 84.62 % of which were rock engravings, 10% were Axe grinding Grooves/Rock 

Engraving; 5% were Axe grinding Groove/ water hole/ well and a shelter containing art. KNC 

surveyed 13 areas and found one previously unrecorded engraving; confirmed the location of 4 

engravings listed on AHIMS while four engravings listed on AHIMS could not be relocated. The 

engravings were determined to be of high scientific significance as material remains of Aboriginal 

activities: they are interpreted as indicating the importance of ridgelines as landscapes for art; while 

depictions of marine and estuarine animals demonstrate connections to the broader region. 

Artefact (2020) Frenchs Forest Precinct. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Heritage Assessment 

(Task 1) 

This report was prepared to assess the heritage values of land located approximately 9 kilometres 

south east of the study area which had been identified for residential development as part of the 

Frenchs Forest Precinct. This comprised the establishment of 5,360 new dwellings and 2,300 jobs 

over a period of 20 years and the founding of a new town centre. The project was designed to 

revitalise the area. The report concluded that the area had low archaeological sensitivity due to 

successive disturbance from agricultural and residential development with the exception of sandstone 

outcrops which were sensitive landforms for predicting the presence of Aboriginal activity areas, 

including shelters and engraving sites. One area of potential for archaeological importance was 

identified and required further investigation, based on the intact nature of the area (Artefact 2020: 70). 

5.5 Predictive model 

The predictive model comprises a series of statements about the nature and distribution of 

archaeological evidence of Aboriginal land use within the study area. These statements are based on 

the background information gathered regarding the proximity of the study area to landscape features 

that likely indicate the existence of Aboriginal objects, previous studies undertaken in and around the 

study area and a desktop assessment of historic land use and ground disturbance in the study area.  

The presence of the following landscape features often suggests the existence of Aboriginal artefacts. 

These landscape markers include:1  

• Within 200m of waters, or 

• Located within a sand dune system, or 

• Located on a ridge top, ridge line or headland, or 

• Located within 200m below of above a cliff face, or 

 
1 Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water, Due Diligence Code of Practice for the Protection of 
Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales. 
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• Within 20m of or in a cave, rock shelter or a cave mouth. 

Archaeological potential is closely related to levels of ground disturbance. The Due Diligence Code of 

Practice defines disturbed land: 

Sec 7.5 (4) For the purposes of this clause, land is disturbed if it has been the 

subject of human activity that has changed the lands surface, being changes that 

remain clear and observable. 

This includes disturbed land via:   

(a) soil ploughing 

(b) construction of rural infrastructure 

(c) clearing of vegetation 

(e) construction of buildings and the erection of other structures 

(f) construction or installation of utilities and other similar services (such as above 

or below ground electrical infrastructure, water or sewerage pipelines, stormwater 

drainage and other similar infrastructure) 

Based on the analysis of historical aerial imagery, desktop assessment and consideration of previous 

archaeological assessments carried out around the study area, the following predictions have been 

made: 

• Areas where high levels of disturbance have taken place will have nil to low archaeological 

potential 

• Areas of archaeological potential are most commonly situated in areas where less disturbance 

has taken place 

• The study area is not situated within a sensitive landform feature 

• In areas where outcrop of Hawkesbury Sandstone occurs: 

o Engravings may be situated on ridgetops, scarps, isolated outcrops and boulders  

o Rockshelters (areas of sandstone overhang) may contain archaeological deposits 

and/ or middens 

o Grinding grooves may be situated on flat areas near water 

• Culturally modified trees may be located in areas of mature natural vegetation  

• Low density artefact scatters and isolated finds are spread across the Ku-ring-gai area  

• Middens are situated within rock shelters and in foreshore areas 
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6.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY 

6.1 Aboriginal site definition 

An Aboriginal site is generally defined as an Aboriginal object or place. An Aboriginal object is the 

material evidence of Aboriginal land use, such as stone tools, scarred trees or rock art. Some sites, or 

Aboriginal places can also be intangible and although they might not be visible, these places have 

cultural significance to Aboriginal people. 

OEH guidelines state in regard to site definition that one or more of the following criteria must be used 

when recording material traces of Aboriginal land use:  

• The spatial extent of the visible objects, or direct evidence of their location 

• Obvious physical boundaries where present, e.g., mound site and middens (if visibility is 

good), a ceremonial ground 

• Identification by the Aboriginal community on the basis of cultural information. 

For the purposes of this study an Aboriginal site was defined by recording the spatial extent of visible 

traces or the direct evidence of their location. 

PADs are areas where sub-surface stone artefacts and/or other cultural materials are likely to occur 

(DECCW 2010: 38). These areas may be associated with recorded sites but are often greater in 

extent, taking in areas around the visible artefacts where there is a potential for further buried 

artefacts to exist. PADs may also be present where no visible artefacts are located. This may be the 

case when there is no ground surface visibility, but the area is seen to have a high likelihood of 

containing subsurface artefacts. 

6.2 Aims of archaeological survey 

The aims of the archaeological survey were to: 

• Inspect the ground surface of the study area 

• Record any surface or potential subsurface Aboriginal sites that have not been recorded in 

AHIMS 

• Identify areas of PAD that may be present in areas that have had no or minimal disturbance 

• Collect information to ascertain whether further archaeological investigation is required. 

6.3 Survey methodology 

Archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken by Emma Jones (Artefact Heritage), Brye 

Marshall (Artefact Heritage), Josh Marr (Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council) and Kenny Marr 

(Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council) on July 26 2022 in accordance with the Code of Practice. 

The study area, comprising 4-12 Neringah Avenue South and Archdale Park, was subject to 

pedestrian archaeological survey in all external areas. The interiors of standing structures were not 

assessed.  

A handheld GPS was used to track the path of the survey team and record coordinates of any 

identified Aboriginal sites. The coordinate system projection used for all recording was GDA94 MGA 
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56. A photographic record was kept during the site inspection and scales were used for photographs 

where appropriate. 

6.4 Survey coverage 

The study area was surveyed as two survey units. The first unit comprises 4-12 Neringah Avenue 

(Survey Unit 1) and the second comprises Archdale Park (Survey Unit 2). 

Table 4 presents a summary of the level of visibility and exposure in the study area to determine 

effective survey coverage. Table 5 presents a summary of landform survey coverage. 

Table 4. Effective survey coverage 

Survey unit Landform 
Survey unit 
area (sq. m) 

Visibility (%) 
Exposure 
(%) 

Effective 
coverage 
area (sq. m) 

Effective 
coverage 
(%) 

1 
Terraced 
slope 

9,100 10 10 91 1 

2 Levelled flat 1,529 10 30 46 3 

 

Table 5. Landform survey coverage 

Landform 
Landform area 
(sq. m) 

Area effectively 
surveyed (sq. m) 

% of landform 
effectively 
surveyed 

Number of sites 
identified 

Terraced slope 9,100 910 1 0 

Levelled flat 1,529 46 3 0 

 

6.4.1 Survey unit 1: 4-12 Neringah Avenue South 

No areas of archaeological sensitivity were identified within survey unit 1. 

Survey unit 1 is situated on a slope that descends from south to north. As such, the landform features 

within the study area consist of upper slope, mid slope and lower slope. The natural topography of 

this slope landform has been substantially disturbed as extensive cut and fill, levelling and terracing 

activity was observed across the survey unit (Figure 10, Figure 11). Additionally, sub-surface 

disturbance due to service installation (water and electricity) is present across the site (Figure 12).  

Ground visibility was generally low (20% across the area assessed) due to vegetation cover and 

cement/ brick paving across much of the study area (Figure 13). Exposure in areas of ground visibility 

was approximately 10% (Figure 14). Imported fill consisting of rubble, gravel with ironstone, shale, 

quartz and sandstone inclusions was observed. Fragments of brick, tile and terracotta were also 

present. No stone artefacts were identified within this fill.   

Most vegetation within survey unit 1 is young and/ or exotic. No mature vegetation with evidence of 

cultural modification due to scarring or carving was observed. Sandstone blocks are present across 

the area assessed. No engraving or grinding grooves were seen on the sandstone blocks. No areas 

of sandstone outcrop were observed. 
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6.4.2 Survey unit 1: Archdale Park 

No areas of archaeological sensitivity were identified within survey unit 2.  

The study area is situated within a mid-slope that descends from south to north. This slope has been 

partially levelled in order to construct walkways, indicating that disturbance has taken place within this 

portion of the study area (Figure 16, Figure 17). Ground visibility within survey unit 2 is approximately 

10% with 30% exposure within (Figure 18, Figure 19). Within areas of exposure, imported soil was 

Figure 11:  Levelling and terracing in the east 
of the study area 
 
 

Figure 12: Evidence of cut and fill activity 
within the west of the study area 

  
Figure 13: Sub-surface disturbance due to 
service installation 

Figure 14: Low ground surface visibility due 
to cement paving  

 
 

Figure 15: Area of exposure within the south of 
the study area 

Figure 16: Imported rubbly fill beneath 
bitumen paving 
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observed (Figure 19). No artefacts were observed on the surface. Most vegetation within the survey 

unit is young and/ or exotic with the exception of 4 metre eucalypts in the south east of the study area 

which displayed no evidence of cultural modification. Sandstone blocks are present within the area 

assessed. No engraving or grinding grooves were seen on the sandstone blocks (Figure 17). No 

sensitive landform features are present within the study area.  

Figure 17: Partial levelling of the survey unit 
in order to construct the southern walkway 

Figure 18: Partial levelling of the survey unit in 
order to construct the northern walkway. 

  
Figure 19: Low ground surface visibility due 
to paving and vegetation cover 
 

Figure 20: Imported soil and exotic vegetation 

  
 

6.5 Summary of results 

Archaeological potential is closely related to levels of ground disturbance in the area. Other factors are 

also taken into account, such as whether artefacts were located on the surface, and whether the area 

is within a sensitive landform unit according to the predictive statements for the area. The potential for 

discovering artefacts lies in landforms which have been subject to a light to moderate disturbance. 

No previously registered Aboriginal sites are situated within the study area and no areas of 

archaeological sensitivity were identified during the inspection undertaken. No sensitive landform 

features are present within the study area. Both survey units showed signs of extensive disturbance 

that has altered the natural topography of the study area. No stone artefacts, sandstone outcrop or 

culturally modified trees were identified during the assessment undertaken. 

Therefore, the study area is assessed as being of nil to low archaeological potential.  
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7.0 SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT 

7.1 Significance assessment methodology 

An assessment of the cultural heritage significance of an item or place is required in order to form the 

basis of its management. The Guide to investigating, assessing and reporting on Aboriginal cultural 

heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) provides guidelines for heritage assessment with reference to the Burra 

Charter (Australia ICOMOS 2013). The assessment is made in relation to four values or criteria 

(Table 6). In relation to each of the criteria, the significance of the subject area should be ranked as 

high, moderate, or low. 

Cultural heritage consists of places or objects, that are of significance to Aboriginal people. Cultural 

heritage values are the attributes of these places or objects that allow the assessment of levels of 

cultural significance. 

Assessing the cultural significance of a place or object means defining why a place or object is 

culturally important. It is only when these reasons are defined that measures can be taken to 

appropriately manage possible impacts on this significance. Assessing cultural significance involves 

two main steps, identifying the range of values present across the study area and assessing why they 

are important. 

Social/cultural heritage significance should be addressed by the Aboriginal people who have a 

connection to, or interest in, the site. As part of the consultation process the Aboriginal stakeholders 

were asked to provide information on the cultural significance of the study area. Information on 

consultation with Aboriginal stakeholders for the project is provided in Section 3.1. 

Table 6. Burra Charter Heritage significance criteria 

Criterion Description 

Social 

The spiritual, traditional, historical or contemporary associations and 
attachments the place or area has for Aboriginal people. Social or cultural value 
is how people express their connection with a place and the meaning that place 
has for them. 
Does the subject area have strong or special association with the Aboriginal 
community for social, cultural or spiritual reasons? 

Historic 

Historic value refers to the associations of a place with a historically important 
person, event, phase or activity in an Aboriginal community. 
Is the subject area important to the cultural or natural history of the local area 
and/or region and/or state? 

Scientific 

This refers to the importance of a landscape, area, place or object because of its 
rarity, representativeness and the extent to which it may contribute to further 
understanding and information. Information about scientific values will be 
gathered through any archaeological investigation carried out. 
Does the subject area have potential to yield information that will contribute to an 
understanding of the cultural or natural history of the local area and/or region 
and/or state? 

Aesthetic 

This refers to the sensory, scenic, architectural and creative aspects of the 
place. It is often linked with the social values. It may consider form, scale, colour, 
texture and material of the fabric or landscape, and the smell and sounds 
associated with the place and its use. 
Is the subject area important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics in the 
local area and/or region and/or state? 
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In addition to the four criteria, Heritage NSW (OEH 2011; 10) requires consideration of the following: 

• Research potential: does the evidence suggest any potential to contribute to an understanding 

of the area and/or region and/or state’s natural and cultural history? 

• Representativeness: how much variability (outside and/or inside the subject area) exists, what 

is already conserved, how much connectivity is there? 

• Rarity: is the subject area important in demonstrating a distinctive way of life, custom, process, 

land use, function or design no longer practised? Is it in danger of being lost or of exceptional 

interest? 

• Education potential: does the subject area contain teaching sites or sites that might have 

teaching potential? 

7.2 Social and cultural significance 

Social and cultural heritage values should be addressed by Aboriginal people who have a connection 

to, or interest in, the area. 

Phil Khan f Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group has noted that nearby waterways may contain 

evidence of Aboriginal inhabitation of the area, stating:  

The study area is in nearby Waitara Creek and Spring Gully Creek is also close by, 

this suggests room for camping, hunting and gathering and everyday activates 

within the area. The flora and furan were very different before colonisation to what 

it is now which is highly developed area. Despite development we still see 

evidence of Aboriginal tangible and in intangible aspects on country within 

disturbed soils. 

7.3 Historic significance 

Historic values refer to the association of place with aspect of Aboriginal history. Historic values are 

not necessarily reflected in physical objects, but may be intangible and relate to memories, stories, or 

experiences.  

The consultation has not identified any historic values relating to the study area. 

7.4 Scientific significance 

Scientific values refer to a site’s potential to contribute to our current understanding and information. 

As there are no Aboriginal objects within the study area it is not of specific scientific significance.  

7.5 Aesthetic significance  

Aesthetic values refer to the sensory, scenic, architectural, and creative aspects of the place. These 

values may be related to the landscape and are often closely associated with social/cultural values.  
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The desktop assessment, site inspection and consultation process have not identified any aesthetic 

values relating to the study area.  

7.6 Statement of significance 

At the time this report was prepared, no specific aesthetic or historic values associated with the 

project site were identified. As no Aboriginal objects or places were identified, the study area 

possesses low scientific value. The nearby waterways, Waitara Creek and Spring Gully Creek, have 

been identified as socially and culturally significant to Aboriginal people. Overall, the study area is 

considered to be of low significance. 
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8.0 IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND HERITAGE MANAGEMENT 

8.1 Impact assessment methodology 

The definition of harm to an object or place under the NPW Act includes any act or omission that 

’destroys, defaces or damages the object or place or in relation to an object –moves the object from 

land on which it had been situated.’  

Direct harm may occur as a result of activities which disturb the ground surface including site 

preparation activities, earthworks and ground excavation, and the installation of services and 

infrastructure.  

Indirect harm for Aboriginal heritage refers to impacts that may affect sites or features located 

immediately beyond or within the area of the proposed works. Indirect harm may include impacts from 

vibration, increased visitation, or increased erosion, including ancillary project activities (construction 

and/or operation) that are not located within the study area. 

8.2 Proposed works 

The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 
construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 
extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing comprising 
of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , community 
healthcare services, 130 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community 
facilities, landscaping and public domain works. 

8.3 Aboriginal heritage impact assessment 

There were no Aboriginal objects identified in the study area during survey, and no sites identified in 

the AHIMS database. This report has assessed that intact archaeological deposits are not likely to be 

present below the ground surface. Therefore, the proposal is unlikely to impact any Aboriginal 

archaeology. No site specific cultural values have been identified at this stage of consultation. 
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8.4 Ecological Sustainable Development principles 

In accordance with the Guide to Investigating, Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural 

Heritage in New South Wales, the principles of ecologically sustainable development have been 

considered in preparation of this Aboriginal heritage assessment, including options to avoid impacts 

to Aboriginal cultural heritage, assessment of unavoidable impacts, identification of mitigation and 

management measures, and taking account of Aboriginal community views. The principles of 

ecologically sustainable development are detailed in the NSW Protection of the Environment 

Administration Act 1991. Principles of ecologically sustainable development relevant to the 

assessment of the project as it relates to Aboriginal cultural heritage are considered below. 

8.4.1 The integration principle 

Decision making processes should effectively integrate both long term and short term economic, 

environmental, social and equitable considerations (the ‘integration principle’). The preparation of this 

ACHAR demonstrates regard for the integration principle by considering Aboriginal heritage values 

and impacts to these from the proposal during the planning phase. The nature of the proposal is in 

itself one that contributes to the long term economic and social needs of current and future residents 

of the area. 

8.4.2 The precautionary principle  

If there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific confidence 

should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation (the 

‘precautionary principle’). 

As no archaeological sites were identified within the study area, no further archaeological 

investigation is recommended at this stage of consultation. 

8.4.3 The principle of intergenerational equity 

The present generation should ensure that the health, diversity, and productivity of the environment is 

maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future generations (the ‘principle of intergenerational 

equity’).  

This report has assessed that no further archaeological investigations through test excavations need 

be conducted. However, see the Unexpected Finds Policy below. 

8.5 Cumulative impacts 

A cumulative impact is an impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage resulting from the incremental impact 

of the action/s of a development when added to other past, present and reasonably foreseeable 

future actions.  

A draft of the ACHAR was sent to RAPs on 31 August 2022, requesting feedback by 28 September 

2022. No feedback was provided on the report. As such, the desktop assessment, AHIMS search 

results, site inspection and consultation process did not identify any potential cumulative impacts that 

the proposed works may have on Aboriginal heritage 
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9.0 MANAGEMENT AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

9.1 Guiding principles 

The overall guiding principle for cultural heritage management is that Aboriginal heritage should be 

conserved. If conservation is not practical, measures should be taken to mitigate against negative 

impacts to Aboriginal sites. The nature of the mitigation measures recommended in this instance is 

primarily based on an assessment of archaeological potential and significance. 

Archaeological mitigation measures vary depending on the assessment of archaeological significance 

of a particular Aboriginal site and are based on its research potential, rarity, representative and 

educational value. In general, the significance of a site would influence the choice of preferred 

conservation outcomes and appropriate mitigation measures, usually on the following basis: 

• Low archaeological significance- Conservation where possible, but usually no mitigation 

required if impacts are unavoidable. 

• Moderate archaeological significance- Conservation where possible. If conservation is not 

practicable, excavations or similar mechanisms determined in consultation with the Aboriginal 

community may be necessary. 

• High archaeological significance- Conservation as a priority. Only if all practicable 

alternatives have been exhausted would impacts be considered justified. Comprehensive 

excavations may be necessary. 

9.2 Ongoing consultation with Registered Aboriginal Parties 

Consultation with Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) would continue throughout the life of the 

project, as necessary. Ongoing consultation with RAPs will take place throughout all facets of the 

project, including in the event of any unexpected Aboriginal objects being identified during works (see 

Unexpected Finds Policy below). 

9.3 Unexpected finds policy 

This unexpected finds procedure outlines the steps required if unanticipated Aboriginal objects or 

human skeletal remains are identified and should be included as part of the Construction Environment 

Management Plan for the project.  

Aboriginal Objects 

If unanticipated suspected Aboriginal objects are uncovered at any time throughout the life of the 

project, the following steps should be undertaken: 

• Cease all activity within the vicinity of the find 

• Leave the material in place and protect it from harm 

• Take note of the details of the material and its location, take a photograph of the find in situ, 

preferably with a scale 

• Inform the site manager/ area supervisor, who would then inform the superintendent/ principal 
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Once the find has been secured, a suitably qualified archaeologist should be contacted to assess the 

significance of the find and determine management requirements. 

If the find is identified as a genuine Aboriginal object: 

• Heritage NSW and Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) must be notified and consulted 

• A methodology for long-term storage of the find must be developed in consultation with RAPs 

• The Aboriginal object should be registered on AHIMS 

• Further archaeological mitigation may be required prior to works recommencing. 

Works should not recommence until written consent is received from the project archaeologist. 

An unexpected finds policy should be implemented in the event that human skeletal remains or 

Aboriginal objects are identified during construction. 

Human Skeletal Remains 

If suspected human skeletal remains are uncovered at any time throughout the life of the project the 

following steps should be undertaken: 

• Cease all activity in the vicinity of the find 

• Leave the remains in place and protect them from harm 

• Notify NSW Police 

• Engage a forensic anthropologist and archaeologist where required 

• Notify Heritage NSW via the Environment Line 131555 to provide details of the remains and 

their location 

Excavation activity will not recommence unless authorised in writing by Heritage NSW. 
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10.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following results and recommendations are based on consideration of: 

• The requirements of Aboriginal heritage guidelines including: 

- The Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New 

South Wales (DECCW 2010a) – known as The Code of Practice 

- Guide to investigating and assessing and reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in 

New South Wales (OEH 2011) – known as ACHAR guidelines.  

- The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 

2010b)- known as Consultation Guidelines) 

• Project SEARs 

• The results of the stakeholder consultation 

• Extensive search of the AHIMS database 

• In depth background research and assessment following an archaeological survey. 

The assessment found that: 

• No sites listed on the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) were 

discovered in the study area 

• No previously unrecorded Aboriginal sites or objects were identified within the study area 

during survey 

• The study area has been heavily disturbed by historical development activities 

• The study area was assessed as having nil to low potential to retain intact archaeological 

deposits that may contain Aboriginal objects 

• Consultation with RAPs identified that the nearby Waitara Creek and Spring Gully Creek likely 

contain evidence of previous Aboriginal inhabitation of the area and are therefore culturally 

significant  

Recommendations  

Based on the results of this assessment and in accordance with Aboriginal heritage guidelines 

mandated in the SEARs for the proposal, the following recommendations are made: 

• As the study area was found to be disturbed and to have a nil-low potential for Aboriginal 

objects to be located within it, further archaeological assessment is not required. 

• If changes are made to the proposal that may result in impacts to areas not assessed by this 

ACHAR, further assessment would be required.  

• Unexpected Aboriginal objects remain protected by the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 

If any suspected Aboriginal objects are uncovered in the course of construction activities, all 

work in the vicinity should cease immediately. A qualified archaeologist should be contacted to 

assess the find and Heritage NSW and Registered Aboriginal Parties must be notified. 
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• If human remains, or suspected human remains, are found in the course of construction, all 

work in the vicinity should cease, the site should be secured, and the NSW Police and 

Heritage NSW should be notified. 
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12.0 APPENDICES 

12.1 Consultation Log 

  



Consultation Log: HammondCare Wahroonga 4-12 Neringah Avenue, Wahroonga 

4.1.2 – Agency Letters      
CONTACT ORGANISATION CONTACTED BY ORGANISATION METHOD DATE COMMENT/ RESPONSE 

Heritage NSW HERITAGEMailbox@environment.nsw.g
ov.au 

Eilzabeth Bonshek Artefact Email 24-Jun-22 Autorespond. RAP list 
sent by Barry Gunther 
on June 29. 

National Native 
Title Tribunal 

nswenquiries@NNTT.gov.au Eilzabeth Bonshek Artefact Email 24-Jun-22 Failed send 

National Native 
Title Tribunal 

GeospatialSearch@NNTT.gov.au Eilzabeth Bonshek Artefact Email 24-Jun-22 Autorespond. 24 Jun 
requested completion of 
search form. 27 Jun 22 
sent completed search 
form. Auto respond 27 
June 22. 

NTSCorp information@ntscorp.com.au 
 

Eilzabeth Bonshek Artefact Email 24-Jun-22  

Office of the 
Registrar 

adminofficer@oralra.nsw.gov.au Eilzabeth Bonshek Artefact Email 24-Jun-22  

Ku-ring-gai Council krg@krg.nsw.gov.au Eilzabeth Bonshek Artefact Email 24-Jun-22  

Metropolitan LALC metrolalc@metrolalc.org.au Eilzabeth Bonshek Artefact Email 24-Jun-22 Autorespond 

4.1.3 - Advert 
Koori Mail chris@koorimail.com Elizabeth Bonshek Artefact Email 29 June 22  

4.1.3 – Identification of Potential Aboriginal Parties 

ORGANISATION NAME EMAIL CONTACTED BY DATE COMMENT  
Guringai Tribal Link 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Tracey Howie tracey@guringai.com
.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Darug Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage 
Assessments 

Gordon Morton Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Darug Land 
Observations 

Jamie Workman and Anna Workman Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22 Auto response: delivery 
failed. Letter sent 
instead. 

 

Darug Aboriginal 
Land Care  

Mark Dyer markdyer2009@live.
com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

A1 Indigenous 
Services 

Carolyn Hickey cazadirect@live.com Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Corroboree 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Marilyn Carroll-Johnson corroboreecorp@big
pond.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Ngambaa Cultural 
Connections 

Kaarina Slater  ngambaa.culturalcon
nections@gmail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Murra Bidgee 
Mullangari 

Darleen Johnson  murrabidgeemullang
ari@yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   



Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Murra Bidgee 
Mullangari 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Ryan Johnson murrabidgeemullang
ari@yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Muragadi Heritage 
Indigenous 
Corporation 

Jesse Johnson muragadi@yahoo.co
m.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Bidjawong 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

James Carroll jrcarroll888@gmail.c
om  

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Kamilaroi 
Yankuntjatjara 
Working Group 

Phil Khan philipkhan.acn@live.
com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Wurrumay Pty Ltd Kerrie Slater  wurrumay@hotmail.
com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Wurrumay Pty Ltd Vicky Slater wurrumay@hotmail.
com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Warragil Cultural 
Services 

Aaron Slater (Manager) Warragil_c.s@hotmai
l.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Tocomwall Scott Franks  Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Amanda Hickey 
Cultural Services 

Amanda Hickey  amandahickey@live.
com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Widescope 
Indigenous Group 

Steven Hickey  Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Widescope 
Indigenous Group 

Donna Hickey Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Dhinawan Culture 
& Heritage Pty Ltd 

Stephen Fields dhinawan.ch@gmail.
com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

HSB Consultants Patricia Hampton Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Rane Consulting Tony Williams ajw1901@bigpond.c
om 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Anthony Williams Anthony Williams Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Gunyuu Kylie Ann Bell gunyuuchts@gmail.c
om 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Walbunja Hika Te Kowhai walbunja@gmail.com Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Gunya Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage 
Services 

Adam Gunther gunya.ach@gmail.co
m 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Badu  Karia Lea Bond Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Goobah 
Developments  

Basil Smith  goobahchts@gmail.c
om 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Gunjeewong 
Cultural Heritage 

Shayne Dickson Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22 Auto response: delivery 
failed. Letter sent 
instead. 

 



Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Wullung Lee-Roy James Boota Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Julia Narayan  juliaannnarayan2018
@gmail.com  

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Yerramurra Robert Parson yerramurra@gmail.c
om   

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Nundagurri Newton Carriage  nundagurri@gmail.co
m 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Murrumbul  Mark Henry murrumbul@gmail.c
om 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Jerringong Joanne Anne Stewart jerringong@gmail.co
m 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Pemulwuy CHTS Pemulwuy Johnson pemulwuyd@gmail.c
om 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Bilinga Simalene Carriage bilingachts@gmail.co
m 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Munyunga Kaya Dawn Bell munyungachts@gma
il.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Wingikara Hayley Bell wingikarachts@gmail
.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Minnamunnung Aaron Broad Letter Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Walgalu Ronald Stewart walgaluchts@gmail.c
om       

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Thauaira Shane Carriage thauairachts@gmail.
com       

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Dharug Andrew Bond dharugchts@gmail.c
om 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Gulaga Wendy Smith gulagachts@gmail.co
m 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Biamanga Seli Storer biamangachts@gmail
.com       

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Callendulla Corey Smith cullendullachts@gma
il.com       

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Murramarang Roxanne Smith murramarangchts@g
mail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

DJMD Consultancy Darren Duncan darrenjohnduncan@
gmail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Mundawri Heritage 
Consultants 

Dean Delponte mundawari.hc@gmai
l.com  

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Butucarbin 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Jennifer Beale butuheritage@gmail.
com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Didge Ngunawal 
Clan 

Lillie Carroll didgengunawalclan@
yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   



Didge Ngunawal 
Clan 

Paul Boyd didgengunawalclan@
yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Aragung Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage 
Site Assessments 

Jamie Eastwood James.eastwood@y7
mail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Ginninderra 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Steven Johnson  Ginninderra.corp@g
mail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Ginninderra 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Krystle Carroll Ginninderra.corp@g
mail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Paul Gale Paul Gale Cenobite100@gmail.
com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Sharon Hodgetts Sharon Hodgetts sharonhodgetts@hot
mail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Wailwan Aboriginal 
Group 

Philip Boney waarlan12@outlook.
com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Barking Owl 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Mrs Jody Kulakowski (Director) barkingowlcorp@gm
ail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Yulay Cultural 
Services 

Arika Jalomaki (Manager) yulayculturalservices
@gmail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Thoorga Nura John Carriage (Chief Executive Officer) thoorganura@gmail.
com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Barraby Cultural 
Services  

Lee Field (Manager) barrabyculturalservic
es@gmail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Yurrandaali 
Cultural Services 

Bo Field (Manager) yurrandaali_cs@hot
mail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Darug 
Boorooberongal 
Elders Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Paul Hand (chairperson) paulhand1967@gmai
l.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

 Ralph Hampton hamptonralph46@g
mail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker  woriwooilywa@gmail
.com  

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

B.H. Heritage 
Consultants 

Nola Hampton kinghampton@77gm
ail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22 Auto response: delivery 
failed on July 16 after 
multiple attempts to 
send message.  

 

Ngambaa Cultural 
Connections 

Kaarina Slater  ngambaa.culturalcon
nections@gmail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Waawaar Awaa 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Rodney Gunther Waawaar.awaa@gm
ail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   



Waawaar Awaa 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Barry Gunther Waawaar.awaa@gm
ail.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22   

Mura Indigenous 
Corporation, 

Phillip Carroll mura.indigenous@bi
gpond.com 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22 Auto response: delivery 
failed. Phone number 
disconnected and no 
postal address 
provided. 

 

Goodradigbee 
Cultural & Heritage 
Aboriginal 
Corporation, Caine Carroll 

goodradigbee1@outl
ook.com Emma Jones 14-Jul-22 

Goodradigbee Cultural 
& Heritage Aboriginal 
Corporation, 

 

REGISTERED ABORIGINAL PARTIES 
ORGANISATION INDIVIDUAL CONTACT METHOD CONTACTED DATE COMMENT  

Didge Ngunawal 
Clan 

Paul Boyd and Lilly Carroll didgengunawalclan@
yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22 DNC Would like to 
register an interest in 
@ 2-12 NeringahAve S, 
Wahrooonga 

 

Kamilaroi 
Yankuntjatjara 
Working Group 

Philip Khan philipkhan.acn@live.
com.au 

Emma Jones 14-Jul-22 I wish to register my 
organisation's interest. I 
wish to be involved an 
participate in all levels 
of consultation/ project 
involvement. 

 

Murrabidgee 
Mullangari 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Ryan Johnson murraidgeemullangar
i@yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 15-Jul-22 Please register 
Murrabidgee  

 

RAW Cultural 
Healing 

Raymond Weatherall bubbly71@live.com.a
u 

Elizabeth Bonshek 6-Jul-22 I would like to register 
an interest in the 
community 
consultation for the 
HammondCare Facility 

 

Merrigarn Shaun Carroll merrigarn@hotmail.c
om 

Emma Jones 18-Jul-22 Please register 
Merrigarn, we have 
done many projects in 
the area 

 

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker woriwooilywa@gmail
.com 

Emma Jones 19-Jul-22 Please register Wori 
Wooilywa 

 

Name withheld Name withheld Email withheld Emma Jones 19-Jul-22 Please register. Do not 
disclose details to the 
LALC.  

 

Butucarbin 
Heritage 

Jennifer Beale butuheritage@gmail.
com 

Emma Jones 2-Jul-22 Please register  

A1 Indigenous 
Services 

Carolyn Hickey cazdirect@live.com Emma Jones 1-Aug-22 Please register Late registration 

mailto:cazdirect@live.com


4.1.6 Notification of HNSW and LALC of RAPs 
ORGANISATION EMAIL CONTACTED BY DATE    

Metropolitan LALC operations@metrolalc.org.au Emma Jones 29-Jul-22    

Heritage NSW 
heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.go
v.au Emma Jones 29-Jul-22  

  

Metropolitan LALC operationg@metrolalc.org.au Emma Jones 21-Aug-22 Updated RAP 
list- 1 late 
registration 

  

Heritage NSW HERITAGEmailbox@environment.nsw.g
ov.au 

Emma Jones 21-Aug-22 Updated RAP 
list- 1 late 
registration 

  

4.3.1 Proposed ACHAR Methodology Letter OUT 
ORGANISATION NAME EMAIL CONTACTED BY DATE   

Didge Ngunawal 
Clan 

Paul Boyd and Lilly Carroll didgengunawalclan@
yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 29-Jul-22   

Kamilaroi 
Yankuntjatjara 
Working Group 

Philip Khan philipkhan.acn@live.
com.au 

Emma Jones 29-Jul-22   

Murrabidgee 
Mullangari 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Ryan Johnson murraidgeemullangar
i@yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 29-Jul-22   

RAW Cultural 
Healing 

Raymond Weatherall bubbly71@live.com.a
u 

Elizabeth Bonshek 29-Jul-22   

Merrigarn Shaun Carroll merrigarn@hotmail.c
om 

Emma Jones 29-Jul-22   

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker woriwooilywa@gmail
.com 

Emma Jones 29-Jul-22   

Name withheld Name withheld Email withheld Emma Jones 29-Jul-22   

Butucarbin 
Heritage 

Jennifer Beale butuheritage@gmail.
com 

Emma Jones 29-Jul-22   

4.3.2 Responses to proposed ACHAR methodology 
ORGANISATION CONTACT METHOD CONTACTED DATE COMMENT RESPONSE 

Didge Ngunawal 
Clan 

didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au Emma Jones 29-Jul-22 We agree with 
your 
methodology 

Thank you for your response, noted 
 

Name withheld Email withheld Emma Jones 22-Aug-2022 We agree with 
methodology 
review 

Thank you for your response, noted 
 

Kamilaroi 
Yankuntjatjara 
Working Group 

philipkhan@acn.live.au Emma Jones 28-Aug-22 Thank you for your methodology for 2 Neringah Ave S, Wahroonga, 
New South Wales 2076. The study area is of significances to us 
Aboriginal people, as all of country is, was and always be traditional 
Aboriginal land. Our people have walked this land for thousands of 
years before colonisation and we continue to do so. Whilst caring for 
sky, country and everything in between, such as the water ways that 

mailto:operations@metrolalc.org.au
mailto:heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au
mailto:heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au


provide an abundance of resources and fresh drinking water along with 
a lifestyle that sustained our people to thrive in an environment with 
ever-changing ecosystems. Aboriginal people have a long oral history 
of knowledge about the way the care and maintain or mange country, 
such as utilising fire to rejuvenate country and cleanse country and sky.   
The study area is in nearby Waitara Creek and Spring Gully Creek is also 
close by, this suggests room for camping, hunting and gathering and 
everyday activates within the area. The flora and furan were very 
different before colonisation to what it is now which is highly 
developed area. Despite development we still see evidence of 
Aboriginal tangible and in intangible aspects on country within 
disturbed soils.   
We would highly recommend when choosing where to place trenches 
ask the Aboriginal community or RAPs on the location of trenches 
could be of potential utilising Aboriginal knowledge of country rather 
than just a scientific transect ever ten meters. This is the way forward 
utilising cultural knowledge with modern day sciences methods.   
We would like to agree to your methodology and would like to see 
connecting with country framework be carried out when it comes to 
design and we would like to be involved on furthering consultation as 
early as possible.   

     Thank you for your response, noted 

4.4.2 Draft ACHAR to RAPs for review 
ORGANISATION NAME EMAIL CONTACTED BY DATE   

Didge Ngunawal 
Clan 

Paul Boyd and Lilly Carroll didgengunawalclan@
yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 31-Aug-22   

Kamilaroi 
Yankuntjatjara 
Working Group 

Philip Khan philipkhan.acn@live.
com.au 

Emma Jones 31-Aug-22   

Murrabidgee 
Mullangari 
Aboriginal 
Corporation 

Ryan Johnson murraidgeemullangar
i@yahoo.com.au 

Emma Jones 31-Aug-22   

RAW Cultural 
Healing 

Raymond Weatherall bubbly71@live.com.a
u 

Elizabeth Bonshek 31-Aug-22   

Merrigarn Shaun Carroll merrigarn@hotmail.c
om 

Emma Jones 31-Aug-22   

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker woriwooilywa@gmail
.com 

Emma Jones 31-Aug-22   

Name withheld Name withheld Email withheld Emma Jones 31-Aug-22   

Butucarbin 
Heritage 

Jennifer Beale butuheritage@gmail.
com 

Emma Jones 31-Aug-22   

A1 Indigenous 
Services 

Carolyn Hickey cazdirect@live.com Emma Jones 31-Aug-22   

Responses to Draft ACHAR 

ORGANISATION NAME CONTACT METHOD CONTACTED DATE COMMENT RESPONSE 

mailto:cazdirect@live.com
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Consultation Stage 4.1  
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24 June 2022 

 

Heritage NSW, DPC 

HERITAGEMailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: ACHAR Proposed Development: HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroongah. Identification of Interested Aboriginal Parties  

HammondCare propose the expansion and development of its facility 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroonga, NSW 2076 (Lot 1 in DP960051, Lot 1 in DP1199937 and Lot 52 in DP2666). The 

property is located in the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area and lies within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (see figure 1). 

The proposal will be lodged for consideration as a State Significant Development under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for Seniors Housing requires the assessment of the likely Aboriginal cultural 

and archaeological impacts of the proposed development. HammondCare has engaged Artefact 

Heritage to complete an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) for the project, 

including consultation in accordance with the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements 

for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010) for the proposed works in anticipation of award of specific 

SEARs. 

In accordance with these requirements and as part of the assessment process, the proponent would 

like to consult with any Aboriginal persons or organisations that hold cultural knowledge relevant to 

determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the Wahroonga region. The purpose 

of community consultation is to assist the proponent in identifying and describing the Aboriginal 

cultural heritage values within the proposal area and aid in the documentation of these values in the 

environmental assessment. 

Contact details for the proponent are: 

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager 

HammondCare 

alisney@hammond.com.au 

 

In line with the relevant consultation guidelines, I am writing to you to request names and contact 

details that your organisation has for any such Aboriginal people or groups. Please forward any 

information available before 8 July 2022 to: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road 



HammondCare: Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
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Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or email Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Artefact Heritage on (02) 

9518 8411. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009
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HammondCare has engaged Artefact Heritage to complete an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 

(ACHAR) for the project, including consultation in accordance with the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation 

requirements for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010) for the proposed works in anticipation of award of specific SEARs. 

In accordance with these requirements and as part of the assessment process, the proponent would like to consult 

with any Aboriginal persons or organisations that hold cultural knowledge relevant to determining the significance of 

Aboriginal objects and places in the Wahroonga region. The purpose of community consultation is to assist the 

proponent in identifying and describing the Aboriginal cultural heritage values within the proposal area and aid in the 

documentation of these values in the environmental assessment. 

Contact details for the proponent are: 

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager 

HammondCare 

alisney@hammond.com.au 

 

In line with the relevant consultation guidelines, I am writing to you to request names and contact details that your 

organisation has for any such Aboriginal people or groups. Please forward any information available before 8 July 

2022 to: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or email Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Artefact Heritage on (02) 9518 8411. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 
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This email is intended for the addressee(s) named and may contain confidential and/or privileged information.  

If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and then delete it immediately. 

Any views expressed in this email are those of the individual sender except where the sender expressly and with 

authority states them to be the views of the NSW Office of Environment, Energy and Science. 

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING THIS EMAIL 



LIST OF ABORIGINAL STAKEHOLDERS FOR THE DEPARTMENT of PREMIER and CABINET (DPC) SOUTHERN REGION HELD BY DPC FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF THE OEH ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPONENTS 2010 

 

These lists are provided to proponents in accordance with section 4.1.2 of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010 (the 
“Consultation Requirements”) which commenced on 12 April 2010.  
 
The consultation process involves getting the views of, and information from, Aboriginal people and reporting on these. It is not to be confused with other field assessment 
processes involved in preparing a proposal and an application. Consultation does not include the employment of Aboriginal people to assist in field assessment and/or site 
monitoring. Aboriginal people may provide services to proponents through a contractual arrangement however, this is separate from consultation. The proponent is not 
obliged to employ those Aboriginal people registered for consultation. Consultation as per these requirements will continue irrespective of potential or actual employment 
opportunities for Aboriginal people.   
 
A copy of the Consultation Requirements can be found on the OEH website at: 
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/cultureheritage/commconsultation/09781ACHconsultreq.pdf. 
 
Under the Consultation Requirements; a proponent is required to provide Aboriginal people who may hold cultural knowledge relevant to determining the cultural significance 
of Aboriginal objects and/or places as relevant to the proposed project area, with an opportunity to be involved in consultation. Section 3.3.1 of the Consultation 
Requirements states that Aboriginal people who can provide this information are, based on Aboriginal lore and custom, the traditional owners or custodians of the land that is 
the subject of the proposed project.  
 

The Consultation Requirements also state that: 
 

Traditional owners or custodians with appropriate cultural heritage knowledge to inform decision making who seek to register their interest as an Aboriginal party are 
those people who:  

 continue to maintain a deep respect for their ancestral belief system, traditional lore and custom  

 recognise their responsibilities and obligations to protect and conserve their culture and heritage and care for their traditional lands or Country  

 have the trust of their community, knowledge and understanding of their culture, and permission to speak about it. 
 
Please note: the placement of an organisation’s name on any OEH Aboriginal stakeholder list for the Consultation Requirements does not override a proponent’s 
requirement to also advertise in the local newspaper and to seek from other sources the names of any other Aboriginal people who may hold cultural knowledge as required  
under clause 60 of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2019. 

How to use this list 

1. Contact the organisations/individuals who have indicated an interest in the relevant LGA/s and invite them to register an interest in your project 
 
 

Do not reproduce the attached list in publicly available reports and other documents. Your report should only contain the names of the 
organisations and individuals who you have invited to register an interest in your project and those who have registered as stakeholders for your 
project.  

Last updated 27 June 2022 



Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area 

 

Organisation/ 

Individual 

Contact Name Email Address/ 

Fax / Phone 

Postal Address Additional 

information 

Guringai Tribal Link Aboriginal 

Corporation 
Tracey Howie 0404 182 049 

tracey@guringai.com.au 

PO Box 4061 Wyongah NSW 

2259 
 

Darug Aboriginal Cultural 

Heritage Assessments 

Gordon Morton 02 9410 3665 or 0422 865 831 Unit 9, 6 Chapman Avenue, 

Chatswood, NSW 2067 
 

Darug Land Observations Jamie Workman and Anna 

Workman 

0418 494 951           0413 687 279 

daruglandobservations@gmail.com 

PO Box 173, Ulladulla, NSW 

2539 
 

Darug Aboriginal Land Care  Mark Dyer 0428 714 242 

markdyer2009@live.com.au 

PO Box 405 

Donnside 2767 NSW 

 

A1 Indigenous Services Carolyn Hickey 0411 650 057 

cazadirect@live.com 

10 Marie Pitt Place Glenmore 

Park 2745 NSW.  
 

Corroboree Aboriginal 

Corporation 

Marilyn Carroll-Johnson 

 

0415911159 

corroboreecorp@bigpond.com 

PO Box 3340, Rouse Hill, NSW 

2155 
 

Murra Bidgee Mullangari 

Aboriginal Corporation 

Darleen Johnson 

Ryan Johnson 

0490 051 102          0475565517 

murrabidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au 

PO Box 3035, Rouse Hill, NSW, 

2155 
 

Muragadi Heritage Indigenous 

Corporation 

Jesse Johnson 0447 970 049 

muragadi@yahoo.com.au 

5 Hession Road, Nelson, NSW 

2765 

 

 

Bidjawong Aboriginal Corporation James Carroll Mobile: 0433224324 

Email: Either jrcarroll888@gmail.com or 

bidjawong@gmail.com 

22 McKinley Place Cherrybrook 

NSW 2126 
 

Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working 

Group 
Phil Khan 0434 545 982 

philipkhan.acn@live.com.au 

78 Forbes Street, Emu Plains, 

NSW 2750 
 



Wurrumay Pty Ltd Kerrie Slater and Vicky 

Slater 

0421077521 

wurrumay@hotmail.com 

33 Gardner Circuit Singleton 

NSW 2566. 

 

 

Warragil Cultural Services Aaron Slater (Manager) 0481 280 067  

Warragil_c.s@hotmail.com 

  

Tocomwall Scott Franks  0404 171 544 Po box 145, Miranda NSW 1490  

Amanda Hickey Cultural Services Amanda Hickey  0434 480 588 

amandahickey@live.com.au 

57 Gough st emu plains 2750  

Widescope Indigenous Group Steven Hickey and Donna 

Hickey 

0425 230 693 (Steven) 0425 232 056 (Donna) 73 Russell Street, Emu Plains, 

NSW 2750 
 

Dhinawan Culture & Heritage Pty 

Ltd 
Stephen Fields 0411232285 

dhinawan.ch@gmail.com 

  

HSB Consultants Patricia Hampton 0424 142 216 62 Ropes Crossing Boulevard, 

Ropes Crossing 2760 
 

Rane Consulting Tony Williams 02 88246991 

ajw1901@bigpond.com 

1 Pyrenees Way Beaumont Hills 

NSW 2155 
 

Anthony Williams Anthony Williams 0456 399 687   

Gunyuu Kylie Ann Bell gunyuuchts@gmail.com   

Walbunja Hika Te Kowhai 

 

0402 730 612 

walbunja@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Badu  Karia Lea Bond 0476 381 207 11 Jeffery Place, Moruya, NSW 

2537  
 

Goobah Developments  

 

Basil Smith  

 

0405 995 725 

goobahchts@gmail.com 

66 Grantham Road, Batehaven 

NSW, 2536  
 

Wullung 

 

Lee-Roy James Boota 

 

0403 703 942 

 

54 Blackwood Street, 

Gerringong, NSW, 2534  
 

Yerramurra Robert Parson yerramurra@gmail.com     



Nundagurri Newton Carriage  nundagurri@gmail.com   

Murrumbul  Mark Henry murrumbul@gmail.com   

Jerringong Joanne Anne Stewart 0422 800 184 

jerringong@gmail.com 

  

Pemulwuy CHTS Pemulwuy Johnson 0425 066 100 

pemulwuyd@gmail.com 

14 Top Place, Mt Annan 

 

 

Bilinga Simalene Carriage bilingachts@gmail.com   

Munyunga Kaya Dawn Bell munyungachts@gmail.com   

Wingikara Hayley Bell wingikarachts@gmail.com   

Minnamunnung Aaron Broad  1 Waratah Avenue, Albion Park 

Rail NSW 2527 
 

Walgalu Ronald Stewart walgaluchts@gmail.com         

Thauaira Shane Carriage thauairachts@gmail.com         

Dharug Andrew Bond dharugchts@gmail.com   

Gulaga Wendy Smith gulagachts@gmail.com   

Biamanga Seli Storer biamangachts@gmail.com         

Callendulla Corey Smith cullendullachts@gmail.com         

Murramarang Roxanne Smith murramarangchts@gmail.com   

DJMD Consultancy 

 

Darren Duncan 0410 510 397 

darrenjohnduncan@gmail.com 

  

Butucarbin Aboriginal 

Corporation 

Jennifer Beale (02)9832 7167 

butuheritage@gmail.com 

PO Box E18, Emerton, NSW 

2770 
 

Didge Ngunawal Clan Lillie Carroll 

Paul Boyd 

0426 823 944  

didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au 

33 Carlyle Crescent Cambridge 

Gardens NSW 2747 
 



Ginninderra Aboriginal 

Corporation 

Steven Johnson and Krystle 

Carroll 
0406991221 

Ginninderra.corp@gmail.com 

PO BOX 3143 Grose Vale NSW 

2754 
 

Sharon Hodgetts Sharon Hodgetts 0405288814 

sharonhodgetts@hotmail.com 

21/29 Central Coast Hwy West 

Gosford 2250 
 

Wailwan Aboriginal Group Philip Boney 0436 483 210 

waarlan12@outlook.com 

  

Barking Owl Aboriginal 

Corporation 

Mrs Jody Kulakowski 

(Director) 

0426 242 015 

barkingowlcorp@gmail.com 

2-65/69 Wehlow St. Mt Druitt  

Yulay Cultural Services Arika Jalomaki (Manager) 0411 048 794 

yulayculturalservices@gmail.com 

15 Rowley Place, Airds NSW 

2560 
 

Thoorga Nura John Carriage (Chief 

Executive Officer) 

0401 641 299 

thoorganura@gmail.com 

50B Hilltop Crescent,  

Surf Beach, 2536, NSW 

 

Barraby Cultural Services  Lee Field (Manager) 0423 906 606 

barrabyculturalservices@gmail.com 

6 Macgibbon Parade, Old 

Erowal Bay, NSW 2540 
 

Yurrandaali Cultural Services Bo Field (Manager) 0457 546 643  

yurrandaali_cs@hotmail.com 

3 Sheeran Street, Old Erowal 

Bay NSW 2540 
 

Darug Boorooberongal Elders 

Aboriginal Corporation 

Paul Hand (chairperson) 0456786738 

paulhand1967@gmail.com 

PO.Box 14  Doonside NSW 

2767 
 

B.H. Heritage Consultants Ralph Hampton 

Nola Hampton 

0435 785 138           0401 662 531 

hamptonralph46@gmail.com 

kinghampton@77gmail.com 

184 Captain Cook Drive Willmot 

2770 NSW 

95 Mount Ettalong Road Umina 

Beach 2257 NSW 

 

Ngambaa Cultural Connections Kaarina Slater  M: 0421 061 893, E: 

ngambaa.culturalconnections@gmail.com 

Unit 29,11 Phillip Street St 

Marys NSW 2760 
 

Waawaar Awaa Aboriginal 

Corporation 

Rodney Gunther 

Barry Gunther 

Rodney Gunther – 0410580962 

Barry Gunther – 0451 176 473 

Waawaar.awaa@gmail.com 

15 Bungonia Street Prestons 

NSW 2170 
 

Goodradigbee Cultural & 

Heritage Aboriginal Corporation, 

Caine Carroll 0410974236 

goodradigbee1@outlook.com 

Error! Hyperlink reference 

not valid. 

 



Mura Indigenous Corporation, Phillip Carroll 0448824188 

mura.indigenous@bigpond.com 

Error! Hyperlink reference 

not valid. 

 

Aragung Aboriginal Cultural 

Heritage Site Assessments 

Jamie Eastwood 0427793334     0298323732 

James.eastwood@y7mail.com 

33 Bulolo Drive Whalan NSW 

2770 
 

Paul Gale Paul Gale 0404652922 

Cenobite100@gmail.com 

67 Ginahgullah Avenue Gross 

Vale NSW 2753 
 

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker  

 

woriwooilywa@gmail.com  

0409006216 

261 Mockingbird Rd 
Pheasants Nest NSW 2574 

 

 

Gunya Aboriginal Cultural 

Heritage Services PTY LTD  

Adam Gunther gunya.ach@gmail.com 
 
Mobile: 0492 232 606 

15 Bungonia Street Prestons 
NSW 2170 

 

Gunjeewong Cultural Heritage 

Aboriginal Corporation 

Shayne Dickson 
 

0421636474 
gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com 

2 Rutherford street Blacktown 
2148 

 

Julia Narayan   juliaannnarayan2018@gmail.com 
0466304750 

  

Mundawari Heritage Consultants Dean Delponte 0413 186 133  
mundawari.hc@gmail.com   

245 Ash Road Prestons NSW 
2170 
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24 June 2022 

 

National Native Title Tribunal 

nswenquiries@NNTT.gov.au 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: ACHAR Proposed Development: HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroongah. Identification of Interested Aboriginal Parties  

HammondCare propose the expansion and development of its facility 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroonga, NSW 2076 (Lot 1 in DP960051, Lot 1 in DP1199937 and Lot 52 in DP2666). The 

property is located in the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area and lies within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (see figure 1). 

The proposal will be lodged for consideration as a State Significant Development under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for Seniors Housing requires the assessment of the likely Aboriginal cultural 

and archaeological impacts of the proposed development. HammondCare has engaged Artefact 

Heritage to complete an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) for the project, 

including consultation in accordance with the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements 

for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010) for the proposed works in anticipation of award of specific 

SEARs. 

In accordance with these requirements and as part of the assessment process, the proponent would 

like to consult with any Aboriginal persons or organisations that hold cultural knowledge relevant to 

determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the Wahroonga region. The purpose 

of community consultation is to assist the proponent in identifying and describing the Aboriginal 

cultural heritage values within the proposal area and aid in the documentation of these values in the 

environmental assessment. 

Contact details for the proponent are: 

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager 

HammondCare 

alisney@hammond.com.au 

 

In line with the relevant consultation guidelines, I am writing to you to request names and contact 

details that your organisation has for any such Aboriginal people or groups. Please forward any 

information available before 8 July 2022 to: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road 



HammondCare: Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
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Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or email Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Artefact Heritage on (02) 

9518 8411. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009
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24 June 2022 

 

National Native Title Tribunal 

GeospatialSearch@NNTT.gov.au 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: ACHAR Proposed Development: HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroongah. Identification of Interested Aboriginal Parties  

HammondCare propose the expansion and development of its facility 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroonga, NSW 2076 (Lot 1 in DP960051, Lot 1 in DP1199937 and Lot 52 in DP2666). The 

property is located in the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area and lies within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (see figure 1). 

The proposal will be lodged for consideration as a State Significant Development under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for Seniors Housing requires the assessment of the likely Aboriginal cultural 

and archaeological impacts of the proposed development. HammondCare has engaged Artefact 

Heritage to complete an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) for the project, 

including consultation in accordance with the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements 

for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010) for the proposed works in anticipation of award of specific 

SEARs. 

In accordance with these requirements and as part of the assessment process, the proponent would 

like to consult with any Aboriginal persons or organisations that hold cultural knowledge relevant to 

determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the Wahroonga region. The purpose 

of community consultation is to assist the proponent in identifying and describing the Aboriginal 

cultural heritage values within the proposal area and aid in the documentation of these values in the 

environmental assessment. 

Contact details for the proponent are: 

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager 

HammondCare 

alisney@hammond.com.au 

 

In line with the relevant consultation guidelines, I am writing to you to request names and contact 

details that your organisation has for any such Aboriginal people or groups. Please forward any 

information available before 8 July 2022 to: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road 



HammondCare: Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
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Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or email Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Artefact Heritage on (02) 

9518 8411. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009
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Emma Jones

From: Geospatial Search Requests <GeospatialSearch@NNTT.gov.au>

Sent: Monday, 27 June 2022 1:06 PM

To: Elizabeth Bonshek

Subject: RE: SR22/974 - 22119 HammondCare Search Request - GeospatialSearch2020 

(1).dotx [SEC=OFFICIAL]

OFFICIAL 

 

Your ref: - HammondCare 22119  

 

Dear Elizabeth Bonshek, 

 

Thank you for your search request, please find your results below. 

 

Search Results 

The results provided are based on the information you supplied and are derived from a search of the following 

Tribunal databases:  

 Schedule of Native Title Determination Applications  

 Register of Native Title Claims 

 Native Title Determinations 

 Indigenous Land Use Agreements (Registered and notified) 

 

Feature ID Tenure As At Feature 
Area SqKm 

Overlapping Native Title Feature

1//DP1199937 FREEHOLD 11/10/2021 0.0082 NNTT File Number  Name 

No overlap   

1//DP960051 FREEHOLD 11/10/2021 0.0014 NNTT File Number  Name 

No overlap   

52//DP2666 FREEHOLD 11/10/2021 0.0010 NNTT File Number  Name 

No overlap   

 

 

For more information about the Tribunal’s registers or to search the registers yourself and obtain copies of relevant 

register extracts, please visit our website. 

 

Information on native title claims and freehold land can also be found on the Tribunal’s website here: Native title 

claims and freehold land . 

 

Please note: There may be a delay between a native title determination application being lodged in the Federal 

Court and its transfer to the Tribunal. As a result, some native title determination applications recently filed with the 

Federal Court may not appear on the Tribunal’s databases. 

 

The search results are based on analysis against external boundaries of applications only. Native title applications 

commonly contain exclusions clauses which remove areas from within the external boundary. To determine 



2

whether the areas described are in fact subject to claim, you need to refer to the “Area covered by claim” section of 

the relevant Register Extract or Schedule Extract and any maps attached. 

 

Search results and the existence of native title 

Please note that the enclosed information from the Register of Native Title Claims and/or the Schedule of 

Applications is not confirmation of the existence of native title in this area. This cannot be confirmed until the 

Federal Court makes a determination that native title does or does not exist in relation to the area. Such 

determinations are registered on the National Native Title Register. 

 

The Tribunal accepts no liability for reliance placed on enclosed information 

The enclosed information has been provided in good faith. Use of this information is at your sole risk. The National 

Native Title Tribunal makes no representation, either express or implied, as to the accuracy or suitability of the 

information enclosed for any particular purpose and accepts no liability for use of the information or reliance placed 

on it. 

 
If you have any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact us via GeospatialSearch@NNTT.gov.au 

 

Regards, 

 

Geospatial Searches 

National Native Title Tribunal | Perth  

Email: GeospatialSearch@nntt.gov.au | www.nntt.gov.au 

 

From: Elizabeth Bonshek <Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au>  

Sent: Monday, 27 June 2022 8:07 AM 

To: Geospatial Search Requests <GeospatialSearch@NNTT.gov.au> 

Subject: SR22/974 - 22119 HammondCare Search Request - GeospatialSearch2020 (1).dotx 

 

Caution: This is an external email. DO NOT click links or open attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the 

content is safe.   

Hi, Please find attached a completed Geospatial Search Form request. 

Thank you 
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24 June 2022 

 

NTSCorp 

information@ntscorp.com.au 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: ACHAR Proposed Development: HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroongah. Identification of Interested Aboriginal Parties  

HammondCare propose the expansion and development of its facility 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroonga, NSW 2076 (Lot 1 in DP960051, Lot 1 in DP1199937 and Lot 52 in DP2666). The 

property is located in the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area and lies within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (see figure 1). 

The proposal will be lodged for consideration as a State Significant Development under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for Seniors Housing requires the assessment of the likely Aboriginal cultural 

and archaeological impacts of the proposed development. HammondCare has engaged Artefact 

Heritage to complete an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) for the project, 

including consultation in accordance with the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements 

for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010) for the proposed works in anticipation of award of specific 

SEARs. 

In accordance with these requirements and as part of the assessment process, the proponent would 

like to consult with any Aboriginal persons or organisations that hold cultural knowledge relevant to 

determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the Wahroonga region. The purpose 

of community consultation is to assist the proponent in identifying and describing the Aboriginal 

cultural heritage values within the proposal area and aid in the documentation of these values in the 

environmental assessment. 

Contact details for the proponent are: 

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager 

HammondCare 

alisney@hammond.com.au 

 

In line with the relevant consultation guidelines, I am writing to you to request names and contact 

details that your organisation has for any such Aboriginal people or groups. Please forward any 

information available before 8 July 2022 to: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road 



HammondCare: Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
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Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or email Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Artefact Heritage on (02) 

9518 8411. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009
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24 June 2022 

 

Office of the Registrar 

adminofficer@oralra.nsw.gov.au 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: ACHAR Proposed Development: HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroongah. Identification of Interested Aboriginal Parties  

HammondCare propose the expansion and development of its facility 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroonga, NSW 2076 (Lot 1 in DP960051, Lot 1 in DP1199937 and Lot 52 in DP2666). The 

property is located in the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area and lies within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (see figure 1). 

The proposal will be lodged for consideration as a State Significant Development under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for Seniors Housing requires the assessment of the likely Aboriginal cultural 

and archaeological impacts of the proposed development. HammondCare has engaged Artefact 

Heritage to complete an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) for the project, 

including consultation in accordance with the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements 

for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010) for the proposed works in anticipation of award of specific 

SEARs. 

In accordance with these requirements and as part of the assessment process, the proponent would 

like to consult with any Aboriginal persons or organisations that hold cultural knowledge relevant to 

determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the Wahroonga region. The purpose 

of community consultation is to assist the proponent in identifying and describing the Aboriginal 

cultural heritage values within the proposal area and aid in the documentation of these values in the 

environmental assessment. 

Contact details for the proponent are: 

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager 

HammondCare 

alisney@hammond.com.au 

 

In line with the relevant consultation guidelines, I am writing to you to request names and contact 

details that your organisation has for any such Aboriginal people or groups. Please forward any 

information available before 8 July 2022 to: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road 



HammondCare: Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
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Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or email Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Artefact Heritage on (02) 

9518 8411. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009
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24 June 2022 

 

MetroLALC 

metrolalc@metrolalc.org.au 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: ACHAR Proposed Development: HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroongah. Identification of Interested Aboriginal Parties  

HammondCare propose the expansion and development of its facility 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroonga, NSW 2076 (Lot 1 in DP960051, Lot 1 in DP1199937 and Lot 52 in DP2666). The 

property is located in the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area and lies within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (see figure 1). 

The proposal will be lodged for consideration as a State Significant Development under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for Seniors Housing requires the assessment of the likely Aboriginal cultural 

and archaeological impacts of the proposed development. HammondCare has engaged Artefact 

Heritage to complete an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) for the project, 

including consultation in accordance with the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements 

for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010) for the proposed works in anticipation of award of specific 

SEARs. 

In accordance with these requirements and as part of the assessment process, the proponent would 

like to consult with any Aboriginal persons or organisations that hold cultural knowledge relevant to 

determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the Wahroonga region. The purpose 

of community consultation is to assist the proponent in identifying and describing the Aboriginal 

cultural heritage values within the proposal area and aid in the documentation of these values in the 

environmental assessment. 

Contact details for the proponent are: 

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager 

HammondCare 

alisney@hammond.com.au 

 

In line with the relevant consultation guidelines, I am writing to you to request names and contact 

details that your organisation has for any such Aboriginal people or groups. Please forward any 

information available before 8 July 2022 to: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road 



HammondCare: Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
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Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or email Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Artefact Heritage on (02) 

9518 8411. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009
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24 June 2022 

 

Ku-ring-gai Council 

krg@krg.nsw.gov.au 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: ACHAR Proposed Development: HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroongah. Identification of Interested Aboriginal Parties  

HammondCare propose the expansion and development of its facility 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroonga, NSW 2076 (Lot 1 in DP960051, Lot 1 in DP1199937 and Lot 52 in DP2666). The 

property is located in the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area and lies within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (see figure 1). 

The proposal will be lodged for consideration as a State Significant Development under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for Seniors Housing requires the assessment of the likely Aboriginal cultural 

and archaeological impacts of the proposed development. HammondCare has engaged Artefact 

Heritage to complete an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) for the project, 

including consultation in accordance with the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements 

for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010) for the proposed works in anticipation of award of specific 

SEARs. 

In accordance with these requirements and as part of the assessment process, the proponent would 

like to consult with any Aboriginal persons or organisations that hold cultural knowledge relevant to 

determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the Wahroonga region. The purpose 

of community consultation is to assist the proponent in identifying and describing the Aboriginal 

cultural heritage values within the proposal area and aid in the documentation of these values in the 

environmental assessment. 

Contact details for the proponent are: 

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager 

HammondCare 

alisney@hammond.com.au 

 

In line with the relevant consultation guidelines, I am writing to you to request names and contact 

details that your organisation has for any such Aboriginal people or groups. Please forward any 

information available before 8 July 2022 to: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road 



HammondCare: Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
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Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or email Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

If you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Artefact Heritage on (02) 

9518 8411. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Bonshek 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009
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Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment – 
Invitation to Register an Interest 

Artefact Heritage is undertaking an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 
(ACHAR) for proposed extension of the HammondCare Wahroonga facility. The 
proposed development is located 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga, NSW 
2076 (Lot 1 in DP960051, Lot 1 in DP1199937 and Lot 52 in DP2666) located in the 
Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area and lies within the boundaries of the 
Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council. 

The contact details for the proposal are:  

Alex Lisney 
Project Manager 
HammondCare 
alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proposal will be lodged for consideration as a State Significant Development 
under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. We are inviting 
registrations of interest in the project from Aboriginal groups and individuals who hold 
cultural knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and 
places in the locality. The purpose of this community consultation is to assist the 
Director-General of the Department of Planning and Environment in the 
determination of the project with consideration for Aboriginal cultural heritage values. 
The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, 
assessing and reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the 
Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW 
(OEH 2010).       

Please register your interest in the project by 13 July 2022 by contacting: 

Elizabeth Bonshek 
Artefact Heritage, Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 
26-32 Pirrama Road 
Pyrmont NSW 2009 or 
Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au 

Please be advised that the details of all parties who register will be forwarded to 
Heritage NSW and the Local Aboriginal Land Council unless specified otherwise.



 

Consultation Stage 4.1  

Invitation to Register 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:50 AM

To: James.eastwood@y7mail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Jamie Eastwood 

Aragung Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Site Assessments 

James.eastwood@y7mail.com 

 

Dear Jamie Eastwood, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Map showing the location of the study area  
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:50 AM

To: mura.indigenous@bigpond.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Phillip Carroll 

Mura Indigenous Corporation, 

mura.indigenous@bigpond.com 

 

Dear Phillip Carroll, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Map showing the location of the study area  
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:49 AM

To: goodradigbee1@outlook.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Caine Carroll 

Goodradigbee Cultural & Heritage Aboriginal Corporation, 

goodradigbee1@outlook.com 

 

Dear Caine Carroll, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:49 AM

To: Waawaar.awaa@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Rodney Gunther and Barry Gunther 

Waawaar Awaa Aboriginal Corporation 

Waawaar.awaa@gmail.com 

 

Dear Rodney Gunther and Barry Gunther, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:49 AM

To: ngambaa.culturalconnections@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Kaarina Slater 

Ngambaa Cultural Connections 

ngambaa.culturalconnections@gmail.com 

 

Dear Kaarina Slater, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:48 AM

To: kinghampton@77gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Nola Hampton 

B.H. Heritage Consultants 

kinghampton@77gmail.com 

 

Dear Nola Hampton, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  



  

  Page 2 

 

Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:48 AM

To: Cenobite100@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Paul Gale 

Paul Gale 

Cenobite100@gmail.com 

 

Dear Paul Gale, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  



  

  Page 2 

 

Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:48 AM

To: hamptonralph46@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Ralph Hampton 

B.H. Heritage Consultants 

hamptonralph46@gmail.com 

 

Dear Ralph Hampton, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:48 AM

To: paulhand1967@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Paul Hand (chairperson) 

Darug Boorooberongal Elders Aboriginal Corporation 

paulhand1967@gmail.com 

 

Dear Paul Hand (chairperson), 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  



  

  Page 2 

 

Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:48 AM

To: yurrandaali_cs@hotmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Bo Field (Manager) 

Yurrandaali Cultural Services 

yurrandaali_cs@hotmail.com 

 

Dear Bo Field (Manager), 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  



  

  Page 2 

 

Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:48 AM

To: barrabyculturalservices@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Lee Field (Manager) 

Barraby Cultural Services 

barrabyculturalservices@gmail.com 

 

Dear Lee Field (Manager), 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:47 AM

To: thoorganura@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

John Carriage (Chief Executive Officer) 

Thoorga Nura 

thoorganura@gmail.com 

 

Dear John Carriage (Chief Executive Officer), 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:47 AM

To: yulayculturalservices@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Arika Jalomaki (Manager) 

Yulay Cultural Services 

yulayculturalservices@gmail.com 

 

Dear Arika Jalomaki (Manager), 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:47 AM

To: barkingowlcorp@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Mrs Jody Kulakowski (Director) 

Barking Owl Aboriginal Corporation 

barkingowlcorp@gmail.com 

 

Dear Mrs Jody Kulakowski (Director), 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:47 AM

To: waarlan12@outlook.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Philip Boney 

Wailwan Aboriginal Group 

waarlan12@outlook.com 

 

Dear Philip Boney, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

To: sharonhodgetts@hotmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Sharon Hodgetts 

Sharon Hodgetts 

sharonhodgetts@hotmail.com 

 

Dear Sharon Hodgetts, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

To: Ginninderra.corp@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Steven Johnson and Krystle Carroll 

Ginninderra Aboriginal Corporation 

Ginninderra.corp@gmail.com 

 

Dear Steven Johnson and Krystle Carroll, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

To: didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Lillie Carroll and Paul Boyd 

Didge Ngunawal Clan 

didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au 

 

Dear Lillie Carroll and Paul Boyd, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

To: butuheritage@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Jennifer Beale 

Butucarbin Aboriginal Corporation 

butuheritage@gmail.com 

 

Dear Jennifer Beale, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

To: gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Shayne Dickson 

Gunjeewong Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation 

gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com 

 

Dear Shayne Dickson, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

To: darrenjohnduncan@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Darren Duncan 

DJMD Consultancy 

darrenjohnduncan@gmail.com 

 

Dear Darren Duncan, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

To: murramarangchts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Roxanne Smith 

Murramarang 

murramarangchts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Roxanne Smith, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

To: cullendullachts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Corey Smith 

Callendulla 

cullendullachts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Corey Smith, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:45 AM

To: biamangachts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Seli Storer 

Biamanga 

biamangachts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Seli Storer, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:45 AM

To: gulagachts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Wendy Smith 

Gulaga 

gulagachts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Wendy Smith, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:45 AM

To: dharugchts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Andrew Bond 

Dharug 

dharugchts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Andrew Bond, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:45 AM

To: thauairachts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Shane Carriage 

Thauaira 

thauairachts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Shane Carriage, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:45 AM

To: walgaluchts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Ronald Stewart 

Walgalu 

walgaluchts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Ronald Stewart, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:45 AM

To: wingikarachts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Hayley Bell 

Wingikara 

wingikarachts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Hayley Bell, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:45 AM

To: munyungachts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Kaya Dawn Bell 

Munyunga 

munyungachts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Kaya Dawn Bell, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:44 AM

To: bilingachts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Simalene Carriage 

Bilinga 

bilingachts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Simalene Carriage, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:44 AM

To: pemulwuyd@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Pemulwuy Johnson 

Pemulwuy CHTS 

pemulwuyd@gmail.com 

 

Dear Pemulwuy Johnson, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:44 AM

To: jerringong@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Joanne Anne Stewart 

Jerringong 

jerringong@gmail.com 

 

Dear Joanne Anne Stewart, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:44 AM

To: murrumbul@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Mark Henry 

Murrumbul 

murrumbul@gmail.com 

 

Dear Mark Henry, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:44 AM

To: nundagurri@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Newton Carriage 

Nundagurri 

nundagurri@gmail.com 

 

Dear Newton Carriage, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:43 AM

To: yerramurra@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Robert Parson 

Yerramurra 

yerramurra@gmail.com 

 

Dear Robert Parson, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:43 AM

To: woriwooilywa@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Daniel Chalker 

Wori Wooilywa 

woriwooilywa@gmail.com 

 

Dear Daniel Chalker, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:43 AM

To: gunya.ach@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Adam Gunther 

Gunya Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Services PTY LTD 

gunya.ach@gmail.com 

 

Dear Adam Gunther, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:43 AM

To: goobahchts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Basil Smith 

Goobah Developments 

goobahchts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Basil Smith, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:43 AM

To: juliaannnarayan2018@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

 

Julia Narayan 

juliaannnarayan2018@gmail.com 

 

Dear , 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:42 AM

To: walbunja@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Hika Te Kowhai 

Walbunja 

walbunja@gmail.com 

 

Dear Hika Te Kowhai, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:42 AM

To: gunyuuchts@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Kylie Ann Bell 

Gunyuu 

gunyuuchts@gmail.com 

 

Dear Kylie Ann Bell, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:42 AM

To: ajw1901@bigpond.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Tony Williams 

Rane Consulting 

ajw1901@bigpond.com 

 

Dear Tony Williams, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:42 AM

To: dhinawan.ch@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Stephen Fields 

Dhinawan Culture & Heritage Pty Ltd 

dhinawan.ch@gmail.com 

 

Dear Stephen Fields, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:42 AM

To: amandahickey@live.com.au

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Amanda Hickey 

Amanda Hickey Cultural Services 

amandahickey@live.com.au 

 

Dear Amanda Hickey, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:41 AM

To: Warragil_c.s@hotmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Aaron Slater (Manager) 

Warragil Cultural Services 

Warragil_c.s@hotmail.com 

 

Dear Aaron Slater (Manager), 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:41 AM

To: wurrumay@hotmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Kerrie Slater and Vicky Slater 

Wurrumay Pty Ltd 

wurrumay@hotmail.com 

 

Dear Kerrie Slater and Vicky Slater, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:41 AM

To: philipkhan.acn@live.com.au

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Phil Khan 

Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group 

philipkhan.acn@live.com.au 

 

Dear Phil Khan, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:41 AM

To: bidjawong@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

James Carroll 

Bidjawong Aboriginal Corporation 

bidjawong@gmail.com 

 

Dear James Carroll, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:41 AM

To: muragadi@yahoo.com.au

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Jesse Johnson 

Muragadi Heritage Indigenous Corporation 

muragadi@yahoo.com.au 

 

Dear Jesse Johnson, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:40 AM

To: murrabidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Darleen Johnson and Ryan Johnson 

Murra Bidgee Mullangari Aboriginal Corporation 

murrabidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au 

 

Dear Darleen Johnson and Ryan Johnson, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:40 AM

To: mundawari.hc@gmail.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Dean Delponte 

Mundawari Heritage Consultants 

mundawari.hc@gmail.com 

 

Dear Dean Delponte, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:40 AM

To: corroboreecorp@bigpond.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

 

 

 

 

Dear  

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:40 AM

To: cazadirect@live.com

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Carolyn Hickey 

A1 Indigenous Services 

cazadirect@live.com 

 

Dear Carolyn Hickey, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:39 AM

To: markdyer2009@live.com.au

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Mark Dyer 

Darug Aboriginal Land Care 

markdyer2009@live.com.au 

 

Dear Mark Dyer, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:39 AM

To: 'daruglandobservations@gmail.com'

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Jamie Workman and Anna Workman 

Darug Land Observations 

daruglandobservations@gmail.com 

 

Dear Jamie Workman and Anna Workman, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:39 AM

To: tracey@guringai.com.au

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Attachments: Invitation to register HammondCare 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.docx

  



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Tracey Howie 

Guringai Tribal Link Aboriginal Corporation 

tracey@guringai.com.au 

 

Dear Tracey Howie, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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14/07/2022 

Shayne Dickson 

2 Rutherford Street 

Blacktown NSW 2148 

Dear Shayne, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  

Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 
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Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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14/07/2022 

Scott Franks 

Tocomwall 

PO Box 145 

Miranda NSW 2490 

Dear Scott, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  

Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 
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Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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14/07/2022 

Patricia Hampton 

HSB Consultants 

62 Ropes Crossing Boulevard 

Ropes Crossing NSW 2760 

 

Dear Patricia, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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14/07/2022 

Patricia Hampton 

HSB Consultants 

62 Ropes Crossing Boulevard 

Ropes Crossing NSW 2760 

 

Dear Patricia, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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14/07/2022 

Patricia Hampton 

HSB Consultants 

62 Ropes Crossing Boulevard 

Ropes Crossing NSW 2760 

 

Dear Patricia, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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14/07/2022 

Patricia Hampton 

HSB Consultants 

62 Ropes Crossing Boulevard 

Ropes Crossing NSW 2760 

 

Dear Patricia, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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14/07/2022 

Donna and Steven Hickey 

Widescope Indigenous Group 

73 Russell Street, 

Emu Plains NSW 2750 

 

 

Dear Donna and Steven, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 
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and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  

Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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14/07/2022 

Donna and Steven Hickey 

Widescope Indigenous Group 

73 Russell Street, 

Emu Plains NSW 2750 

 

 

Dear Donna and Steven, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 
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and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  

Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Map showing the location of the study area  

 

 

 



 

   

 

 

 

 

14/07/2022 

Aaron Broad  

Minnamunnung 

1 Waratah Avenue 

Albion Park Rail NSW 2527 

 

Dear Aaron, 

 

Re: State Significant Development Application for HammondCare Facility at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged by HammondCare (Proponent) to undertake an Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 

DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the Site). The 

ACHAR will investigate potential impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage from the final stage of 

redevelopment of the site for the purposes of delivering additional community health services, 

seniors housing, as well as upgraded palliative care facilities to replace the existing provision on the 

Site. The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction of two buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys as an extension to the current stage 1 

‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal encompasses seniors housing comprising of 13 additional aged 

care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, palliative care hospice, community healthcare 

services including the centre for positive aging and Hammond at Home. Other facilities include 90 

parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community facilities, landscaping and 

public domain works. 

The site is located within the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area, and within the boundaries of the 

Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The Proponent is applying to the Department 

of Planning and Environment (DPE) for the project to be assessed as State Significant Development 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  

The contact details for the proponent are:  

Alex Lisney 

Project Manager, Property & Capital Works 

HammondCare 

M: 0408 654 753 

E: alisney@hammond.com.au 

The proponent wishes to consult with any Aboriginal groups or individuals who hold cultural 

knowledge relevant to determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and places in the locality. 

The purpose of community consultation is to assist the Proponent in the preparation of the ACHAR, 

and to assist the Secretary of the Department of Planning and Environment in the determination of 

the project. The ACHAR will be prepared in accordance with the Guide to investigating, assessing 

and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) and the Aboriginal cultural heritage 

consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 2010).  
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Please register your interest in the project by 28 July 2022 by contacting: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road, Pyrmont NSW 2009 

E: Emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

M: 0414 743 483 

 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 
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Registrations of Interest 
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Emma Jones

From: Microsoft Outlook

To: mura.indigenous@bigpond.com

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:50 AM

Subject: Undeliverable: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 

S, Wahroonga

 

Your message to mura.indigenous@bigpond.com couldn't be delivered. 

mura.indigenous wasn't found at bigpond.com. 

emma.jones  Office 365  mura.indigenous 
Action Required   Recipient 
          
 

Unknown To address    
 

 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 

the following: 

 Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, 

open this non-delivery report (NDR) and choose Send Again 

from the Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this 

NDR, then select the link "To send this message again, click 

here." Then delete and retype the entire recipient address. If 

prompted with an Auto-Complete List suggestion don't select 

it. After typing the complete address, click Send. 

 Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that 

the address exists and is correct. 

 The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an 

incorrect address. Ask them to check that any forwarding 

they've set up is working correctly. 

 Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook 

on the web by following the steps in this article: Fix email 

delivery issues for error code 5.1.1 in Office 365, and then 

send the message again. Retype the entire recipient address 

before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 

you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins 

section below. 
 

 

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.  
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More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5.1.1  

 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address outside of 

Office 365, but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 

error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 

by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 

don't fix the problem, and you're the email admin for the recipient, try one or more of 

the following: 

 

The email address exists and is correct - Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 

correct, and is accepting messages. 

 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 

directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 

both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

 

Errant forwarding rule - Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 

Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 

settings, or by the recipient via the Inbox Rules feature. 

 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct - Misconfigured mail flow or MX 

record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 

sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 

domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

 

For more information and additional tips to fix this issue, see Fix email delivery issues for 

error code 550 5.1.1 in Office 365. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 14/07/2022 01:49:58 

Sender Address: emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

Recipient Address: mura.indigenous@bigpond.com 

Subject: 
Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah 

Avenue S, Wahroonga 
 

 

Error Details 
Reported error: 550 5.1.1 <mura.indigenous@bigpond.com> recipient rejected. 

Recipient does not exist. IB603a  

DSN generated by: SYCPR01MB3968.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 

 

Message Hops 

HOP TIME (UTC) FROM TO WITH 

1 
14/07/2022 

01:49:58 
ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com mapi 

2 
14/07/2022 

01:49:58 
ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com SYCPR01MB3968.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

Microsoft SMTP Server (vers

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384)
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Original Message Headers 
ARC-Seal: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=none; 

 
b=WDGKp4n/4B13XZemQEjwKLF6EL8Ylr/cu1rKsKA72x+VtWsB1kPbRfGMkChIWe8GL++n/5tpyo4c5g2DxGP7
P1vQLNq6EVSNZok21bK0eCsBa/jYvCFJPZtOUfM6DBStBfM4HCMm/QigCQ75gN5cPhcSL498iiaUJXTX0BopoT
mS9/GidHXi2o7CPCBFDw705HFLIUSKqKoVXcq6h7c7L5bXSfXH6hRFN4Hl8HBKur6WAr0nHi31amC/UPSzsFPk
VhWhbJcq6XjM5ojxmD4WuOsEOFUkasGwyVEPPv3qoV3T3LTT1dmVZzLBqKVFUfXwFucXvvCfTPkn555CYB05Ew
== 

ARC-Message-Signature: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com; 

 s=arcselector9901; 

 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-1; 

 bh=CHQnfSLq2wwFUtjnwjJCHASczNqiL1pcA3qbduGeTUw=; 

 
b=DQIS9TQ7J4r2SEoHzZyPSkKEVmOr5DyMpxw7KRJ13Vf2FzvH4d8pVCoJ6cmFzfGPP5MWQ2k/FChz0VrTfDwl
w44XMW+aI/ZBgiZFZb0QpjUBna+6JAOmf+w9/u99WLaDGWIqTRuEilmdxDfyq2JvxjWWzlMNgwdFmj6vr1Gkn3
TpFbUu/5Lzt0tY57hU7XQQ8gj3KTM/NkAVHK28+wgB40QV74IGiPg0hb43lh/G6PvTIO+G9qMo0cl5Kz7C+lun
hKj9c0QglOF5wSx+b6BLQuAwWWm46DVyNwGo8SQUHAqP0Qyu8h5J7FU/RFelz8eHKQ9YbTmMpi92M6mRlzBa8w
== 

ARC-Authentication-Results: i=1; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=pass 

 smtp.mailfrom=artefact.net.au; dmarc=pass action=none 

 header.from=artefact.net.au; dkim=pass header.d=artefact.net.au; arc=none 

DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; 

 d=ArtefactHeritageServices.onmicrosoft.com; 

 s=selector2-ArtefactHeritageServices-onmicrosoft-com; 

 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-SenderADCheck; 

 bh=CHQnfSLq2wwFUtjnwjJCHASczNqiL1pcA3qbduGeTUw=; 

 
b=cfa2pDQi/GRzlqV98w1SBUZU3VBT5baFGpyIZjDp9afWNb4fPzFeMAmGMD5LR41ZS4GdWmUrGv5JQ0cJ5Rxy
LWUyQ5ehNauCcoEDelMXto9L8hBh6dgshaNFSSYUytieV4QEMd1QmFAiSp69vdHhBgJwJaPO2tiO1KpW2ia5Ck
c= 

Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:220:132::14) 

 by SYCPR01MB3968.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:10:32::13) with 

 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, 

 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5417.16; Thu, 14 Jul 

 2022 01:49:58 +0000 

Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

 ([fe80::3caa:6e18:21a:a1c4]) by ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

 ([fe80::3caa:6e18:21a:a1c4%4]) with mapi id 15.20.5417.026; Thu, 14 Jul 2022 

 01:49:58 +0000 

From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

To: "mura.indigenous@bigpond.com" <mura.indigenous@bigpond.com> 

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 

 Wahroonga 

Thread-Topic: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 

 S, Wahroonga 

Thread-Index: AQHYlyQG+WzCqRVOTkuIMZlVVaeUug== 

Date: Thu, 14 Jul 2022 01:49:58 +0000 

Message-ID: 
<ME3PR01MB752173DA64C14A42EE9A0620D4889@ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com> 

Accept-Language: en-GB, en-US 

Content-Language: en-US 

X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
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X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 

authentication-results: dkim=none (message not signed) 

 header.d=none;dmarc=none action=none header.from=artefact.net.au; 

x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 

x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: 82a3612a-d8a1-47fe-a219-08da653b28d8 

x-ms-traffictypediagnostic: SYCPR01MB3968:EE_ 

x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 

x-ms-exchange-antispam-relay: 0 

x-microsoft-antispam: BCL:0; 

x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
v7luRAZMqMAzRqJk4J9JXaERz5ianatsZ8bWNIRvbxgzi2nAeRTx8xHd15qu7oLOdwsFLS113fNQwO/LY9PkjF
oDB8/tvwJOXW56HlNW1+vRDlEUA1Qxd3mzJnMbUQCGTZGQIIdFqD/4P9NPzu2f0JZ7wvjLtWEQAHUmfRPmMolo
ilQxAM82P5wKQopE78SyMAGfTIDCfDHeJl75mHGPYH1+Y+VNTdBVhuOasfOwSeIcnSDSis2RcLsfE0PdjUToAX
+H9RRXjL6PMir4tiwtFLSC9GKioTmNn/Oj4fK0b0zFZ3lZ6O78DP3FYaInxqBURpcC1GhBlh3BNQTRFQjHp6OW
qQNmSs7xQpqGzD3bB6AHy4oaC+hC/NAhFAJgygMd1QN4psMvxa8uRK8EsXdYqJbHIVyckMH9nmCbHR1FneFeXA
alIW7pjvBPnc/6fYWUyrSOgrV6t0XE5rdvo0hlXwc6IZ5PZfko+uxaEEoJyT0= 

x-forefront-antispam-report: 
CIP:255.255.255.255;CTRY:;LANG:en;SCL:1;SRV:;IPV:NLI;SFV:NSPM;H:ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01
.prod.outlook.com;PTR:;CAT:NONE;SFS:(13230016)(4636009)(39840400004)(136003)(366004)(3
76002)(346002)(396003)(73894004)(621065003)(186003)(99936003)(66556008)(38070700005)(4
78600001)(66476007)(55016003)(66946007)(76116006)(38100700002)(122000001)(7696005)(691
6009)(2906002)(41300700001)(8936002)(9686003)(44832011)(66446008)(4270600006)(6506007)
(52536014)(71200400001)(86362001)(33656002)(8676002)(316002)(64756008);DIR:OUT;SFP:110
1; 

x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-chunkcount: 1 

x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-0: =?us-
ascii?Q?4zZh+u2rNb2CosIksXzfn6xHiFS0zBAIv3M1g06b+SCo6i9KosLiDzQH9ulM?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?E06lFvFV7ByBS0wib55zvtcRLnYtWj8lod5/xjl/+bkdThdB3/0WpSAwgxUe?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?Jto4YSm5lE4sRkwpbriGWiarvjDoN7VxtafT3yXHmtmpKGbL2wfG9PA4rh4g?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?1WhDubnf+/yRCGfm8JCeyPGQy7BnvMoMBew+SnZLhuVKNkNE4+vaH99ljrTD?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?Ua+2p2G1QxyzuAx+twY9ikOetawv/NaHYWZWfNuvYcG5+MKOMGMJx5Yrs4Zp?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?Yw9QUdGMZO12rVn+AMtGgJuzovOIdep2q79WxvtBPCcMf8scpYRmq/8NL8r/?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?uDtson6B4wpf0ss0ZT6xAuaddh2FiXIxaz6oAtL7STlh4hEWyUyl5OjLT2gO?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?GqIOethO0xPG7+Kd/of51WH9PctaCqgmcQszAnl2bH0Tso1Q69YqL1NhgYpt?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?pExa6mBrNYRtbdUPeinUKlXGQJYjcu0BNnRhlNVzWgOcki+krwQDm0jQ8Hjx?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?zM6SgXwGqfIH6271RF5tIYeMD7K2JWOJXuFJP1CaBWNb5V3x2/KP68dm8N6o?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?TsDFXwQgKNOrbhKipn3T20psgjyywYLrl528BETl3+0019EtQ4lrRfitLw0z?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?KUChzcGdNxcekCLCz//tjPRQEr99wvTvHrznYdqpkMzL73ZY/EkaGvALXiA9?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?rjPOsOl1QAKYkDD4GEnAromK7wzow4iy9FFwGSjSZsG8Ht/QmxZkkcCFzflD?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?60BH7t2BkTmcNockzfcCYmb2HhDIkQ2E3juRLZTYePuEECekQFA5jNpsJece?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?HgNgy2rqlKrluOSdftrBMjU48KCvZAY+7Ey75Z2gAN6U+STSZa6Qhgejv5tB?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?TZ1MBuUwk85JYMo4lrHY+zxY7MeNSjQAHwqmKXU0qMT6gLaX/yOWBy+LfRck?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?bPRvIWmhB3SS1q+yrkFyzcfHydkXTHVHrQVijutduh7u8lqW2MeDRcsESAoY?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?a2W9JScLVmMMTr1FMpzs5/BQFEXKMOKBIJeBPE4KlHA766N0V3leRVmrH0LK?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?VkNczi0CPHy6RP1YAvbWNfKVyD8shWO7vdk0srsLzvpQ8aVt4Vv35UP7udzR?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?gcn0U3K/noTbJEAyEZG7ykZ7A9ASPPr9tJhUg0kgADYCz57VwwTyCBBWaSEB?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?A20732kG+oWzhgFg2s29dZz35d5XvYn7StGAv6BNiDnlAZxQQUde/iarjJ44?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?hZs0HHsG+I8hcJRoV6tMh1tvNPw+SNtb/sHi1TcJUh9MbQoprLgKEjAS7C1Y?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?DrqazizHLXEGp3eOgtlF8okNH6R52JA9OtbnCvZA9JpRTJvMF3/zjsfStaih?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?Yc/zPXunV7IFB6n7Q3nQkXvrSxFdE+vF/fzjP18otAFm+v12RM6TsX8cuNIO?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?DZb9g5dTAVreDv4eI6jm7eYPqPtaNSdWcWxh8ay0X/j/UY6FMC41YWylHd9/?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?ie3OfF1Y4/aPBY69SocbYn7yowBqEx8AJYpiDiTrcFzBGCZHrKirD8GuqPX6?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?LarGuixb2uYKDoKnAYdJxVBPkY8tFYk9PppN6mdQLoerrJnfVOuRwhr9b+AW?= 
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 =?us-ascii?Q?xFUattR9ioLSIiUDMvQ4vgoHkV1+hZuC/yr/hTqdRZfhOcHlZtqJCYxU1YSF?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?3jj0fw=3D=3D?= 

Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

 boundary="_002_ME3PR01MB752173DA64C14A42EE9A0620D4889ME3PR01MB7521ausp_" 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

X-OriginatorOrg: artefact.net.au 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthAs: Internal 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthSource: ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-Network-Message-Id: 82a3612a-d8a1-47fe-a219-08da653b28d8 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-originalarrivaltime: 14 Jul 2022 01:49:58.8795 

 (UTC) 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-fromentityheader: Hosted 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-id: 712c6a00-3f97-4cde-8256-4f1597674e7b 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-mailboxtype: HOSTED 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-userprincipalname: 
E6z+UrFuyv0ENRckltpvuuol9KhZrhH7g6/Hw5nM/+hN7mCy20gKncIB0YimSIRf09TkUgHR+e1djljJ7xuOUZ
k9zVF/x7HJgKoOXZCi+m4= 

X-MS-Exchange-Transport-CrossTenantHeadersStamped: SYCPR01MB3968 
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Emma Jones

From: Microsoft Outlook

To: gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:46 AM

Subject: Undeliverable: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 

S, Wahroonga

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com (gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com) 

A communication failure occurred during the delivery of this message. Please try to resend the 
message later. If the problem continues, contact your email admin. 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: SY4PR01MB7222.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com 
Remote Server returned '550 5.5.0 Requested action not taken: mailbox unavailable (S2017062302).' 

Original message headers: 

ARC-Seal: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=none; 
 
b=J47dQ41iTx2xV02TSCx3hoewezYai+kHnq7vYtgNxgacJGrciqJdhZu9IPqQURk3rpvuKRbiQ93wD2HYr1Uh
beGh36sVAd5Ortbi2dp4PNB4YTcyrNjrsP5YUnMGnq8aFNof+2yopzZi7B61qPGHk33IBYFUbF9kO/wKcnFpnl
hB8gTRm63lY4AewEeHILtm9dxl2p6p/qurHwVu/szRwo8h4SxNIsuCPzTnvvTQVXSAtUxVFKa6lUG+CzE+IMx4
rqiz+zFQTJPSjdGAER+lnbkNr/fzbi+i4HxSS7Fg2BhH0ArThlvb0YJRnBlgQA19VdczgIrWnoR/k4u/tPr0Bw
== 
ARC-Message-Signature: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com; 
 s=arcselector9901; 
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-1; 
 bh=BjVzTNZlsBLNNIhU2QI3S2AH2vc7eMAyoF4vjM3QqKc=; 
 
b=jnvfKM9rwCz4Se75WSBxbHgTeYHuj9OxKpodXml0N+n7cCyEvFg5YdMeYG5bdPqUdlCFtLedQ6pExDl2DT27
d8vZigFsFrlUUK2mK3+G1miGK3kkXaALP3IuF2+mbjjJPZ5aFXK5tjLXSzfVzQd0Bf9GOm7qzQTV7ttKL89A3i
BpBc1CxzPK3G+PGXJkg+5NhQSzM6iQPrFBdFzYaHKd/+SEybwDjBe7SeSAKmQjPxwEEysJ/LgG6hwDPvugE0MP
BQCZ2U6JFv8V0lbO+l3WamFW4xAQEbn0eQZYJsQ+7TrN8WD35uzXAP33fTWvm9OoPze/caiIbhkoggCVkht/pg
== 
ARC-Authentication-Results: i=1; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=pass 
 smtp.mailfrom=artefact.net.au; dmarc=pass action=none 
 header.from=artefact.net.au; dkim=pass header.d=artefact.net.au; arc=none 
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; 
 d=ArtefactHeritageServices.onmicrosoft.com; 
 s=selector2-ArtefactHeritageServices-onmicrosoft-com; 
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-SenderADCheck; 
 bh=BjVzTNZlsBLNNIhU2QI3S2AH2vc7eMAyoF4vjM3QqKc=; 
 
b=WZo/LUtMh+02Q9eDOe+JX7Y8D0nvzgnfQjgumYEjpjkAajYPaycUZBKOzw9Y62dHYVhgty5rt8i2NNbg4ehS
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2w9NGQ51Djp53OAzvgK9L/JMzHlIbD24sRcGO/qym30FBsR5RGaOCoc/wDF3OhKPJ94DjxgpiZS16SG8Y03DVB
U= 
Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:220:132::14) 
 by SY4PR01MB7222.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:10:161::8) with 
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, 
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5438.12; Thu, 14 Jul 
 2022 01:45:58 +0000 
Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 ([fe80::3caa:6e18:21a:a1c4]) by ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 ([fe80::3caa:6e18:21a:a1c4%4]) with mapi id 15.20.5417.026; Thu, 14 Jul 2022 
 01:45:58 +0000 
From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 
To: "gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com" 
 <gunjeewongcuturalheritage21@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 
 Wahroonga 
Thread-Topic: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 
 S, Wahroonga 
Thread-Index: AQHYlyN3xIXGcbRTvkmbCL5znTgqvQ== 
Date: Thu, 14 Jul 2022 01:45:58 +0000 
Message-ID: 
<ME3PR01MB7521DBD2C1C9A2883610A9EED4889@ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com> 
Accept-Language: en-GB, en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
authentication-results: dkim=none (message not signed) 
 header.d=none;dmarc=none action=none header.from=artefact.net.au; 
x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 
x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: 45af729a-106a-4140-89f7-08da653a99ab 
x-ms-traffictypediagnostic: SY4PR01MB7222:EE_ 
x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-relay: 0 
x-microsoft-antispam: BCL:0; 
x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
62bG8h/B8wX5EzNgBbpt82akpB0G/gvQXmpZ3Hu4yq5op/BxuMauqlsmxoxzLh5s/JfhL6IJoe8x/PaKRarJlt
fxLzA+UEZNSwZIUCw3w3+b7I12p2u5+QO9cLvb7WLnLtswuXRSJ3SCvvgy7HF66nx/uouswoFXHZNCu3wuuEMo
FtWyzCmhtZR7ednhPX2ntKBm4r5RNQ8rPX1Ox/LMZr3emHjgUKz7xGGqTgpakt6dBoHZJ3NFZb6OHzfqVqpDXG
ja7L895J5wxVRsfQPiijnU3Vx12q01WCxPLln4OoTM7Dx3sRm1Cn4HRxtAKepQJE5787a4bPBeWj3KqgGoR+3L
RC8Ij371Kunjfh8atoi5jsuRynQumBtuV9usxE5HkyNtpjJraqLQeTPm0apjQ+rPTgu6MGtQwFtwFl2eiL/EGt
y96kV1xGH2gtcn99tVo/jq5kwb0taF1AYGCH3+v1f57Ipc5d7ruxA2lUzuLxs= 
x-forefront-antispam-report: 
CIP:255.255.255.255;CTRY:;LANG:en;SCL:1;SRV:;IPV:NLI;SFV:NSPM;H:ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01
.prod.outlook.com;PTR:;CAT:NONE;SFS:(13230016)(4636009)(136003)(376002)(346002)(398404
00004)(366004)(396003)(44832011)(122000001)(55016003)(8936002)(52536014)(99936003)(380
70700005)(2906002)(6916009)(4270600006)(38100700002)(186003)(316002)(478600001)(712004
00001)(7696005)(41300700001)(6506007)(8676002)(66476007)(73894004)(66446008)(64756008)
(621065003)(76116006)(66556008)(66946007)(33656002)(86362001)(9686003);DIR:OUT;SFP:110
1; 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-chunkcount: 1 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-0: =?us-
ascii?Q?9pKe/zeEMb7j6tmnnnSukKFF5SqHW7McCKr6xJItejPQjn/CD7uSmiHP3z19?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?Lq9prGW+WR9AU6pwR0zRsIrKbHayytCLLGzYRNR6cMxcNYMHANvrELlPjsND?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?Cogzp5KdSCyq+V13X042pgsa9JkaoyGXogpLgX86nwGmaGjU7loOe0q8AIBc?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?WpUsM2TK6PMN1oLvHtl5q9/pCsXd6D/gjZfLiUMnmow76ZmRAayy6Wz7klTc?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?dudW5mMe3UxKKy5zatdisiPVENAwF8kfkjaVUP/Gcd5glPSFpVBAa1CuDnY1?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?C9A3MuSLDvVms9bM5IST7HsOIOfCEENKJUrjxgjAfdx3AKTTguYv+JCt6X//?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?wyRiV6YVRJs9eCc3exFE4nNLx2OzGIDJ/T4Zw7AyapQTMlTB0LKbxkvX53bw?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?RUwgALuTvevhlvDPcyOJgqXmV3RKBWeJeWLU3VdKZOHmhgfmORGn6n9MpyPX?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?OqzUrm59iRMM1MoVeYZSO7xo6f0uLqQCIzombN9EGH0SifeUUYkpetNWgxGQ?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?dvbfBWk/nxGupxTWdN4LBV+cIQXKd5YtLYOIfH7wvYU/ST4bGa2IqM0ANmlT?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?3bZGcst5ECX57XNl19nI9ENCdleZSmJ3Wt73RrWK9OqUACf2vDqhWaivrpq7?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?h4gzSVWT1j5fR3kIW1wszi80w6LAAk/dvvTxszikri1y6QHUD5Z/CtAgKubM?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?fEtLvyrXx2z00dzkVl5DUt4qux7EyEk4TN23L1nYZ3wft/F+5/nwfU6DB9Y8?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?Jr7bqfwtqIEtkJkVYxFMSRdnYMsuJkmKFDNy1LQEgPbCd0uAMI8nLEaD31li?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?yMpFA/gyqlyMb2iG5qttbMGRVxceHKDB/+ZGGlT6+6bjDvk/2eaXfB3B1cn9?= 
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 =?us-ascii?Q?Icx7or0wSeee2GL8QGoc7UkAN0iyy217OWR7Dxr1b+6yotuAaDe/U1/xBx0F?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?NaP5Ug96F3ChDujyc8MC4J86f/Xy8vgGSPCH6hz2b+qj+RjNwxzA9G1spq0k?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?6CHOwJo9qK9m3G9zii+wRMn4/IbFlGz0+JY6aEz4gJccvSa3T10mLQWRq6N/?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?kOPtzB5B+Wt/w5TOm3PfGTwXIdLk58tVDngEfO7keo70KQzZv9QImA4jd+6/?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?QSrzDlcwleBhkMa0RLv0xYPLfHfRVaTCB5mYntMXNn57d5grxO0/WPLfQjL7?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?Q+bBKuwzm8AjoG+sagZu1fdM7RJHjVRWoZOIOztWLBzLm+zT1mFG+rMIunda?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?JuQtYskuLy+utlwChWS4bjEO3ZYkf8Wx8ZnZdJie2YNYpE1GCN42LBNcO4t1?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?NhCgZugkMxM/jXE+5iMsXx6mqQ6TafNBC0hq7XhbAVvSSQ/70qKNjB6pMA/g?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?IAmpJxgNIiJX1f42idrDe8VvAK7BJYWIjF9Wgy5DTp/N4no4pnqYnngItJMv?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?Z2oMW16sfOJu3XzDp5hazbqiBdhXBTIOqEqb7vsftXzT1EgLk+zvkvKjX2Pn?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?3xvARkOsH6OslzVHyL+gNRRykj4GfWLtQF/2qB7aiIUg8S0EtTaNdrj378b0?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?e4UksTV9I/EsS4bnK2HCXupPdTeDZBG72NoZgZMziL9feiPkt5C/+0Vg+j0z?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?dgBCdUSuKQfTpueAGbMxIJpzUxU1DBl+qp1UPaK/LdTat3vR23EvljYziEGH?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?VQARxQ=3D=3D?= 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
 boundary="_002_ME3PR01MB7521DBD2C1C9A2883610A9EED4889ME3PR01MB7521ausp_" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-OriginatorOrg: artefact.net.au 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthAs: Internal 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthSource: ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-Network-Message-Id: 45af729a-106a-4140-89f7-08da653a99ab 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-originalarrivaltime: 14 Jul 2022 01:45:58.6854 
 (UTC) 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-fromentityheader: Hosted 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-id: 712c6a00-3f97-4cde-8256-4f1597674e7b 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-mailboxtype: HOSTED 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-userprincipalname: 
8EMCueNHNuqh07VbPCz5yop7ejIRUm8Qx0i8cu79S1+zp1LXwpNpP6yvq6l4UvswNkmzTx1knBLkd60r5+ynlz
MUAqxfBLSlFAw4sChZjq0= 
X-MS-Exchange-Transport-CrossTenantHeadersStamped: SY4PR01MB7222 
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Emma Jones

From: Microsoft Outlook

To: daruglandobservations@gmail.com

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:39 AM

Subject: Undeliverable: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 

S, Wahroonga

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

daruglandobservations@gmail.com (daruglandobservations@gmail.com) 

The recipient's mailbox is full and can't accept messages now. Please try resending your message 
later, or contact the recipient directly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: SYBPR01MB5290.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

daruglandobservations@gmail.com 

Remote Server returned '552-5.2.2 The email account that you tried to reach is over quota and inactive. 552-5.2.2 
Please direct the recipient to 552 5.2.2 https://support.google.com/mail/?p=OverQuotaPerm c13-
20020a05640227cd00b0043a7080a79csi454785ede.508 - gsmtp' 

Original message headers: 

ARC-Seal: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=none; 
 
b=ADreyLDOlsgQ90SfDwdjJ558jRzLoWUJk/oOQCGJam6apfHMG6UEEXKW3wO6drZbC63Ok05/tFkBltPgTDnn
7yIfJS1Ag3cqa5cHEOv3iFo3KBqUIDLf8WEHBYSQhvdow/MPjBQlcO83Wp8epCq+9SCsv0hWanGSojLtHkxyzj
kNV122D1jnOvuW6C6kSQgRpoO6r8GfJV60jNPIlKLPu6wdXkZdvLjbUotUW1jQDMf3LxpNR3CY4caNGx5ZyWxy
wplM4rFf0pdMhWiIOuljB6SYakKD84NXhsWWK4NhNqQtxNMKC6iReHnhSfZPsr1M1C0XOsZ20cz/I31s6/ZoZw
== 
ARC-Message-Signature: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com; 
 s=arcselector9901; 
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-1; 
 bh=NzfxRmTEkF73XjEyWFW7AHVldmHcd6V2BjZTQwd66MM=; 
 
b=c5Q1U2zkJnjT150tP0tLLRuI8Wllo1ujtzUIwJ6bjJ5gPnKpZq2ZrqPKlfTv8C0dvx/9sPOYxNBtZ8s7rp+e
oeC0bqNRFni2bWb2+6r6aPZZylD6GH7ulLkFVdeG99T3jXpxDMBYW/v344Pp9xuAixwBKBfrJkMdaJ1cC8TKvW
mzFWZlwUQX6iJ8OxeooNBe+v9sUObztPMQcOlyHhUPApd5mLAZxmxJPDTs/XhLSs38OBIJa4j2ETWb0MwD79u5
nvtIMMhgIm78qYOPIWeB2i1OP1xlZrK4h2Z1oPVxOz995Q0BsRkJr9r2n/5Ad7emHfO+v0Oef5fGAZ6peqbs6g
== 
ARC-Authentication-Results: i=1; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=pass 
 smtp.mailfrom=artefact.net.au; dmarc=pass action=none 
 header.from=artefact.net.au; dkim=pass header.d=artefact.net.au; arc=none 
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; 
 d=ArtefactHeritageServices.onmicrosoft.com; 
 s=selector2-ArtefactHeritageServices-onmicrosoft-com; 
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-SenderADCheck; 
 bh=NzfxRmTEkF73XjEyWFW7AHVldmHcd6V2BjZTQwd66MM=; 
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b=CJFnp2D3ECftL4CD7oFa06B1w6GCyxWppuJhGj2/X/iEtZsBkGuBz+2+cBRMP9PRcmE2kJyhOGnvH50kx0yB
vFTAl3+Ksl+MgJHgfSahuRVjLrdgbEY8b28cV1SZCWamr7gJYA1G8YdPrzLtk9kjKrPMatbmgCju7mNWCg+bcs
E= 
Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:220:132::14) 
 by SYBPR01MB5290.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:10:61::17) with 
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, 
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5417.20; Thu, 14 Jul 
 2022 01:38:47 +0000 
Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 ([fe80::3caa:6e18:21a:a1c4]) by ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 ([fe80::3caa:6e18:21a:a1c4%4]) with mapi id 15.20.5417.026; Thu, 14 Jul 2022 
 01:38:47 +0000 
From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 
To: "daruglandobservations@gmail.com" <daruglandobservations@gmail.com> 
Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 
 Wahroonga 
Thread-Topic: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 
 S, Wahroonga 
Thread-Index: AQHYlyJ2SbvUcqCbzki/tATYghhYow== 
Date: Thu, 14 Jul 2022 01:38:47 +0000 
Message-ID: 
<ME3PR01MB7521E6A918E630148927D845D4889@ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com> 
Accept-Language: en-GB, en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
authentication-results: dkim=none (message not signed) 
 header.d=none;dmarc=none action=none header.from=artefact.net.au; 
x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 
x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: 9964d4b0-1e31-432a-cbe8-08da653998d1 
x-ms-traffictypediagnostic: SYBPR01MB5290:EE_ 
x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-relay: 0 
x-microsoft-antispam: BCL:0; 
x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
IxdDpFbxjlP4lUxnyROGqc8HzuYNZJrFNz7FPnIfw2RH7QO4FSnR1hA3v27O/pCAFd6aW0aIw/0E6rjkS4jqIf
+5OWj0Sp0yRaqVZ9Wlt8cMuHFCnv3zNTFd1i/Scze7UABaokrlBHoi6XVoGI6Y5KJ6qKDKAhJK/tNaplykTVAC
lTKMLqY9lSZzf8J1nrG2fWgHXDz+RswvSGhenhifLEKK8WwBrOvard5Unea9+IaGr2EfkmbeheY7MpnHEx2cuU
0MinGXLVD3ZlxWlK3k4uNcMOr+HZURKhga+c/4PpSJ9KUUsEsRpGnZRh9pm+ikHQRYw2iBaFNyfD7bKXVuvFOz
TGQTYUv0SRSuAI664c9v5n9RVmsGEb+XDb5kpOMrCH3ffz0EEiR0bWHL+m6mOc7+gVsa7V3DclbZE579bFskf+
9X7ndPlOmrIgXyHazH2GRS2/ZXzF6QOhJ6gUDSiCc1Zb+1z8Ec5iSOAUxkOCk= 
x-forefront-antispam-report: 
CIP:255.255.255.255;CTRY:;LANG:en;SCL:1;SRV:;IPV:NLI;SFV:NSPM;H:ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01
.prod.outlook.com;PTR:;CAT:NONE;SFS:(13230016)(4636009)(39840400004)(136003)(376002)(3
46002)(396003)(366004)(7696005)(73894004)(76116006)(8676002)(6506007)(186003)(62106500
3)(52536014)(8936002)(2906002)(38070700005)(86362001)(4270600006)(55016003)(33656002)(
9686003)(71200400001)(6916009)(122000001)(316002)(66556008)(38100700002)(66446008)(669
46007)(44832011)(64756008)(41300700001)(478600001)(99936003)(66476007);DIR:OUT;SFP:110
1; 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-chunkcount: 1 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-0: =?us-
ascii?Q?uXZ+FMnHVIE6/fkzHnwwtwR6FBqyXYPWeF3HyEXceVcmb39yxMZP7WGstpxN?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?S1r6uBRqAUIJ0uWBrD0LRC4EkKHFX1D1RvBIE1jKGFn0PJEGfUwDqMmohHMM?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?ukkZcP9oapJQvjppW00djbVOYobnCvTobkl5VOej9iAgWdDOL3RNu5sDWMe6?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?WbvxYKbI7PGDpaoY4GOVEggfjM0UcqvhMuX7DsqT/DhYoDuR33LHy8+I7Ap4?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?tkC4ZwoHF/HRBhIjNpjT6gXGU8fZWHTDywlIkssZmFG1aROXyPMXL2hJWcGe?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?Upw1A8uv4kSCsYaal2GqIdClSDFTylt+1Vhv8zk0+6xWabQFbAYkUf+mOzXg?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?RSky6Qja6AAE6GksV/qs5XNyjgp+v/8PG1TfEOk/fK9u1Y7oVDjLBQ6Cem9w?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?157xsAgcT1sfSDuRBj375Rvnh1BruA5d+nywxWGUUai/gWqXOZQpCpv9A8Og?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?pJBdaoJGnl66OB4FfqyvUDLVge/t2xAq+dfqLI0sfUDrtpW4AhMopWv04TFb?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?ks3j8GTHkZtQVkeseZ387pVzIABSbxDEFKQmmkCDOi8duVP5OGdKpEwqFWdi?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?hk0zxGP2zxgB9BHFz2hfeWz3UnS/fFxB4xWVEnskE0E1eonZ+8G2XlJw+oBV?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?dbNCSgpWNJyghgKojTtHR9r8UmyIPYLaGxTeA+NloBpqrVHHC+hdNZtLo89k?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?kyBDl356NL0T+gX/zcbUcDVWQDwTyFbO0I2FdocsrZTshR1XvZx9PayCW2tx?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?FcO5bmUX3luOwbXnIdyhLxKcOYk1KLNsQ5jHSfh3wt4JuAkHkmqBPhiML9m4?= 
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 =?us-ascii?Q?n9U2GjMngp1lQcm3Y3eGlHbpV+wWjfDvNbSRxjNNzIMINAloKIy8y8C/rfqZ?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?xYU42fMGZn/OONMZRldeU0/7fuDzFdLTzSeP8aXxqNXsoXWp9nTAUlVeUxP3?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?d+JTTKM5LhHmZMBB6fEH63VRQnpS8C0yOqtQtWLXvmq95JkyhVIAHEC5ZKJD?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?Mi2iML70uQmr7LSPlcgnqW7bA0irSbE9MCcb3n7DdFMP143/gTptqf8kglNL?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?fJe5BWHlTY1nFpmSwEiiD/2f3+IW5KbZB6FOu5X4eF0FcTeLhiOYVU4oVwhv?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?POAzqQmsMW0BKj8YoBvQ83Zm8H0nEIXdaW7L98Lkp8lOrl71Or3sCQAKGlob?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?DC/8igYMW53S6BaMv0x8rjq/CG/iL0zjpZwK4KHJUBuoQ3CRhBoZPRSZAuU5?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?2hxrTdTu9XOQLXbSvkaDobqzqayFZNxDZ9Fd7F4+s3e8D1LheeOwXY72GzN3?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?2aLdF1xKdiQ3eKNpAZy3nM4TBO4NgCxq0dxTfhWlRaZx/bDKPDGAwNQCbXpK?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?BakIvKQw9hRdrPaUhVDBEm9QauX7ilmcFhDSJQ3JjgY7u0xuX0jOvpDoPYPf?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?WEbWzjYLaxDCMscIVqP/eX/Pf7fw6hrQAQuh2vMXaMqTKuo9RiNPYucp8evo?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?/jEiM12HevYpG8ZVtvkhmhRsfc5GdCU43G7srwSB58kEbyBA1NhvJ58YdzV5?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?PX2rqN0l85ttOecjwWQnY4cHJEod8m85TLEa2uVYpFbScTPaYAatFE0LdcMu?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?EM8BawuPgQtt0um18YtC9BtHiVkZ1pbwTM9k/fvsnZEWog/ozyYgxS9QabkM?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?gMNthA=3D=3D?= 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
 boundary="_002_ME3PR01MB7521E6A918E630148927D845D4889ME3PR01MB7521ausp_" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-OriginatorOrg: artefact.net.au 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthAs: Internal 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthSource: ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-Network-Message-Id: 9964d4b0-1e31-432a-cbe8-08da653998d1 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-originalarrivaltime: 14 Jul 2022 01:38:47.7460 
 (UTC) 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-fromentityheader: Hosted 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-id: 712c6a00-3f97-4cde-8256-4f1597674e7b 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-mailboxtype: HOSTED 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-userprincipalname: 
ekcHTF6aP6x7SgcFcDViPSEmu4Q6XyWtMs6O6J56WECeQFoBHJNx+8uiVhcn8qxBDNJO/jJ0rCQXVaGbWGcV7x
GSSGKSyfZ0ZXXO8F7TAzI= 
X-MS-Exchange-Transport-CrossTenantHeadersStamped: SYBPR01MB5290 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 1:06 PM

To: 'lilly carroll'

Subject: RE: at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Hi Paul and Lilly,  

 

Thanks for registering your interest in the project at 2-12 Neringah Ave S.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 

 

From: lilly carroll <didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au>  

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 12:01 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

Hi Emma  

 

DNC would like to register an interest into @ 2-12 NerfingahAve S, Wahroonga  

 

Warm regards  

Paul Boyd & Lilly Carroll  

Directors DNC  

0426823944 

 

 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 

On Thursday, July 14, 2022, 11:46 am, Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> wrote: 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 15 July 2022 4:28 PM

To: Phil Khan

Subject: RE: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 

Wahroonga

Hi Phil,  

 

Thanks for registering your interest in the project. 

 

Kind regards, 

 
Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
 

From: Phil Khan <philipkhan.acn@live.com.au>  

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 1:23 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: RE: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

Hi Emma,  

 

Thank you for informing us that Artefact Heritage will be involved in an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment at 

2-12 Nergingah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW &,that you are inviting Aboriginal organisations to register, if they 

wish too be involved in the community consultation process. 

 

As  a senior Aboriginal person for the past 50yrs, I actively participate in the protection of the Aboriginal Cultural 

Heritage throughout the Sydney Basin, & particularly throughout Western Sydney, on behalf of Kamilaroi 

Yankuntjatjara Working Group I wish to provide to you my organisation’s registration of interest. 

 

I wish to be involved & participate in all levels of consultation/project involvement. I wish to attend all meetings, 

participate in available field work & receive a copy of the report. 

 

I have attached a copy of Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working group’s Public Liability Insurance & Workers 

Compensation certificate. 

Our Rates - $112.50 per hour, $450 half day & $900 full day (Exc. GST) 

Our RAPS have up to 15yrs Cultural Heritage experience in – field work which involves manual excavation (digging), 

sieving , identifying artefacts, setting up transits, setting up equipment, packing equipment, site surveys & attending 

meetings. 

 

Should you wish me to provide further information, please do not hesitate to contact me on 0434545982 or 

Stefeanie on 0451068480. 

 

 

Kind Regards 

Phil Khan 
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Sent from Mail for Windows 10 

 

From: Emma Jones 

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:41 AM 

To: philipkhan.acn@live.com.au 

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

  

 



Name of Insured KAMILAROI‐ YANKUNTJATJARA WORKING GROUP PTY LTD (ABN:
26637314384)

Policy Number BIZ046707BUS

Policy Period 4.00pm Local Standard Time on 15 January 2022 to 4.00pm Local
Standard Time on 15 January 2023

Interest Insured Business Insurance

Situation 78 Forbes Street, EMU PLAINS, NSW, 2750 

Sum Insured Public & Products Liability: $20,000,000

Interested Party None Noted 

Underwriter The Hollard Insurance Company Pty Ltd
ABN 78 090 584 473 AFSL 241436

Signature

Name of Signatory Michael Gottlieb 
(BizCover)

Capacity/Title Director

Date 10 Jan 2022

Certificate of Currency
Public Liability

This Certificate:
• is issued as a matter of information only and confers no rights upon the holder;
• does not amend, extend or alter the coverage afforded by the policy listed;
• is only a summary of the cover provided. For full particulars, reference must be made to the current policy wording;
• is current only at the date of issue.

Please note
This Certificate is issued subject to the policy's terms and conditions and by reference to the insured's declaration. The information set out in this
Certificate is accurate as at the date of signature and there is no obligation imposed on the signatory to advise of any alterations.

Level 2, 338 Pitt Street,
Sydney NSW 2000 

Phone: 1300 249 268

BizCover Pty Ltd (ABN 68 127 707 975; AFSL 501769).
Mail to: Level 2, 338 Pitt Street, Sydney 2000 
T: 1300 249 268 (1300 BIZCOVER) E: support@bizcover.com.au



icare
TM

Workers Insurance

Certificate
of currency

Issue date:

15/11/2021

Statement of coverage

The following policy of insurance covers the full amount of the employer’s liability under the Workers

Compensation Act 1987 (NSW).

Employer name: Policy number: Valid:

KAMILAROI- YANKUNTJATJARA WORKING GROUP PTY LTD 198586001 31/12/2021 -
31/12/2022

Trading name: ABN: ACN:

26 637 314 384 637 314 384

Industry classification number (WIC)3 Number of workers1 Wages/units2

782920 Technical Services nec 10 $90,810.00

1. Number of workers includes contractors/deemed workers

2. Total wages/units estimated for the current period

3. The policy covers all workers employed by the entity named on this certificate in the course of its primary business activity or any other activities

ancillary to its primary business activity as required.

Important information

Principals relying on this certificate should ensure it is accompanied by a statement under section 175B of

the Workers Compensation Act 1987 (NSW). Principals should also check and satisfy themselves that the

information is correct and ensure that the proper workers compensation insurance is in place, i.e. compare

the number of employees on site to the average number of employees estimated; ensure that the wages are

reasonable to cover the labour component of the work being performed; and confirm that the description of

the industry/industries noted is appropriate. A principal contractor may become liable for any outstanding

premium of the sub-contractor if the principal has failed to obtain a statement or has accepted a statement

where there was reason to believe it was false.

Yours faithfully,

Peter Meighan

Underwriting Operations Manager

icare Workers Insurance

007301    0616  EMAIL

Stefeanie Naikar
KAMILAROI- YANKUNTJATJARA WORKING GROUP PTY LTD
78 Forbes St
EMU PLAINS NSW 2750

icareTM is the brand of Insurance & Care NSW and acts for the Workers Compensation Nominal Insurer ABN 83 564 379 108 1 of 1
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 15 July 2022 4:30 PM

To: Darleen Johnson

Subject: RE: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 

Wahroonga

Hi Ryan, 

 

Thanks for registering your interest in the project.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 

 

From: Darleen Johnson <murrabidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au>  

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 2:24 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

Hi Emma 
Please register Murrabidgee for the above project, we have been doing aboriginal cultural heritage projects for over 
26 years. 
Kind regards 
Ryan Johnson 
0475565517 
 
On Thursday, 14 July 2022 at 11:40:00 am AEST, Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> wrote:  
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Emma Jones

From: Raymond Weatherall <bubbly71@live.com.au>

Sent: Wednesday, 6 July 2022 1:06 PM

To: Elizabeth Bonshek

Subject: Re: Expression of interest for HammondCare Wahroonga facility

Thank you!  

 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Elizabeth Bonshek <Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au> 

Sent: Wednesday, July 6, 2022 12:45:37 PM 

To: Raymond Weatherall <Bubbly71@live.com.au> 

Subject: RE: Expression of interest for HammondCare Wahroonga facility  

  
Thank you Raymond, I will register you on this project. 
  
Regards 
  
Dr Elizabeth Bonshek 
Senior Heritage Consultant 
  
Telephone 61 2 9518 8411; mobile: 0414 741 648. 
  

From: Raymond Weatherall <Bubbly71@live.com.au>  

Sent: Wednesday, 6 July 2022 12:42 PM 

To: Elizabeth Bonshek <Elizabeth.Bonshek@artefact.net.au> 

Cc: alisney@hammond.com.au 

Subject: Expression of interest for HammondCare Wahroonga facility 

  

Hi  Elizabeth, 
  

I would like to register an interest in the community consultation of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment for the HammondCare Wahroonga facility, 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

NSW.  
  

My name is Raymond Weatherall, I am a Gomeroi man with vast knowledge and experience in Cultural 

Heritage Assessments, I have done site work for various projects over the years, as an individual RAP 

and as a Gomeroi Native Title Applicant. I also have permission from Traditional Custodians in various 

areas, including this one, to do Cultural Heritage Assessments due to my cultural knowledge and 

experience in Aboriginal cultural heritage values determining the significance of Aboriginal objects and 

places. 
  

I have a GST registered ABN with Public Liability insurance, Professional Indemnity and Workers 

Compensation insurance.  

  

My details are as Follows: 

RAW Cultural Healing  

Raymond Weatherall  

ABN 72 519 352 822 (GST Registered)  
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PL LCS017124781-4409  

PI LPS016832716-17823  

WC 186335101  

M. 0411 962 602   

E. RAW.CulturalHealing@hotmail.com  

A. 10 Meldrum Way Claymore NSW 2559  

P. PO Box N74, Campbelltown North NSW 2560   

  

Please contact me directly on the information above if you have any questions. 
  
  

Kind Regards 

  

Raymond Weatherall 

 0411 962 602 

 bubbly71@live.com.au 

 10 Meldrum Way, Claymore NSW 2559 
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Emma Jones

From: Microsoft Outlook

To: kinghampton@77gmail.com

Sent: Saturday, 16 July 2022 11:55 AM

Subject: Undeliverable: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 

S, Wahroonga

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kinghampton@77gmail.com (kinghampton@77gmail.com) 

Your message couldn't be delivered. Despite repeated attempts to deliver your message, querying 
the Domain Name System (DNS) for the recipient's domain location information failed.  

For more information and tips to fix this issue see this article: 
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=389361. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: SYBPR01MB6045.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
Receiving server: SYBPR01MB6045.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com  

kinghampton@77gmail.com 
7/16/2022 1:55:00 AM - Server at SYBPR01MB6045.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com returned '550 5.4.312 Message 

expired, DNS query failed(ServerFailure)' 
7/16/2022 1:44:30 AM - Server at 77gmail.com (0.0.0.0) returned '450 4.4.312 DNS query failed 

[Message=ServerFailure] [LastAttemptedServerName=77gmail.com] [SY4AUS01FT003.eop-
AUS01.prod.protection.outlook.com](ServerFailure)' 

Original message headers: 

Received: from SY2PR01MB2922.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:1:1e::23) by 
 SYBPR01MB6045.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:10:95::10) with Microsoft 
 SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 
 15.20.5438.15; Fri, 15 Jul 2022 13:58:49 +0000 
Received: from SYBPR01MB6650.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:10:12d::5) 
 by SY2PR01MB2922.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:1:1e::23) with 
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, 
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5417.23; Fri, 15 Jul 
 2022 01:53:13 +0000 
Received: from SYCPR01MB4432.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:10:46::21) 
 by SYBPR01MB6650.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:10:12d::5) with 
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, 
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5417.15; Thu, 14 Jul 
 2022 13:51:42 +0000 
ARC-Seal: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=none; 
 
b=CWMB/OeqWargFuaMppnt1J80HzhcS15ljMSU+Nk2zTl7RrAPIk16Q2/vWYmtoWVoOf6OSi6BKKk4QgoV58Jm
uf/1EotTov1GzLXcICSFG7lbcB04F8wSKY6Uz4CfydKOt/mC2Ju+1StnVWpv61zgabXHCVml3D9hEtOTn1OBKZ
yksC4vKawF/07OWWzFpjCIWAmM24bezVXATOdLLcUxNi9qVH3+oadUO1WX1HZ9NI9Dcx0aHZH1iAq4Yt+mXwPD
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bHBNCETuw5GV8dDOluwluUNA+5WY5YIUWvSVoyKE/AxUM6R6AVB3Rr8wJfQnjy+TL/uAkKCfEGIYIhARIpQLKg
== 
ARC-Message-Signature: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com; 
 s=arcselector9901; 
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-1; 
 bh=YVR0/77BlEjZxWnJQ/A6dRRaDf6Rq1hFY4gb6hL/1Uw=; 
 
b=TN4C/1uW/u06UUGvjk5oyc14AUkaWAhSBL0RD7lp+IvKkctWZwVaGcndTvtDZUpqd2GNpNBtP6JAG0K5nQFU
QxffK1vY0joWsA74y8qoY65GBdP7sGxCmSsd16yghkvMYY6UBkioc0DTkEM1OrLrbL/ANHLf8RNkwdnzkfW+wy
Hgo5NntwNd/QTyIm0yVhBk0hjd5b2jg5ayCjRWB/XiE7+waUwI9DGulFVnGU6qm3c1mMSeJufUqlOhe74LUS7q
ZCemRR2k/8N4/CkBTTQq+z9qPjNGz9MxI+gkryb97A7RqGYYd8xSTIYN+gQbpJQTacygASK4otbbpvcFajVyrg
== 
ARC-Authentication-Results: i=1; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=pass 
 smtp.mailfrom=artefact.net.au; dmarc=pass action=none 
 header.from=artefact.net.au; dkim=pass header.d=artefact.net.au; arc=none 
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; 
 d=ArtefactHeritageServices.onmicrosoft.com; 
 s=selector2-ArtefactHeritageServices-onmicrosoft-com; 
 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-SenderADCheck; 
 bh=YVR0/77BlEjZxWnJQ/A6dRRaDf6Rq1hFY4gb6hL/1Uw=; 
 
b=cQafcekLCLd4Vz0pkTVcRkH2XzOS8N0sv/zBZUPqAqzSfgnHtRDqZJOKZE86LCMuQpj5nbeBjGNgLnGJm5Pi
yHqQ0A3EDxbQMgOtCop4YAcfokuZI43ZlOskuyUrcnoLW/6YvWAjceY70m3Oy3eHFoGlRrYpKhmOzd2th34vtv
g= 
Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:220:132::14) 
 by SYCPR01MB4432.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:10:46::21) with 
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, 
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5417.17; Thu, 14 Jul 
 2022 01:48:10 +0000 
Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 ([fe80::3caa:6e18:21a:a1c4]) by ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 ([fe80::3caa:6e18:21a:a1c4%4]) with mapi id 15.20.5417.026; Thu, 14 Jul 2022 
 01:48:09 +0000 
From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 
To: "kinghampton@77gmail.com" <kinghampton@77gmail.com> 
Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 
 Wahroonga 
Thread-Topic: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 
 S, Wahroonga 
Thread-Index: AQHYlyPFR+HsVTNB2kOJKmeZgjy2Sg== 
Date: Thu, 14 Jul 2022 01:48:09 +0000 
Message-ID: 
<ME3PR01MB7521D395322CA397616CD507D4889@ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com> 
Accept-Language: en-GB, en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
authentication-results: dkim=none (message not signed) 
 header.d=none;dmarc=none action=none header.from=artefact.net.au; 
x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 
x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: b50fe043-54ef-4dd4-a0a9-08da653ae784 
x-ms-traffictypediagnostic: 
SYCPR01MB4432:EE_|SYBPR01MB6650:EE_|SY2PR01MB2922:EE_|SYBPR01MB6045:EE_ 
x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-relay: 0 
x-microsoft-antispam: BCL:0; 
x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
JyrJafyFmqjSBwrSYEMldtUkPG9gdF1FtUMUrsLSMV9epTF64DNvZsaXchcXgxI2ZYu0wpsX9tQquQXxMgriht
v9duIY/XCimvV1at9Jo/jZFaJEU8hX39hmzrZqLZ2m2wJgtTXI4YzXx3AMXHpuruJRIFIMiDEKqpEiN/4F0u8o
k4XBITwZpgb6LAvyG2mS3a7X5NYKLUlveuZSYap9EmCrC/FCIlk+GeSSsi9SYCzEBJY3Wi5K+j7oVfTEgkzfRg
+EYy+8I+PuiCpZuvikOMlfLKZpFE3JgA/ddTOehRj2i/cRKCswWOeZtXkHdjXfxm9iBxkFQDTjIFOb1jKM9nJL
czuK7UwnyleEFXhsLpCaza3qXGzJHOra1OqHAqE/o7HTQ+AsD64EUfUSwKvgmIhTGvilzqZw7HKHhsad36KwLq
TcJPFt+7fcSqUn4K46dcz2X44YM6G8gnxgR9wl+vEUBEN5npKWRHKCqZwfvJo= 
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x-forefront-antispam-report: 
CIP:255.255.255.255;CTRY:;LANG:en;SCL:1;SRV:;IPV:NLI;SFV:NSPM;H:ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01
.prod.outlook.com;PTR:;CAT:NONE;SFS:(13230016)(4636009)(346002)(376002)(136003)(396003
)(366004)(39840400004)(478600001)(66556008)(41300700001)(2906002)(55016003)(64756008)(
71200400001)(6916009)(8676002)(9686003)(7696005)(4270600006)(316002)(66946007)(6647600
7)(76116006)(6506007)(621065003)(66446008)(38070700005)(33656002)(186003)(52536014)(44
832011)(38100700002)(86362001)(73894004)(99936003)(122000001)(8936002);DIR:OUT;SFP:110
1; 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-chunkcount: 1 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-0: =?us-
ascii?Q?Pow/sdAnO2N1n16d11Hgse9Fs8zcYXTE8024D4UkM8RAYUTUFWXSewW/Sn9+?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?w8E3aHb9N2OBdKX+mEGQJo0ERrBm1oYSrwMat7NCY4M4CPbVjTeRwgMpKMuq?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?ENzDaaxdy3UwhUCTSRjcSoJRFtIYXw6jE7qgvsK2qRIrE+eFi15C4umF42J7?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?t9BK4BLFZ9uG96zDPCLOidQW7v8KqkPFkZLB57xvm3D0gwhlvm4mXeKGnMq0?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?JlcAaISs9mEiP+Le9VA02mIx3pTsVG5ks0skchpMN5tP4ZsPnfD+OfF2qwLj?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?cWQDayTeQ/5Ii5mlYZTBByDBd6loSbL86JgAlKkDNR2cS4uBanGHCyAvvhe1?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?zAwz/Ep4NG1To32z/FDdUM3PVyuHglb1lGRPe46wMp4YnnAfxmrjcFoZDR1n?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?LiKAHcZKSq3SAH5+7qa8IIWiaMoXny4/vSA+mjYqwgt6hl3J4aB3uMZUFJvJ?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?lTVMXYGLWblkkPy6FA4AiB0HA49Wq2PuDSsm+mtvPt8T0AsVjiSdp5e+p6kq?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?kUIjRdfsXIalTB2BojIrFa+R0BVckNq5qL5OuaTa8uFbAZksJ4IWqkA8JbWK?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?57FXMnZBX7wWlDtKG3Y/FZ5Xk2jMuXAnzlu3dRc8XtnLTNxcwAZveQA/HUCV?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?Du5W1AniF5CMaanmKFnHWmb+d/10a9Kx8Xnq3ERp5fnNH7TEXjwuIyyuIfAo?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?xKAAFZsl4AWg3MxGi9Ihu2NRv3FlgiqgYli3S471CNfQxAhzliaFf3yr5nzx?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?uE9dkgemWK/L0oZWG3ZjxR7VABlvzxRD09vjc9NNXVOWh4pqcAxkFrbRcf7s?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?TknzlSDMBQdELwZ5idaThMv2bVdOXkQdkHDAWwvbRQw4mFI6XS4VN4Dps6xK?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?acUCVBOmIJsw4Rt4C70ZPcKWASrdxB6PkToJxQ5aJkWG9KYewCUfGgfaz/GH?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?zHGFqhzv2znImTgnNwDLBb7iz19GHRzSVhdmDoyUlaeYexu1tfVLDm9Ko57h?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?XaD/BWUA8/LZn+rMTRvcNrg9TBffn5efqgn+kDm5y+frByc9xfm/m7kdBo3f?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?avIqtcEr11y/242zB1E2H0s8UFrkqctEOQ7MKnQ/6gXcwWzH84iO6qh8G4CP?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?yu/ZMEPVqnoBZrbVK+zZAyG65hgwhL6IAwCvL0LZisaM8EpvAbX+KtYbkLD+?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?pk7TxQYN36otYV2LKnxMwsK5dR5KqlIQqVLyjupmNjl2xE6lOMQS08GBLTBW?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?GWtoDWoN0EeTzz497c+ixo0zO4FZd69GCWNvKpYnESFhQ+6iLxhZMcqLI1n1?= 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Tuesday, 19 July 2022 10:01 AM

To: 'Shaun Carroll'

Subject: RE: 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Hi Shaun,  

 

I have registered Merrigarn’s interest in the project 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 

 

From: Shaun Carroll <Merrigarn@hotmail.com>  

Sent: Monday, 18 July 2022 10:45 AM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

Dear Emma 

Please register Merrigarn for the above project, we have done many projects in and around the project area. 

Kind regards 

Shaun Carroll 

 

Sent from Mail for Windows 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Tuesday, 19 July 2022 10:02 AM

To: Daniel Chalker

Subject: RE: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 

Wahroonga

Hi Daniel,  

 

Thank you for registering your interest in the project 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 

 

From: Daniel Chalker <woriwooilywa@gmail.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, 19 July 2022 2:00 AM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

 

Yarma Emma 

 

We would like to acknowledge the land owners as the first nation’s families of the country. We would like to 

acknowledge and pay thanks to mother earth for providing for us, Father for looking over us and the sprites for 

helping guide us. Also we pay our respects to the old the young and the new. 

  

We thank you for your invitation to register for the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue 

Waroona New South Wales. We would like to be involved in the consultation process and are also able to provide 

field workers if required. 

  

Thank you again and please feel free to contact me if you require anything further. 

 

Thankyou 

Daniel Chalker 

0409 006216 

Wori Wooilywa 

 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2022 11:12:54 AM 

To: woriwooilywa@gmail.com <woriwooilywa@gmail.com> 

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga  
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Monday, 25 July 2022 11:56 AM

To:

Subject: RE: Register Interest 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga

Hi   

 

Thank you for registering your interest in the project at 2-12 Neringah Avenue S.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 

 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From:   

Sent: Tuesday, 19 July 2022 1:49 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: Register Interest 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

Dear Emma 

 

We are registering  in a full capacity. We have worked on a vast number of 

projects as Cultural Heritage Officers in the project area. We are currently involved on many projects in the subject 

area. My family and other family members have lived in the area and family currently reside in the surrounding 

areas. We are registering in a full capacity. We are Aboriginal people who are culturally & heritage aware. We have 

the necessary ability, experience, skills, insight and the knowledge to identify artefacts on field work. And as 

Aboriginal People we connect thru the land, thru our Ancestors and our Heritage. Therefore we are able participate 

on all levels. We have worked with many archaeologists across a broad landscape. We have consulted with most 

archeological companies over many years on projects. We have all the relevant insurances and safety gear. We are 

all fit, capable and adapt to a vast landscape. 

Contact is preferred via email:  The contact number, email and contact person is also 

listed in the signature.   

Please do not disclose any of our details to LALC. We have responded for inclusion, to participate on all levels. 

Thanks. 

 

Kind regards 
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CAC acknowledges the Traditional Owners of Country throughout Australia and their continuing connection to land, 

sea & community. We pay our respects to them and their cultures, to the Elders past and present, and emerging.  

 

> On 14 Jul 2022, at 11:39 am, Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> wrote: 

>  

>  
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 11:07 AM

To: 'Butucarbin Heritage'

Subject: RE: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 

Wahroonga

Hi Jennifer,  

 

Thanks you for registering your interest in the project. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 

 

From: Butucarbin Heritage <butuheritage@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, 28 July 2022 7:34 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

Dear Emma, 

On behalf of Butucarbin, I would like to register interest for this project. 

 

Kind regards, 

Jennifer  

 

On Thu, Jul 14, 2022 at 2:46 AM Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> wrote: 

  

 

 

 

--  

Lowanna Gibson 

Project Manager for Butucarbin Cultural Heritage  
B.A Archaeology/Anthropology USYD 

Juris Doctor UTS 



Consultation Stage 4.1.6 

Notification- RAP list to Heritage NSW and Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC) 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 5:20 PM

To: Operations Manager; HERITAGEMailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au

Subject: Notification of RAPs- ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, 

Wahroonga

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S Notification letter to LALC and HNSW.pdf

Hello,  

 

Please find attached to this email the list of Registered Aboriginal Parties for the ACHA assessment being carried out 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga, NSW 2076.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant  

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
Address: Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Rd, Pyrmont NSW 2009 
Web: www.artefact.net.au 
 

 We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of Country in which we live and work, and pay our respects to them, their culture and their Elders 

past, present and emerging 
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29 July 2022 

 

Heritage NSW, Department of Premier and Cabinet 

GPO Box 5341 

Sydney, NSW, 2000 

Via email: heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au 

Cc: Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council 
       operations@metrolalc.org.au 
 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Re: Consultation Stage 4.1.6 – Notification of Registered Aboriginal Parties for 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 

HammondCare proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 DP 

2666 known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076.The property is located within 

the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area (LGA) and within the boundary of the Metropolitan Local 

Aboriginal Land Council. There are no Native Title claims currently registered in the study area. 

The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.1 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent: 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 

prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, describing and assessing any impacts 

for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect impacts on the heritage 

significance of environmental heritage, provide a Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological 

Assessment (if potential impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance 

with the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to ensure they are 

minimised and mitigatedIn accordance with Stage 4.1.6 of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010), please find below a list of Registered 

Stakeholders for the project.
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There are 8 registered Aboriginal stakeholders. Please note, 1 party requested that their information 

be withheld. The RAPs are: 

Organisation/ Individual Contact Name  

Didge Ngunawal Clan Paul Boyd and Lillie Carroll 

Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group Phil Khan 

Murrabidgee Mullangari Aboriginal Corporation Darleen Johnson 

RAW Cultural Healing Raymond Weatherall 

Merrigarn Shaun Carroll 

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker 

Butucarbin Heritage Jennifer Beale 

Details withheld Details withheld  

 

Also included is evidence of the newspaper advertisement and a letter of invitation to register 

interest in the project (Consultation Stage 4.1.3). The advertisement was published in the Koori Mail 

on 29June 2022 and required a response by 13 July 2022. 

If you would like to discuss any of these details, or have any comments, please do not hesitate to 

contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

Emma.Jones@artefact.net.au 

02 95188411 
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Study area  
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Copy of letter of invitation to register 
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Evidence of newspaper advertisement, Koori Mail. 

 



Consultation Stage 4.1 

Late registration  
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 4:53 PM

To: Carolyn .H

Subject: RE: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, 

Wahroonga

Hi Carolyn,  

 

Thank you for registering your interest in the project. 

 

Kind regards, 

 
Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
 

From: Carolyn .H <cazadirect@live.com>  

Sent: Monday, 1 August 2022 9:05 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga 

 

 

 

   

Contact: Carolyn Hickey 

Mobile: 0411650057                 

Email: Cazadirect@live.com  

Address: 10 Marie Pitt Place, Glenmore Park, NSW 2745           

ACN: 639 868 876 

ABN: 31 639 868 876 

 

Hi, 
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Thank you for your email, I would like to register in being involved in all levels of consultation for 

this project. 

Including, Meetings, Reports, Sharing Cultural Information, and available Field Work. 

 

About the founder Carolyn Hickey 

I am a Traditional Owner and Custodian with over 20 years experience in helping preserve 

Aboriginal cultural heritage on projects. 

I hold cultural knowledge relevant to determining the cultural significance of Aboriginal objects 

and values that exist in the project area. 

I have attached A1 Indigenous Services Insurances. 

  

We would like you to consider including A1’s employee’s, the Kawalkan workforce and 

the Women's Circle Employees for all future field work. 

The Kawalkan workforce Program is a designed program created to employ young indigenous 

youths between the ages of (18-29) years of age. 

The Women's Circle was created with the need to always have Experienced Indigenous Women 

present in all field work. 

To aim for not only gender equality in the workplace but, to help identify and protect any 

women's sacred places. 

Please feel free to publish my name, and response but not the email 

Please feel free to contact me on details supplied   

  

Kind Regards, 

Carolyn Hickey 

Managing Director 

 

 

When Selecting Groups for Engagement; 

Please consider that A1 INDIGENOUS SERVICES PTY LTD  is a member of the NSW 

INDIGENOUS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.             
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We carry the NSWICC Assured logo showing that A1 Indigenous Services has met National Policy 

requirements as upheld by the First Australians Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FACCI) for 

being identified as a 100% First Nations Owned Indigenous Business That has demonstrate 

compliance with Government and Industry Regulators.  

 

 

 

           A1 INDIGENOUS SERVICES PTY LTD  is now a member of the  NSW INDIGENOUS CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE             

A business or enterprise carrying the NSWICC Assured logo has met National Policy requirements as 

upheld by the First Australians Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FACCI) for being identified as a First 

Nations Business Owner or Entrepreneur and the business must demonstrate compliance with 

Government and Industry Regulators.  

(Certificate attached) A certificate confirms that the Enterprise listed above has met all requirements of 

the NSWICC’s Assured Program , operating as a100% Aboriginal Owned, Operated and Controlled 

Business. The NSW Indigenous Chamber of  Commerce (NSWICC) is the Peak body for Aboriginal Business 

in New South Wales and a member of the First Australians Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FACCI)      

 

 

A1 Indigenous Services is 100%, Indigenous Owned Australian Company 

which offers a range of services to the construction industry. 

 It is our mission to commit to an innovative approach to a better future for Indigenous employment and 

community. 

While improving ways to close the gap in Aboriginal participation in the construction Industry. 

Building strength in aboriginal communities and our Indigenous labour force. 
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From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Sent: Thursday, 14 July 2022 11:39 AM 

To: cazadirect@live.com <cazadirect@live.com> 

Subject: Invitation to Register: ACHA Assessment at 2-12 Nergingah Avenue S, Wahroonga  

  

  



A1 INDIGENOUS SERVICES 
PTY LTD

is certificate confirms that the Enterprise listed above has met all requirements of the NSWICC’s Assured 
Program, operating as a 100% Aboriginal Owned, Operated and Controlled Business.
The NSW Indigenous Chamber of Commerce (NSWICC) is the Peak body for Aboriginal Business in New 
South Wales and a member of the First Australians Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FACCI), Australia’s 
largest Network and National Voice with over 4500 members.

StState and Territory Indigenous Chambers of Commerce follow FACCI’s policy on certifying or confirming a 
person or business as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander. A Robust, Respectful and Consistent Process for 
certifying an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander owned business supports the Integrity of the Sector and 
Governments commitment to social and economic parity through policy.

The NSWIThe NSWICC Assured Program is also aligned with FACCI policy. A business or enterprise carrying the 
NSWICC Assured logo has met National Policy requirements as upheld by the First Australians Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (FACCI) for being identified as a First Nations Business Owner or Entrepreneur and 
the business must demonstrate compliance with Government and Industry Regulators. For more info visit: 
https://nswicc.com.au/nswicc-assured/

Duly Authorised on behalf of 
the Board of the NSW Indigenous 
Chamber of Commerce Inc:

DEB BARWICK
CEO & Chairperson

2
0
2
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A1 Indigenous Services Pty Ltd
73 Russell Street
Emu Plains NSW 2750

Mobile Business Protect

Policy number GPM004141405

Certificate of Currency

Insured details

Insured: A1 Indigenous Services Pty Ltd
ABN 31 639 868 876

Period of insurance: 10 March 2022 to 4:00pm 10 March 2023

Business description: Surveying And Mapping Services

Your Cover

Public and products liability

Limit of liability

Public liability $10,000,000

Products liability $10,000,000

Property in Your Custody or Control sum insured $250,000

Professional indemnity

Not Taken

Portable and valuable items

Not Taken

Tax probe

Not Taken

Page 1 of 2Issue Date: 4 February 2022



Commercial motor

Not Taken

This Certificate certifies that as at the date of issue the stated policy is current for the period of insurance noted above. The
issue of this Certificate imparts no obligation on the insurer to notify any party relying on it should the policy later be
cancelled or altered for any reason. Full details of the insurance provided (including excesses and sub-limits) are set out in
the Policy Schedule, Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Supplementary Product Disclosure Statement (SPDS) (if any).

This Certificate is issued as a matter of information only and confers no rights upon the certificate holder. This Certificate
does not amend, extend or alter the coverage provided by the policy.

Page 2 of 2Issue Date: 4 February 2022



icare
TM

Workers Insurance

Certificate
of currency

Issue date:

15/02/2022

Statement of coverage

The following policy of insurance covers the full amount of the employer’s liability under the Workers

Compensation Act 1987 (NSW).

Employer name: Policy number: Valid:

A1 INDIGENOUS SERVICES PTY LTD 201098301 31/03/2022 -
31/03/2023

Trading name: ABN: ACN:

31 639 868 876 639 868 876

Industry classification number (WIC)3 Number of workers1 Wages/units2

782920 Technical Services nec 10 $20,180.00

1. Number of workers includes contractors/deemed workers

2. Total wages/units estimated for the current period

3. The policy covers all workers employed by the entity named on this certificate in the course of its primary business activity or any other activities

ancillary to its primary business activity as required.

Important information

Principals relying on this certificate should ensure it is accompanied by a statement under section 175B of

the Workers Compensation Act 1987 (NSW). Principals should also check and satisfy themselves that the

information is correct and ensure that the proper workers compensation insurance is in place, i.e. compare

the number of employees on site to the average number of employees estimated; ensure that the wages are

reasonable to cover the labour component of the work being performed; and confirm that the description of

the industry/industries noted is appropriate. A principal contractor may become liable for any outstanding

premium of the sub-contractor if the principal has failed to obtain a statement or has accepted a statement

where there was reason to believe it was false.

Yours faithfully,

Peter Meighan

Underwriting Operations Manager

icare Workers Insurance

017246    0806  EMAIL

Carolyn Hickey
A1 INDIGENOUS SERVICES PTY LTD
73 Russell St
EMU PLAINS NSW 2750

icareTM is the brand of Insurance & Care NSW and acts for the Workers Compensation Nominal Insurer ABN 83 564 379 108 1 of 1



Consultation Stage 4.1.6 

Notification- Updated RAP list to Heritage NSW and Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC) 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:14 PM

To: HERITAGEMailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au; Operations Manager

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.1.6- Notification of Registered Aboriginal Parties for 2-12 

Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. LATE REGISTRATION

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S Notification letter to LALC and HNSW - Late 

registration.pdf

Hi there,  

 

Please note there has been a change to the list of Registered Aboriginal Parties for the ACHA assessment taking 

place at 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Please find attached to this email the updated RAP list.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant  

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
Address: Suite 56, Jones Bay Wharf, 26-32 Pirrama Rd, Pyrmont NSW 2009 
Web: www.artefact.net.au 
 

 We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of Country in which we live and work, and pay our respects to them, their culture and their Elders 

past, present and emerging 
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31 August 2022 

 

Heritage NSW, Department of Premier and Cabinet 

GPO Box 5341 

Sydney, NSW, 2000 

Via email: heritagemailbox@environment.nsw.gov.au 

Cc: Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council 
       operations@metrolalc.org.au 
 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Re: Consultation Stage 4.1.6 – Notification of Registered Aboriginal Parties for 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 

HammondCare proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 and Lot 52 DP 

2666 known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076.The property is located within 

the Ku-ring-gai Local Government Area (LGA) and within the boundary of the Metropolitan Local 

Aboriginal Land Council. There are no Native Title claims currently registered in the study area. 

The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.1 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent: 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 

prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, describing and assessing any impacts 

for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect impacts on the heritage 

significance of environmental heritage, provide a Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological 

Assessment (if potential impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance 

with the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to ensure they are 

minimised and mitigatedIn accordance with Stage 4.1.6 of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010), please find below a list of Registered 

Stakeholders for the project.
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There are 8 registered Aboriginal stakeholders. Please note, 1 party requested that their information 

be withheld. The RAPs are: 

Organisation/ Individual Contact Name  

Didge Ngunawal Clan Paul Boyd and Lillie Carroll 

Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group Phil Khan 

Murrabidgee Mullangari Aboriginal Corporation Darleen Johnson 

RAW Cultural Healing Raymond Weatherall 

Merrigarn Shaun Carroll 

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker 

Butucarbin Heritage Jennifer Beale 

Details withheld Details withheld  

A1 Indigenous Services Carolyn Hickey 

 

Also included is evidence of the newspaper advertisement and a letter of invitation to register 

interest in the project (Consultation Stage 4.1.3). The advertisement was published in the Koori Mail 

on 29June 2022 and required a response by 13 July 2022. 

If you would like to discuss any of these details, or have any comments, please do not hesitate to 

contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

Emma.Jones@artefact.net.au 

02 95188411 
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Study area  
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Copy of letter of invitation to register 
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Evidence of newspaper advertisement, Koori Mail. 

 



Consultation Stage 4.3 

ACHA assessment methodology review 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM

To: butuheritage@gmail.com

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue ACHA Methodology Review.docx

  



 

 

 

 

29 July 2022 

Jennifer Beale 

Butucarbin Heritage 

butuheritage@gmail.com 

 

Dear Jennifer Beale, 

Re: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report methodology for proposed development 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Thank you for registering as a stakeholder for the proposed development of at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga. I am looking forward to working with you on this project. Included below 

are details of the project, and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.1 Proposed Development 

HammondCare (the proponent) proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 

and Lot 52 DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the 

Site). The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.2 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment Report prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, 

describing and assessing any impacts for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect 

impacts on the heritage significance of environmental heritage, provide a 

Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological Assessment (if potential 

impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance with 

the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to 

ensure they are minimised and mitigated 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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The objectives of this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) are to comply with 

the SEARS for the proposal through: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identification of Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be impacted by 

the proposed works. 

 Identification of further investigations and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required should the proposal proceed. 

1.3 Proposed Assessment Methodology 

The ACHAR will be completed in accordance with the relevant guidelines: 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing, and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW 

(OEH 2011) 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010) 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

(OEH 2010) 

As part of the ACHAR, comprehensive consultation is being undertaken in accordance with Section 

80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 2009. The initial stages of the consultation process are in 

progress, and a list of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) is being compiled. The present letter 

provides project information and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.3.1 Desktop study 

A preliminary desktop study will be carried out to inform the ACHAR. This desktop study will include: 

 Searches of the Aboriginal Heritage Inventory Management System (AHIMS) for registered 

Aboriginal sites within the study area and its surrounds 

 Examination of available existing archaeological reporting for the study area and surrounds 

 Study of historical and ethnographic evidence relating to the study area 

 Incorporation of any available evidence as a result of the consultation process with RAPs 

 Formulation of predictive modelling of likely archaeological potential in the study area based 

on the information listed above, where this information is sufficiently robust to allow such 

modelling. 

1.3.2 Archaeological survey 

An archaeological survey of the study area has been carried out in conjunction with the Metropolitan 

Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC). The objectives of the survey were to: 

 Directly assess the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identify and record Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be 

impacted by the proposed works 
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 Identify any further investigations, and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required, should the project proceed 

The archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken in accordance with the Code of 

Practice on 26 July 2022. No Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological potential were identified 

within the study area. 

1.3.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (ACHAR) 

The ACHAR will include: 

 A description of the project and extent of the study area 

 An archaeological significance assessment of the study area 

 A description of the statutory requirements for the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

 An impact assessment for recorded Aboriginal sites and areas of archaeological potential 

 Provision of measures to avoid, minimise, and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts on 

Aboriginal heritage values. 

The ACHAR will also assess the Aboriginal heritage significance of the study area, based on 

comments received from the RAPs and the results of the desktop study and archaeological survey. 

The potential impact of the proposed development on this significance would be assessed, and 

management recommendations developed accordingly. 

A draft copy of the ACHAR will be sent out for your review, prior to finalisation of the document. 

If you would like to comment on the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area or this 

proposed methodology, please provide your response by August 26, 2022. Please address your 

response to: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or via email: emma.jones@artefact.net.au  

In your response, please consider the following points: 

 Do you know of any objects or places of value to Aboriginal people in the study area or 

locality? 

 Are there any protocols for managing cultural information that you would like incorporated 

into the assessment methodology? 

 Are there any access requirements or restrictions that should be applied to the information 

you are providing? 

Thank you very much for your involvement in the project. If you require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 
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Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage Services Pty Ltd 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM

To:

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue ACHA Methodology Review.docx

  



 

 

 

 

29 July 2022 

 

 

 

 

Dear , 

Re: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report methodology for proposed development 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Thank you for registering as a stakeholder for the proposed development of at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga. I am looking forward to working with you on this project. Included below 

are details of the project, and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.1 Proposed Development 

HammondCare (the proponent) proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 

and Lot 52 DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the 

Site). The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.2 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment Report prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, 

describing and assessing any impacts for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect 

impacts on the heritage significance of environmental heritage, provide a 

Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological Assessment (if potential 

impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance with 

the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to 

ensure they are minimised and mitigated 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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The objectives of this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) are to comply with 

the SEARS for the proposal through: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identification of Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be impacted by 

the proposed works. 

 Identification of further investigations and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required should the proposal proceed. 

1.3 Proposed Assessment Methodology 

The ACHAR will be completed in accordance with the relevant guidelines: 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing, and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW 

(OEH 2011) 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010) 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

(OEH 2010) 

As part of the ACHAR, comprehensive consultation is being undertaken in accordance with Section 

80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 2009. The initial stages of the consultation process are in 

progress, and a list of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) is being compiled. The present letter 

provides project information and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.3.1 Desktop study 

A preliminary desktop study will be carried out to inform the ACHAR. This desktop study will include: 

 Searches of the Aboriginal Heritage Inventory Management System (AHIMS) for registered 

Aboriginal sites within the study area and its surrounds 

 Examination of available existing archaeological reporting for the study area and surrounds 

 Study of historical and ethnographic evidence relating to the study area 

 Incorporation of any available evidence as a result of the consultation process with RAPs 

 Formulation of predictive modelling of likely archaeological potential in the study area based 

on the information listed above, where this information is sufficiently robust to allow such 

modelling. 

1.3.2 Archaeological survey 

An archaeological survey of the study area has been carried out in conjunction with the Metropolitan 

Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC). The objectives of the survey were to: 

 Directly assess the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identify and record Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be 

impacted by the proposed works 
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 Identify any further investigations, and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required, should the project proceed 

The archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken in accordance with the Code of 

Practice on 26 July 2022. No Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological potential were identified 

within the study area. 

1.3.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (ACHAR) 

The ACHAR will include: 

 A description of the project and extent of the study area 

 An archaeological significance assessment of the study area 

 A description of the statutory requirements for the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

 An impact assessment for recorded Aboriginal sites and areas of archaeological potential 

 Provision of measures to avoid, minimise, and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts on 

Aboriginal heritage values. 

The ACHAR will also assess the Aboriginal heritage significance of the study area, based on 

comments received from the RAPs and the results of the desktop study and archaeological survey. 

The potential impact of the proposed development on this significance would be assessed, and 

management recommendations developed accordingly. 

A draft copy of the ACHAR will be sent out for your review, prior to finalisation of the document. 

If you would like to comment on the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area or this 

proposed methodology, please provide your response by August 26, 2022. Please address your 

response to: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or via email: emma.jones@artefact.net.au  

In your response, please consider the following points: 

 Do you know of any objects or places of value to Aboriginal people in the study area or 

locality? 

 Are there any protocols for managing cultural information that you would like incorporated 

into the assessment methodology? 

 Are there any access requirements or restrictions that should be applied to the information 

you are providing? 

Thank you very much for your involvement in the project. If you require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 
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Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage Services Pty Ltd 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM

To: woriwooilywa@gmail.com

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue ACHA Methodology Review.docx

  



 

 

 

 

29 July 2022 

Daniel Chalker 

Wori Wooilywa 

woriwooilywa@gmail.com 

 

Dear Daniel Chalker, 

Re: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report methodology for proposed development 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Thank you for registering as a stakeholder for the proposed development of at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga. I am looking forward to working with you on this project. Included below 

are details of the project, and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.1 Proposed Development 

HammondCare (the proponent) proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 

and Lot 52 DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the 

Site). The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.2 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment Report prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, 

describing and assessing any impacts for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect 

impacts on the heritage significance of environmental heritage, provide a 

Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological Assessment (if potential 

impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance with 

the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to 

ensure they are minimised and mitigated 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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The objectives of this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) are to comply with 

the SEARS for the proposal through: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identification of Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be impacted by 

the proposed works. 

 Identification of further investigations and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required should the proposal proceed. 

1.3 Proposed Assessment Methodology 

The ACHAR will be completed in accordance with the relevant guidelines: 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing, and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW 

(OEH 2011) 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010) 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

(OEH 2010) 

As part of the ACHAR, comprehensive consultation is being undertaken in accordance with Section 

80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 2009. The initial stages of the consultation process are in 

progress, and a list of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) is being compiled. The present letter 

provides project information and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.3.1 Desktop study 

A preliminary desktop study will be carried out to inform the ACHAR. This desktop study will include: 

 Searches of the Aboriginal Heritage Inventory Management System (AHIMS) for registered 

Aboriginal sites within the study area and its surrounds 

 Examination of available existing archaeological reporting for the study area and surrounds 

 Study of historical and ethnographic evidence relating to the study area 

 Incorporation of any available evidence as a result of the consultation process with RAPs 

 Formulation of predictive modelling of likely archaeological potential in the study area based 

on the information listed above, where this information is sufficiently robust to allow such 

modelling. 

1.3.2 Archaeological survey 

An archaeological survey of the study area has been carried out in conjunction with the Metropolitan 

Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC). The objectives of the survey were to: 

 Directly assess the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identify and record Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be 

impacted by the proposed works 
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 Identify any further investigations, and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required, should the project proceed 

The archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken in accordance with the Code of 

Practice on 26 July 2022. No Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological potential were identified 

within the study area. 

1.3.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (ACHAR) 

The ACHAR will include: 

 A description of the project and extent of the study area 

 An archaeological significance assessment of the study area 

 A description of the statutory requirements for the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

 An impact assessment for recorded Aboriginal sites and areas of archaeological potential 

 Provision of measures to avoid, minimise, and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts on 

Aboriginal heritage values. 

The ACHAR will also assess the Aboriginal heritage significance of the study area, based on 

comments received from the RAPs and the results of the desktop study and archaeological survey. 

The potential impact of the proposed development on this significance would be assessed, and 

management recommendations developed accordingly. 

A draft copy of the ACHAR will be sent out for your review, prior to finalisation of the document. 

If you would like to comment on the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area or this 

proposed methodology, please provide your response by August 26, 2022. Please address your 

response to: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or via email: emma.jones@artefact.net.au  

In your response, please consider the following points: 

 Do you know of any objects or places of value to Aboriginal people in the study area or 

locality? 

 Are there any protocols for managing cultural information that you would like incorporated 

into the assessment methodology? 

 Are there any access requirements or restrictions that should be applied to the information 

you are providing? 

Thank you very much for your involvement in the project. If you require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 
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Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage Services Pty Ltd 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM

To: merrigarn@hotmail.com

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue ACHA Methodology Review.docx

  



 

 

 

 

29 July 2022 

Shaun Carroll 

Merrigarn 

merrigarn@hotmail.com 

 

Dear Shaun Carroll, 

Re: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report methodology for proposed development 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Thank you for registering as a stakeholder for the proposed development of at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga. I am looking forward to working with you on this project. Included below 

are details of the project, and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.1 Proposed Development 

HammondCare (the proponent) proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 

and Lot 52 DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the 

Site). The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.2 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment Report prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, 

describing and assessing any impacts for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect 

impacts on the heritage significance of environmental heritage, provide a 

Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological Assessment (if potential 

impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance with 

the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to 

ensure they are minimised and mitigated 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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The objectives of this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) are to comply with 

the SEARS for the proposal through: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identification of Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be impacted by 

the proposed works. 

 Identification of further investigations and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required should the proposal proceed. 

1.3 Proposed Assessment Methodology 

The ACHAR will be completed in accordance with the relevant guidelines: 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing, and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW 

(OEH 2011) 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010) 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

(OEH 2010) 

As part of the ACHAR, comprehensive consultation is being undertaken in accordance with Section 

80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 2009. The initial stages of the consultation process are in 

progress, and a list of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) is being compiled. The present letter 

provides project information and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.3.1 Desktop study 

A preliminary desktop study will be carried out to inform the ACHAR. This desktop study will include: 

 Searches of the Aboriginal Heritage Inventory Management System (AHIMS) for registered 

Aboriginal sites within the study area and its surrounds 

 Examination of available existing archaeological reporting for the study area and surrounds 

 Study of historical and ethnographic evidence relating to the study area 

 Incorporation of any available evidence as a result of the consultation process with RAPs 

 Formulation of predictive modelling of likely archaeological potential in the study area based 

on the information listed above, where this information is sufficiently robust to allow such 

modelling. 

1.3.2 Archaeological survey 

An archaeological survey of the study area has been carried out in conjunction with the Metropolitan 

Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC). The objectives of the survey were to: 

 Directly assess the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identify and record Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be 

impacted by the proposed works 
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 Identify any further investigations, and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required, should the project proceed 

The archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken in accordance with the Code of 

Practice on 26 July 2022. No Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological potential were identified 

within the study area. 

1.3.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (ACHAR) 

The ACHAR will include: 

 A description of the project and extent of the study area 

 An archaeological significance assessment of the study area 

 A description of the statutory requirements for the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

 An impact assessment for recorded Aboriginal sites and areas of archaeological potential 

 Provision of measures to avoid, minimise, and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts on 

Aboriginal heritage values. 

The ACHAR will also assess the Aboriginal heritage significance of the study area, based on 

comments received from the RAPs and the results of the desktop study and archaeological survey. 

The potential impact of the proposed development on this significance would be assessed, and 

management recommendations developed accordingly. 

A draft copy of the ACHAR will be sent out for your review, prior to finalisation of the document. 

If you would like to comment on the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area or this 

proposed methodology, please provide your response by August 26, 2022. Please address your 

response to: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or via email: emma.jones@artefact.net.au  

In your response, please consider the following points: 

 Do you know of any objects or places of value to Aboriginal people in the study area or 

locality? 

 Are there any protocols for managing cultural information that you would like incorporated 

into the assessment methodology? 

 Are there any access requirements or restrictions that should be applied to the information 

you are providing? 

Thank you very much for your involvement in the project. If you require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 
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Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage Services Pty Ltd 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM

To: bubbly71@live.com.au

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue ACHA Methodology Review.docx

  



 

 

 

 

29 July 2022 

Raymond Weatherall 

RAW Cultural Healing 

bubbly71@live.com.au 

 

Dear Raymond Weatherall, 

Re: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report methodology for proposed development 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Thank you for registering as a stakeholder for the proposed development of at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga. I am looking forward to working with you on this project. Included below 

are details of the project, and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.1 Proposed Development 

HammondCare (the proponent) proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 

and Lot 52 DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the 

Site). The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.2 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment Report prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, 

describing and assessing any impacts for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect 

impacts on the heritage significance of environmental heritage, provide a 

Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological Assessment (if potential 

impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance with 

the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to 

ensure they are minimised and mitigated 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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The objectives of this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) are to comply with 

the SEARS for the proposal through: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identification of Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be impacted by 

the proposed works. 

 Identification of further investigations and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required should the proposal proceed. 

1.3 Proposed Assessment Methodology 

The ACHAR will be completed in accordance with the relevant guidelines: 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing, and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW 

(OEH 2011) 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010) 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

(OEH 2010) 

As part of the ACHAR, comprehensive consultation is being undertaken in accordance with Section 

80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 2009. The initial stages of the consultation process are in 

progress, and a list of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) is being compiled. The present letter 

provides project information and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.3.1 Desktop study 

A preliminary desktop study will be carried out to inform the ACHAR. This desktop study will include: 

 Searches of the Aboriginal Heritage Inventory Management System (AHIMS) for registered 

Aboriginal sites within the study area and its surrounds 

 Examination of available existing archaeological reporting for the study area and surrounds 

 Study of historical and ethnographic evidence relating to the study area 

 Incorporation of any available evidence as a result of the consultation process with RAPs 

 Formulation of predictive modelling of likely archaeological potential in the study area based 

on the information listed above, where this information is sufficiently robust to allow such 

modelling. 

1.3.2 Archaeological survey 

An archaeological survey of the study area has been carried out in conjunction with the Metropolitan 

Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC). The objectives of the survey were to: 

 Directly assess the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identify and record Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be 

impacted by the proposed works 
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 Identify any further investigations, and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required, should the project proceed 

The archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken in accordance with the Code of 

Practice on 26 July 2022. No Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological potential were identified 

within the study area. 

1.3.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (ACHAR) 

The ACHAR will include: 

 A description of the project and extent of the study area 

 An archaeological significance assessment of the study area 

 A description of the statutory requirements for the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

 An impact assessment for recorded Aboriginal sites and areas of archaeological potential 

 Provision of measures to avoid, minimise, and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts on 

Aboriginal heritage values. 

The ACHAR will also assess the Aboriginal heritage significance of the study area, based on 

comments received from the RAPs and the results of the desktop study and archaeological survey. 

The potential impact of the proposed development on this significance would be assessed, and 

management recommendations developed accordingly. 

A draft copy of the ACHAR will be sent out for your review, prior to finalisation of the document. 

If you would like to comment on the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area or this 

proposed methodology, please provide your response by August 26, 2022. Please address your 

response to: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or via email: emma.jones@artefact.net.au  

In your response, please consider the following points: 

 Do you know of any objects or places of value to Aboriginal people in the study area or 

locality? 

 Are there any protocols for managing cultural information that you would like incorporated 

into the assessment methodology? 

 Are there any access requirements or restrictions that should be applied to the information 

you are providing? 

Thank you very much for your involvement in the project. If you require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage Services Pty Ltd 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Figure 1: Location of proposed development 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM

To: murraidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue ACHA Methodology Review.docx

  



 

 

 

 

29 July 2022 

Ryan Johnson 

Murrabidgee Mullangari Aboriginal Corporation 

murraidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au 

 

Dear Ryan Johnson, 

Re: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report methodology for proposed development 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Thank you for registering as a stakeholder for the proposed development of at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga. I am looking forward to working with you on this project. Included below 

are details of the project, and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.1 Proposed Development 

HammondCare (the proponent) proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 

and Lot 52 DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the 

Site). The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.2 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment Report prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, 

describing and assessing any impacts for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect 

impacts on the heritage significance of environmental heritage, provide a 

Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological Assessment (if potential 

impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance with 

the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to 

ensure they are minimised and mitigated 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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The objectives of this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) are to comply with 

the SEARS for the proposal through: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identification of Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be impacted by 

the proposed works. 

 Identification of further investigations and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required should the proposal proceed. 

1.3 Proposed Assessment Methodology 

The ACHAR will be completed in accordance with the relevant guidelines: 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing, and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW 

(OEH 2011) 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010) 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

(OEH 2010) 

As part of the ACHAR, comprehensive consultation is being undertaken in accordance with Section 

80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 2009. The initial stages of the consultation process are in 

progress, and a list of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) is being compiled. The present letter 

provides project information and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.3.1 Desktop study 

A preliminary desktop study will be carried out to inform the ACHAR. This desktop study will include: 

 Searches of the Aboriginal Heritage Inventory Management System (AHIMS) for registered 

Aboriginal sites within the study area and its surrounds 

 Examination of available existing archaeological reporting for the study area and surrounds 

 Study of historical and ethnographic evidence relating to the study area 

 Incorporation of any available evidence as a result of the consultation process with RAPs 

 Formulation of predictive modelling of likely archaeological potential in the study area based 

on the information listed above, where this information is sufficiently robust to allow such 

modelling. 

1.3.2 Archaeological survey 

An archaeological survey of the study area has been carried out in conjunction with the Metropolitan 

Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC). The objectives of the survey were to: 

 Directly assess the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identify and record Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be 

impacted by the proposed works 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

 Identify any further investigations, and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required, should the project proceed 

The archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken in accordance with the Code of 

Practice on 26 July 2022. No Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological potential were identified 

within the study area. 

1.3.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (ACHAR) 

The ACHAR will include: 

 A description of the project and extent of the study area 

 An archaeological significance assessment of the study area 

 A description of the statutory requirements for the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

 An impact assessment for recorded Aboriginal sites and areas of archaeological potential 

 Provision of measures to avoid, minimise, and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts on 

Aboriginal heritage values. 

The ACHAR will also assess the Aboriginal heritage significance of the study area, based on 

comments received from the RAPs and the results of the desktop study and archaeological survey. 

The potential impact of the proposed development on this significance would be assessed, and 

management recommendations developed accordingly. 

A draft copy of the ACHAR will be sent out for your review, prior to finalisation of the document. 

If you would like to comment on the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area or this 

proposed methodology, please provide your response by August 26, 2022. Please address your 

response to: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or via email: emma.jones@artefact.net.au  

In your response, please consider the following points: 

 Do you know of any objects or places of value to Aboriginal people in the study area or 

locality? 

 Are there any protocols for managing cultural information that you would like incorporated 

into the assessment methodology? 

 Are there any access requirements or restrictions that should be applied to the information 

you are providing? 

Thank you very much for your involvement in the project. If you require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage Services Pty Ltd 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Figure 1: Location of proposed development 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM

To: philipkhan.acn@live.com.au

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue ACHA Methodology Review.docx

  



 

 

 

 

29 July 2022 

Philip Khan 

Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group 

philipkhan.acn@live.com.au 

 

Dear Philip Khan, 

Re: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report methodology for proposed development 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Thank you for registering as a stakeholder for the proposed development of at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga. I am looking forward to working with you on this project. Included below 

are details of the project, and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.1 Proposed Development 

HammondCare (the proponent) proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 

and Lot 52 DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the 

Site). The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.2 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment Report prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, 

describing and assessing any impacts for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect 

impacts on the heritage significance of environmental heritage, provide a 

Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological Assessment (if potential 

impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance with 

the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to 

ensure they are minimised and mitigated 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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The objectives of this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) are to comply with 

the SEARS for the proposal through: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identification of Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be impacted by 

the proposed works. 

 Identification of further investigations and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required should the proposal proceed. 

1.3 Proposed Assessment Methodology 

The ACHAR will be completed in accordance with the relevant guidelines: 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing, and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW 

(OEH 2011) 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010) 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

(OEH 2010) 

As part of the ACHAR, comprehensive consultation is being undertaken in accordance with Section 

80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 2009. The initial stages of the consultation process are in 

progress, and a list of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) is being compiled. The present letter 

provides project information and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.3.1 Desktop study 

A preliminary desktop study will be carried out to inform the ACHAR. This desktop study will include: 

 Searches of the Aboriginal Heritage Inventory Management System (AHIMS) for registered 

Aboriginal sites within the study area and its surrounds 

 Examination of available existing archaeological reporting for the study area and surrounds 

 Study of historical and ethnographic evidence relating to the study area 

 Incorporation of any available evidence as a result of the consultation process with RAPs 

 Formulation of predictive modelling of likely archaeological potential in the study area based 

on the information listed above, where this information is sufficiently robust to allow such 

modelling. 

1.3.2 Archaeological survey 

An archaeological survey of the study area has been carried out in conjunction with the Metropolitan 

Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC). The objectives of the survey were to: 

 Directly assess the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identify and record Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be 

impacted by the proposed works 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

 Identify any further investigations, and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required, should the project proceed 

The archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken in accordance with the Code of 

Practice on 26 July 2022. No Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological potential were identified 

within the study area. 

1.3.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (ACHAR) 

The ACHAR will include: 

 A description of the project and extent of the study area 

 An archaeological significance assessment of the study area 

 A description of the statutory requirements for the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

 An impact assessment for recorded Aboriginal sites and areas of archaeological potential 

 Provision of measures to avoid, minimise, and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts on 

Aboriginal heritage values. 

The ACHAR will also assess the Aboriginal heritage significance of the study area, based on 

comments received from the RAPs and the results of the desktop study and archaeological survey. 

The potential impact of the proposed development on this significance would be assessed, and 

management recommendations developed accordingly. 

A draft copy of the ACHAR will be sent out for your review, prior to finalisation of the document. 

If you would like to comment on the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area or this 

proposed methodology, please provide your response by August 26, 2022. Please address your 

response to: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or via email: emma.jones@artefact.net.au  

In your response, please consider the following points: 

 Do you know of any objects or places of value to Aboriginal people in the study area or 

locality? 

 Are there any protocols for managing cultural information that you would like incorporated 

into the assessment methodology? 

 Are there any access requirements or restrictions that should be applied to the information 

you are providing? 

Thank you very much for your involvement in the project. If you require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage Services Pty Ltd 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Figure 1: Location of proposed development 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM

To: didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Attachments: 2-12 Neringah Avenue ACHA Methodology Review.docx

  



 

 

 

 

29 July 2022 

Paul Boyd and Lilly Carroll 

Didge Ngunawal Clan 

didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au 

 

Dear Paul Boyd and Lilly Carroll, 

Re: Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report methodology for proposed development 

at 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

Thank you for registering as a stakeholder for the proposed development of at 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga. I am looking forward to working with you on this project. Included below 

are details of the project, and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.1 Proposed Development 

HammondCare (the proponent) proposes the redevelopment of Lot 1 DP 960051, Lot 1 DP 1199937 

and Lot 52 DP 2666 (Land) known as 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga NSW 2076 (the 

Site). The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 

construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 

extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing 

comprising of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , 

community healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated 

community facilities, landscaping and public domain works.  

1.2 Approvals Pathway 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 20221: Sections 19 

and 20 of the project SEAR’s require that the proponent 

19. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 

Assessment Report prepared in accordance with relevant guidelines, identifying, 

describing and assessing any impacts for any Aboriginal cultural heritage values 

on the site.  

20. Environmental Heritage. Where there is potential for direct or indirect 

impacts on the heritage significance of environmental heritage, provide a 

Statement of Heritage Impact and Archaeological Assessment (if potential 

impacts to archaeological resources are identified), prepared in accordance with 

the relevant guidelines which assess any impacts and outlines measures to 

ensure they are minimised and mitigated 

 
1 https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/projects/neringah-seniors-housing-hospital  
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The objectives of this Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) are to comply with 

the SEARS for the proposal through: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identification of Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be impacted by 

the proposed works. 

 Identification of further investigations and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required should the proposal proceed. 

1.3 Proposed Assessment Methodology 

The ACHAR will be completed in accordance with the relevant guidelines: 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing, and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW 

(OEH 2011) 

 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents (DECCW 2010) 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

(OEH 2010) 

As part of the ACHAR, comprehensive consultation is being undertaken in accordance with Section 

80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 2009. The initial stages of the consultation process are in 

progress, and a list of Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) is being compiled. The present letter 

provides project information and the proposed assessment methodology for your review. 

1.3.1 Desktop study 

A preliminary desktop study will be carried out to inform the ACHAR. This desktop study will include: 

 Searches of the Aboriginal Heritage Inventory Management System (AHIMS) for registered 

Aboriginal sites within the study area and its surrounds 

 Examination of available existing archaeological reporting for the study area and surrounds 

 Study of historical and ethnographic evidence relating to the study area 

 Incorporation of any available evidence as a result of the consultation process with RAPs 

 Formulation of predictive modelling of likely archaeological potential in the study area based 

on the information listed above, where this information is sufficiently robust to allow such 

modelling. 

1.3.2 Archaeological survey 

An archaeological survey of the study area has been carried out in conjunction with the Metropolitan 

Local Aboriginal Land Council (LALC). The objectives of the survey were to: 

 Directly assess the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area 

 Identify and record Aboriginal archaeological and cultural heritage values that may be 

impacted by the proposed works 
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 Identify any further investigations, and mitigation and management measures that may be 

required, should the project proceed 

The archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken in accordance with the Code of 

Practice on 26 July 2022. No Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological potential were identified 

within the study area. 

1.3.3 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment (ACHAR) 

The ACHAR will include: 

 A description of the project and extent of the study area 

 An archaeological significance assessment of the study area 

 A description of the statutory requirements for the protection of Aboriginal heritage 

 An impact assessment for recorded Aboriginal sites and areas of archaeological potential 

 Provision of measures to avoid, minimise, and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts on 

Aboriginal heritage values. 

The ACHAR will also assess the Aboriginal heritage significance of the study area, based on 

comments received from the RAPs and the results of the desktop study and archaeological survey. 

The potential impact of the proposed development on this significance would be assessed, and 

management recommendations developed accordingly. 

A draft copy of the ACHAR will be sent out for your review, prior to finalisation of the document. 

If you would like to comment on the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area or this 

proposed methodology, please provide your response by August 26, 2022. Please address your 

response to: 

Emma Jones 

Artefact Heritage 

Suite 56, 26-32 Pirrama Road 

Pyrmont NSW 2009 

Or via email: emma.jones@artefact.net.au  

In your response, please consider the following points: 

 Do you know of any objects or places of value to Aboriginal people in the study area or 

locality? 

 Are there any protocols for managing cultural information that you would like incorporated 

into the assessment methodology? 

 Are there any access requirements or restrictions that should be applied to the information 

you are providing? 

Thank you very much for your involvement in the project. If you require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Regards, 



Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report Methodology 
2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga 

 

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage Services Pty Ltd 
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Figure 1: Location of proposed development 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 4:52 PM

To: Phil Khan

Subject: RE: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Hi Phil,  

 

Thank you for providing feedback on the proposed methodology 

 

Kind regards, 

 
Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
 

From: Phil Khan <philipkhan.acn@live.com.au>  

Sent: Sunday, 28 August 2022 2:55 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review 

 

Dear Emma,  

Thank you for your methodology for 2 Neringah Ave S, Wahroonga, New South Wales 2076. The study area is of 

significances to us Aboriginal people, as all of country is, was and always be traditional Aboriginal land. Our people 

have walked this land for thousands of years before colonisation and we continue to do so. Whilst caring for sky, 

country and everything in between, such as the water ways that provide an abundance of resources and fresh 

drinking water along with a lifestyle that sustained our people to thrive in an environment with ever-changing 

ecosystems. Aboriginal people have a long oral history of knowledge about the way the care and maintain or mange 

country, such as utilising fire to rejuvenate country and cleanse country and sky.   

The study area is in nearby Waitara Creek and Spring Gully Creek is also close by, this suggests room for camping, 

hunting and gathering and everyday activates within the area. The flora and furan were very different before 

colonisation to what it is now which is highly developed area. Despite development we still see evidence of 

Aboriginal tangible and in intangible aspects on country within disturbed soils.   

We would highly recommend when choosing where to place trenches ask the Aboriginal community or RAPs on the 

location of trenches could be of potential utilising Aboriginal knowledge of country rather than just a scientific 

transect ever ten meters. This is the way forward utilising cultural knowledge with modern day sciences methods.   

We would like to agree to your methodology and would like to see connecting with country framework be carried 

out when it comes to design and we would like to be involved on furthering consultation as early as possible.   

 

 

Kind Regards  

 

Kadibulla Khan 
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From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:12 PM 

To: philipkhan.acn@live.com.au <philipkhan.acn@live.com.au> 

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review  
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 4:51 PM

To: Raymond Weatherall

Subject: RE: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Thanks Raymond 

 

Kind regards, 

 
Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
 

From: Raymond Weatherall <bubbly71@live.com.au>  

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:49 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review 

 

Will do  

 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2022 4:34:44 PM 

To: bubbly71@live.com.au <bubbly71@live.com.au> 

Subject: RE: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review  

  

Hi Raymond,  

  

I have made a mistake in the letter I sent you. Could you please send in any response to the proposed ACHA 

methodology by August 29th 2022. 

  

Kind regards, 

  
Emma Jones 
Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  
Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
  
Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
  

From: Emma Jones  

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM 

To: bubbly71@live.com.au 

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 4:51 PM

To: lilly carroll

Subject: RE: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Hi Paul and Lillie,  

 

Noted, thank you.  

 

Kind regards, 

 
Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
 

From: lilly carroll <didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au>  

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 6:09 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review 

 

Hi Emma 

 

We are all happy from our end for this methodology  for 2-12 Neringah Avenue South project  

 

Kind regards  

Paul Boyd & Lilly Carroll  

Directors DNC  

0426823944 

 

 

 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 

On Friday, July 29, 2022, 4:35 pm, Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> wrote: 

Hi Paul and Lillie,  

  

I have made a mistake in the letter I sent you. Could you please send in any response to the 

proposed ACHA methodology by August 29th 2022. 

  

Kind regards, 
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Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 
ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 

  

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 

  

From: Emma Jones  

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM 

To: didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au 

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 4:51 PM

To:

Subject: RE: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review

Hi   

 

Noted, thank you 

 

Kind regards, 

 
Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  

Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
 

Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
 

From:   

Sent: Monday, 22 August 2022 3:37 PM 

To: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

Subject: Re: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review 

 

Hi Emma 

We agree with methodology review  

 

Kind regards 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 acknowledges the Traditional Owners of Country throughout Australia and their continuing connection to land, 

sea & community. We pay our respects to them and their cultures, to the Elders past and present, and emerging.  

 

On 29 Jul 2022, at 4:33 pm, Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> wrote: 

  

Hi   

  

I have made a mistake in the letter I sent you. Could you please send in any response to the 

proposed ACHA methodology by August 29th 2022. 

  

Kind regards, 

  
Emma Jones 
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Heritage Consultant 

 

ARTEFACT  
Cultural Heritage Management | Archaeology | Heritage Interpretation 
  
Telephone: 61 2 9518 8411  Mobile: 0414 743 483 
  

From: Emma Jones  

Sent: Friday, 29 July 2022 4:13 PM 

To:  

Subject: 2-12 Neringah Avenue South: ACHA Assessment Methodology Review 

  

  



 

Consultation Stage 4.4 

Draft ACHAR Review 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: murraidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

Ryan Johnson 

Murrabidgee Mullangari Aboriginal Corporation 

Dear Ryan Johnson,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: philipkhan.acn@live.com.au

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

Philip Khan 

Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group 

Dear Philip Khan,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: didgengunawalclan@yahoo.com.au

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

Paul Boyd and Lilly Carroll 

Didge Ngunawal Clan 

Dear Paul Boyd and Lilly Carroll,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: 'cazdirect@live.com'

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

Carolyn Hickey 

A1 Indigenous Services 

Dear Carolyn Hickey,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: 'butuheritage@gmail.com'

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

Jennifer Beale 

Butucarbin Heritage 

Dear Jennifer Beale,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: '

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

 

 

Dear ,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: 'woriwooilywa@gmail.com'

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

Daniel Chalker 

Wori Wooilywa 

Dear Daniel Chalker,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: 'merrigarn@hotmail.com'

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

Shaun Carroll 

Merrigarn 

Dear Shaun Carroll,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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Emma Jones

From: Emma Jones

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

To: 'bubbly71@live.com.au'

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga

 

 

 

31 August 2022 

 

Raymond Weatherall 

RAW Cultural Healing 

Dear Raymond Weatherall,  

Re 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, Wahroonga. Draft ACHAR Review. Consultation Stage 4.4.2 

Thank you for registering your interest in 2-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga. Artefact Heritage has now 

prepared a draft ACHAR for this project in accordance with the Guide to Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage in NSW and the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW. 

The draft ACHAR can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://artefact.box.com/s/palvzu4mw94eathqrbegiy33chlxtdx2 

In accordance with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010, we seek your 

review of the above report.  

If you would like to comment on the report, please provide your feedback by 28 September 2022. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Emma Jones 

Heritage Consultant 

Artefact Heritage 

emma.jones@artefact.net.au 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

This Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report (ACHAR) is submitted to the Department of 

Planning and Environment (DPE) in support of a State Significant Development Application (SSD-

45121248) for the redevelopment of part of the site at 4-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga for 

the purposes of delivering additional health services, aged care and seniors housing, that will 

contribute to the broader operation of ‘Neringah Hospital.’  The extent of the site is shown below.  

Specifically, this SSDA seeks approval for the following: 

 Site preparation works comprising: 

o Demolition of the Neringah Hospital building, kiosk, and existing at-grade carparks; 

o Clearing of existing vegetation on the proposed development areas;   

o Bulk earthworks including basement excavation; and  

o Remediation works where necessary across the site.  

 Construction and use of an integrated seniors housing and health services facility across two 

buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys above ground, comprising: 

o basement level containing >90 car parking spaces and service dock; 

o 13 residential aged care facility beds extension to existing Stage 1; 

o 18 palliative care hospice beds (Schedule 3 health services facility); 

o Community healthcare services, including outpatient palliative care, centre for positive 

aging and Hammond at Home;  

o 57 seniors housing dwellings;  

o On-site administration, amenities, and ancillary operations spaces.  

 Ground level and on-building landscaping works, including the provision of a through site 

pedestrian link connecting Archdale Park and Balcombe Park;  

 Public domain works, specifically, regrading of part of the pedestrian walkway known as 

‘Archdale Walk’ to provide accessible connection; and  

 Extension and augmentation of infrastructure and services as required.  

This report has been prepared to respond to the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 

Requirements (SEARs) for SSD-45121248 that were issued on 24 June 2022.   

This ACHAR is a version for early submission to DPE. Aboriginal consultation has not yet been 

completed in accordance with statutory timeframes. To date no site-specific cultural values or impacts 

have been identified in the study area. At this stage it is expected that the same results will be 

obtained during this round of consultation. A final version will be provided once consultation is 

completed.  

The assessment found that: 

 No sites listed on the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) were 

discovered in the study area 
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 No previously unrecorded Aboriginal sites or objects were identified within the study area 

during survey 

 The study area has been heavily disturbed by historical development activities 

 The study area was assessed as having nil to low potential to retain intact archaeological 

deposits that may contain Aboriginal objects 

 Consultation with RAPs is ongoing and will be updated in the final version of this report. 

Based on the results of this assessment and in accordance with Aboriginal heritage guidelines 

mandated in the SEARs for the proposal, the following recommendations are made: 

 The results of the Aboriginal consultation are to be confirmed, although no additional cultural 

heritage considerations have been provided to date 

 As the study area was found to be disturbed and to have a nil-low potential for Aboriginal 

objects to be located within it, further archaeological assessment is not required. 

 If changes are made to the proposal that may result in impacts to areas not assessed by this 

ACHAR, further assessment would be required.  

 Unexpected Aboriginal objects remain protected by the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 

If any suspected Aboriginal objects are uncovered in the course of construction activities, all 

work in the vicinity should cease immediately. A qualified archaeologist should be contacted to 

assess the find and Heritage NSW and RAPs must be notified. 

 If human remains, or suspected human remains, are found in the course of construction, all 

work in the vicinity should cease, the site should be secured, and the NSW Police and 

Heritage NSW should be notified. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project background 

This ACHAR Report is submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) in support of 

a State Significant Development Application (SSD-45121248) for the redevelopment of part of the site 

at 4-12 Neringah Avenue South, Wahroonga for the purposes of delivering additional health services, 

aged care and seniors housing, that will contribute to the broader operation of ‘Neringah Hospital.’ 

1.2 Study area 

The site comprises Lot 1 DP960051, Lot 1 DP1199937 and Lot 52 DP2666 (known as 4-12 Neringah 

Avenue South, Wahroonga, NSW 2076) and Lot B 369438 (known as Archdale Park) (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Map showing the location of the study area 
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1.3 Overview of the project 

HammondCare seeks approval for the following within the proposed development area (Figure 2, 

Figure 3, Figure 4):   

 Site preparation works comprising: 

o Demolition of the Neringah Hospital building, kiosk, and existing at-grade carparks; 

o Clearing of existing vegetation on the proposed development areas;   

o Bulk earthworks including basement excavation; and  

o Remediation works where necessary across the site.  

 Construction and use of an integrated seniors housing and health services facility across two 

buildings ranging from 4-5 storeys above ground, comprising: 

o basement level containing >90 car parking spaces and service dock; 

o 13 residential aged care facility beds extension to existing Stage 1; 

o 18 palliative care hospice beds (Schedule 3 health services facility); 

o Community healthcare services, including outpatient palliative care, centre for positive 

aging and Hammond at Home;  

o 57 seniors housing dwellings;  

o On-site administration, amenities, and ancillary operations spaces.  

 Ground level and on-building landscaping works, including the provision of a through site 

pedestrian link connecting Archdale Park and Balcombe Park;  

 Public domain works, specifically, regrading of part of the pedestrian walkway known as 

‘Archdale Walk’ to provide accessible connection; and  

 Extension and augmentation of infrastructure and services as required. 
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Figure 2: Map showing the prosed impact area within The Site (HammondCare) 
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Figure 3. Plan of proposed development area (Brickerton Masters).   
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Figure 4: Elevations of the proposed development (Brickerton Masters) 
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1.4 Purpose and scope of the report 

Artefact Heritage has been engaged to prepare an ACHAR to meet the requirements of the SEARs 

for warehouses and distribution centres. This report considers the impacts the proposed construction 

might have on Aboriginal cultural heritage and the potential archaeological resources within the study 

area. The report includes: 

 Assessment of the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the study area and identification of 

any specific areas of cultural significance 

 Assessment of archaeological potential for the study area 

 Aboriginal stakeholder consultation 

 Preparation of a methodology for archaeological management including test excavation and 

salvage where required. 

This ACHAR has been undertaken in accordance with the following guidelines: 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

2010 (DECCW 2010a) 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW (OEH 

2011)  

 Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010b). 

1.5 Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements 

1.5.1 State Significant Developments. 

The proposal will be assessed as a State Significant Development (SSD-45121248). This ACHAR 

assessment is being carried out according to the industry-specific Secretary’s Environmental 

Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for Senior’s Housing, issued on 24 June, 2022. The SEARs 

requirements are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Secretary’s Environmental Requirements 

Item 
Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 
Requirements 

Where addressed in this report 

19 
Provide an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment 
Report (ACHAR) prepared in accordance with relevant 
guidelines 

This report 

 

1.6 Authorship 

This ACHAR has been prepared by Emma Jones (Heritage Consultant, Artefact Heritage) and 

Elizabeth Bonshek (Senior Heritage Consultant) with review and input provided by Sandra Wallace 

(Managing Director, Artefact Heritage). 
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2.0 STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 

This assessment has been undertaken in the context of several pieces of legislation that relate to 

Aboriginal heritage and its protection in New South Wales. This chapter provides a summary of this 

legislation and requirements in relation to the proposal. 

2.1 National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 

The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (the NPW Act) provides statutory protection for all 

Aboriginal objects (consisting of any material evidence of the Aboriginal occupation of NSW) and 

places (areas of cultural significance to the Aboriginal community). 

Under Section 86 of the NPW Act, Aboriginal objects and places are protected. An Aboriginal object is 

defined as:  

‘any deposit, object or material evidence (not being a handicraft made for sale) 

relating to the Aboriginal habitation of the area that comprises New South Wales, 

being habitation before or concurrent with (or both) the occupation of that area by 

persons of non-Aboriginal extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains’. 

An Aboriginal Place is declared by the Minister, under Section 84 of the NPW Act in recognition of its 

special significance with respect to Aboriginal culture. Areas are only gazetted as Aboriginal Places if 

the Minister is satisfied that sufficient evidence exists to demonstrate that the location was and/or is of 

special significance to Aboriginal culture. 

The protection provided to Aboriginal objects applies irrespective of the level of their significance or 

issues of land tenure. Aboriginal objects and places are afforded automatic statutory protection in 

NSW whereby it is an offence to knowingly or unknowingly harm or desecrate and Aboriginal object or 

Aboriginal Place under Section 86 of the NPW Act. 

If it is assessed that Aboriginal objects and/or places exist or are likely to exist within the study area, 

and may be impacted by the proposed works, further archaeological investigations may be required.  

The SSD requirements state that attempts to avoid damage must be made. Where damage is 

unavoidable the ACHAR and EIS must outline mitigation measures. 

As the current proposal is being assessed as SSD under Part 4 Division 4.7 of the Environmental 

Planning & Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act), permits issued under the NPW Act are not required for 

works undertaken in accordance with the SSD Conditions of Approval issued by DPE. 

All Aboriginal objects, whether recorded or not, are protected under the NPW Act. From 1 July 2020, 

Heritage NSW began managing Aboriginal cultural heritage regulatory functions under the NPW Act.  

2.1.1 National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2019 

Under the authority of the NPW Act, the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2019 provides 

regulations for Aboriginal heritage assessment and consultation with registered Aboriginal parties. 

Part 5 (Division 2) of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation sets out the requirements of a due 

diligence assessment process and provides requirements for more detailed assessment and 

consultation with registered Aboriginal parties for activities that may result in harm to Aboriginal 

objects. This includes: 
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 Clause 60 – consultation process to be carried out before application for Aboriginal Heritage 

Impact Permit (AHIP) 

 Clause 61 – application for AHIP to be accompanied by cultural heritage assessment report. 

In order to comply with Clause 60 and 61 of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2019, 

preparation of an ACHAR and consultation with RAPs must be in accordance with the following 

guidelines: 

 Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales 

2010 (DECCW 2010a) 

 Guide to Investigating, Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW (OEH 

2011)  

 Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (DECCW 2010b). 

Part 5 Division 5.2 of the EP&A Act 1979, section 5.23 identifies AHIPs under the NPW Act are not 

required to authorise harm to Aboriginal objects or places from approved SSD. The current 

assessment has been carried out in accordance with the above guidelines in order to meet the 

SEARs which refer to them. 

2.2 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 

The EP&A Act provides planning controls and requirements for environmental assessment in the 

development approval process. The EP&A Act consists of three main parts of direct relevance to 

Aboriginal cultural heritage: Part 3 which governs the preparation of planning instruments; Part 4 

which relates to development requiring consent; and Part 5 which relates to activity that does not 

require consent. 

The current proposal is subject to assessment and approval by the NSW Minister for Planning under 

Part 4 Section Division 4.7 of the EP&A Act, which establishes an assessment and approval regime 

for SSD. 

The EP&A Act requires that environmental impacts are considered prior to land development; this 

includes impacts on cultural heritage items and places as well as archaeological sites and deposits. 

An EIS supported by the current assessment has been prepared to assess the impacts of the 

proposal, in accordance with SEARs. 

Section 4.12(8) of the EP&A Act provides that environmental planning instruments (such as local 

environmental plans and SEPPs) do not, with some exceptions, apply to SSD projects. 

Notwithstanding, the environmental planning instruments that are relevant to the proposal have been 

considered for consistency. The current study area falls within the boundaries of the Ku-ring-Gai 

Local Government Area (LGA). Schedule 5 of the City of Ku-ring-gai LEP (2015) includes a list of 

items and areas of heritage significance within the Ku-ring-gai LGA. 

A search of the Ku-ring-gai LEP (2015) undertaken on 11 July, 2022 did not reveal any items of 

Aboriginal Heritage within the vicinity of the study area.  

2.3 NSW Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 

The Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 (ALR Act) established Aboriginal Land Councils (at State and 

Local levels). These bodies have a statutory obligation under the ALR Act to: 
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(a) take action to protect the culture and heritage of Aboriginal persons in the 

council’s area, subject to any other law, and 

(b) promote awareness in the community of the culture and heritage of Aboriginal 

persons in the council’s area. 

The study area is within the boundary of the Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council. 

2.4 Native Title Act 1994 

The Native Title Act 1994 was introduced to work in conjunction with the Commonwealth Native Title 

Act 1993. Native Title claims, registers and Indigenous Land Use Agreements are administered under 

the Act. 

A request for information concerning any determinations in relation to the study area was made to the 

National Native Title Tribunal on 27 June 2022. There are no Native Title claims currently registered 

in the study area. 

2.5 Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 

Act 1999 

The Environment and Heritage Legislation Amendment Act (No. 1) 2003 amends the Environment 

Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) to include ‘national heritage’ as a 

matter of National Environmental Significance and protects listed places to the fullest extent under the 

Constitution. It also establishes the National Heritage List (NHL) and the Commonwealth Heritage List 

(CHL). 

The Australian Heritage Council Act 2003 (AHC Act) establishes a new heritage advisory body – the 

Australian Heritage Council (AHC) – to the Minister for the Environment and Energy and retains the 

Register of the National Estate (RNE). 

The Australian Heritage Council (Consequential and Transitional Provisions) Act 2003 repeals the 

Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975, amends various Acts as a consequence of this repeal and 

allows the transition to the current heritage system. 

Together the above three Acts provide protection for Australia’s natural, Indigenous and non-

Indigenous heritage. The new framework includes: 

 A new National Heritage List of places of national heritage significance 

 A Commonwealth Heritage List of heritage places owned or managed by the Commonwealth 

 The creation of the Australian Heritage Council, an independent expert body to advise the 

Minster on the listing and protection of heritage places 

 Continued management of the Register of the National Estate. 

2.5.1 National Heritage List 

The National Heritage List (NHL) is a list of places with outstanding heritage value to our nation, 

including places overseas. So important are the heritage values of these places that they are 

protected under the EPBC Act. This means that a person cannot take an action that has will have, or 
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is likely to have, a significant impact on the national heritage values of a national heritage place 

without the approval of the Australian Government Minister for the Environment.  

There are no items listed on the NHL located within the study area for this assessment.  

2.5.2 Commonwealth Heritage List 

The Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL) is a list of places managed or owned by the Australian 

Government.  

There are no items listed on the CHL located within the study area for this assessment. 

2.5.3 Register of the National Estate 

The RNE is an evolving record of Australia’s natural, cultural and Aboriginal heritage places that are 

worth keeping for the future. The AHC compiles and maintains the RNE under the Australian Heritage 

Council Act 2003. Places on the RNE that are in Commonwealth areas, or subject to actions by the 

Australian Government, are protected under the EPBC Act by the same provisions that protect 

Commonwealth heritage places (see above). Following amendments to the Australian Heritage 

Council Act 2003, the RNE was frozen on 19 February 2007, meaning no new places can be added, 

or removed. From 2012 all references to the RNE were removed from the EPBC Act and the AHC 

Act. The RNE is now maintained on a non-statutory basis as a publicly available archive.  

There are no items listed on the RNE located within the study area for this assessment. 
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3.0 CONSULTATION 

3.1 Aboriginal stakeholder consultation 

Aboriginal community consultation has been conducted in accordance with the Consultation 

Requirements (DECCW 2010a). A consultation log has been maintained which details all 

correspondence with the registered Aboriginal parties for the ACHAR. The consultation log and 

copies of correspondence are included in Error! Reference source not found.. 

3.1.1 Identification of Aboriginal stakeholders and registration of interest 

In accordance with step 4.1.2 of the Consultation Requirements, Artefact Heritage corresponded with 

the following organisations by email on 24 June 2022 requesting the details of Aboriginal people who 

may hold cultural knowledge relevant to determining the Aboriginal significance of Aboriginal objects 

and/or places within the local area: 

 Heritage NSW 

 Native Title Service Corporation (NTSCorp) 

 National Native Title Tribunal 

 Office of the Registrar, Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 

 City of Sydney Council 

 Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council  

In addition to this, and in accordance with Step 4.1.3 of the Consultation Requirements, an 

advertisement was placed in the Koori Mail on 29 June 2022 inviting the participation of Aboriginal 

people who may hold cultural knowledge relevant to determining the Aboriginal significance of 

Aboriginal objects and/or places within the local area. 

In accordance with Step 4.1.3 of the Consultation Requirements, on 14 July 2022, emails or letters 

were sent to all Aboriginal persons or organisations identified through advertisement or through 

responses from agencies contacted as part of Step 4.1.2. In accordance with Step 4.2 the letters 

provided details about the location and nature of the proposal, as well as an invitation to register as 

an Aboriginal stakeholder. 

As a result of that process 8 groups registered their interest. The 8 groups are listed in Table 2. 

Please note one group requested that their details are withheld. 

Table 2: Registered Aboriginal parties for the study area 

Organisation Contact Name 

Didge Ngunawal Clan Paul Boyd and Lillie Carroll 

Kamilaroi Yankuntjatjara Working Group Phil Khan 

Murrabidgee Mullangari Aboriginal Corporation Darleen Johnson 

RAW Cultural Healing Raymond Weatherall 

Merrigarn Shaun Carroll 
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Organisation Contact Name 

Wori Wooilywa Daniel Chalker 

Butucarbin Heritage Jennifer Beale 

Details withheld Details withheld  

3.1.2 Review of ACHAR methodology 

The proposed ACHA methodology was sent to the RAPs listed in Table 2 on 29 July 2022. Feedback 

on the proposed methodology was requested by August 26 2022. The comments provided are 

summarised in Table 3 below.  

Table 3: Summary of RAP comments on ACHAR methodology.  

Organisation Comments 

Didge Ngunawal Clan We agree with the proposed methodology 

Consultation is ongoing  

3.1.3 Review of draft ACHAR 

Table 4: Summary of RAP comments on draft ACHAR. 

Name Comments 

Consultation is ongoing  
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

The environmental context of the study area is to assist in the prediction of: 

 The potential of the landscape over time to have accumulated and preserved Aboriginal 

objects 

 The ways Aboriginal people have used the landscape in the past with reference to the 

presence of resource areas, surfaces for art, other focal points for activities and settlement 

 The likely distribution of the material traces of Aboriginal land use based on the above. 

4.1 Geology and soils 

The study area sits on the Hornsby plateau, a dissected sandstone plateau that is situated north of 

Port Jackson that rises approximately 200 metres above sea level. It forms part of the larger Sydney 

Basin structure. The soils of the study area belong to two soil landscapes, the West Pennant Hills 

Colluvial landscape and the Glenorie erosional landscape (Figure 5) (ESpade, 2022). Soils within the 

West Pennant Hills landscape are deep (>200 centimetres) Red and Brown Podzolic Soils on upper 

and mid slopes, Yellow and Brown Podzolic Soils on colluvial benches, Yellow Podzolic Soils and 

Gleyed Podzolic Soils in drainage lines and poorly drained areas (ibid.). Soils within the associated 

Glenorie landscape are shallow to moderately deep (<100 centimetres) Red Podzolic Soils on upper 

slopes, deep (>200 centimetres) Yellow Podzolic soils and Gleyed Podzolic Soils along drainage lines 

(ibid).  

These soil landscapes overlie the Wianamatta Geological formation which comprises Ashfield Shale 

which consists of laminite and dark grey shale and Bringelly Shale which consists of calcareous 

claystone, laminite and fine to medium grained lithic quartz sandstone (ibid.).  

4.2 Landform and hydrology 

The study area is situated on a gentle slope that declines from the south to the north.  The crest of 

this slope is situated approximately 30 metres to the south, at the site of the water reservoir. The 

nearest waterway to the study area is the canalised Coups Creek, which terminates approximately 

620 metres to the south (Figure 6). Coups Creek is a first-order tributary of the Lane Cover River 

flows approximately 2.5 kilometres south west of the study area.  
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Figure 5. Map showing the location of the study area in relation to the soil landscapes of the 
area  
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Figure 6: Map showing watercourses in proximity to the study area.  
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4.2.1 Vegetation 

Natural vegetation in and around the study area has been extensively cleared, though it would have 

consisted of tall open-forest (wet sclerophyll forest) where dominant species would have included 

Sydney blue gum and blackbutt. Other species present would have included turpentine, grey ironbark 

and white stringybark. Understory shrubs include pittosporum and blackthorn. 

4.3 European history and land use 

An undated nineteenth century Gordon Parish map shows that the present study area is situated 

within the former estate of former convict Thomas Hynes (Rowland, 2008). His was the largest 

original land grant in Wahroonga. The first Europeans to move to Wahroonga were sawyers assigned 

to Hyndes as extensive bush clearance took place across the Hornsby Shite (ibid.) prior to orchards 

being established across the area. 

Urban settlement in Wahroonga consisted of grand federation mansions and small weatherboard 

cottages until the 1920’s, when subdivision and ‘infill’ took place as Sydney’s population grew. Aerial 

imagery shows that two structures already existed on the southern portion of the study area (now the 

south carpark) by 1930, while the northern section was still covered in vegetation (Figure 7). The 

block on which the study area stands was bounded by the Pacific Highway (which would not be 

named until the following year) to the south and the North Shore railway line to the north. In 1937, 

Wahroonga Reservoir No. 3 was constructed on the land immediately south of the study area, 

connecting the water mains of Pymble and Ryde to Wahroonga. A third structure was built on the 

southern portion of the study area by 1943 between the existing pre-1930 buildings.  

Residential development around the site had intensified by the late 1940s, and the existing vegetation 

in the northern portion of the study area gave way to the construction of two additional structures 

(Figure 8). By 1961, the main Neringah Hospital building as well as a cluster of smaller associated 

structures had been constructed on the study area and most of the trees had been removed from the 

site (Figure 9). Extensions to the building south of the main hospital structure were added between 

1961 and 1965, and trees were planted along the south-eastern footpath that bounds the study area. 

The site remained largely unchanged for the remainder of the twentieth century (Figure 10). At some 

point after 2005, the pre-1930 structures south of the hospital and the late-1940s buildings north of 

the hospital were removed to facilitate the construction of the south and north carparks respectively. 

Archdale Park is visible on aerial photographs from 1978 onwards (Figure 10). In the years prior to 

this, the land which Archdale Park is situated on was used for residential development (Figure 7, 

Figure 8, Figure 9).  
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Figure 7. Aerial view of study area, 1930 (Source: NSW Spatial Service). 
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Figure 8. Aerial view of study area, 1947 (Source: NSW Spatial Service). 
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Figure 9. Aerial view of study area, 1961 (Source: NSW Spatial Service). 
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Figure 10. Aerial view of study area, 1991 (Source: NSW Spatial Service). 
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5.0 ABORIGINAL CULTURAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

CONTEXT 

5.1 Ethnographic and historical evidence 

Aboriginal people used different landscapes and resource strategies within their clan territories across 

the Sydney Basin. Different resources were possibly available seasonally, necessitating movement or 

trade across the landscape (Attenbrow 2010: 78). Aboriginal people hunted kangaroo and wallaby 

and snared possums and other small animals and birds for food and skins and tool making. For 

example, kangaroo tail sinews were used as a fastening cord, whilst ‘bone points’ which would have 

functioned as awls or piercers are an often-abundant part of the archaeological record (Attenbrow 

2010:118). Ethnographic observations of early European settlers noted that Aboriginal people used a 

variety of animal parts; claws, talons, bone, skin, teeth, shell, fur and feathers for a variety of tools 

and non-utilitarian functions. Plants were likewise an important source of nutrition for past Aboriginal 

peoples with numerous plant species utilised for food, manufacture and medicinal purposes 

(Attenbrow 2010: 41). The broader region of the study area would have held a variety of resources 

throughout the changing seasons allowing for year-round occupation by traditional Aboriginal groups 

inhabiting the area. The Cooks River and Botany Bay would have provided valuable fish and shellfish 

(Attenbrow 2010: 62).  

5.2 Archaeological Evidence 

Aboriginal people have lived in the Sydney area for more than 36,000 years. The oldest dated site in 

the greater Sydney region is Cranebrook Terrace which was dated at approximately 41,700 years 

Before Present (BP) with an error range of 5,000 years (Attenbrow 2010: 18; Karskens 2020). 

Evidence of Aboriginal occupation has been found dated to 50-60,000 BP at Lake Mungo in NSW, so 

it is likely that Aboriginal people have lived in the Sydney region for even longer than indicated by the 

oldest recorded dates we have at present. The archaeological material record provides evidence of 

this long occupation, but also provides evidence of a dynamic culture that has changed through time. 

The existing archaeological record is limited to certain materials and objects that were able to 

withstand degradation and decay. As a result, the most common type of Aboriginal objects remaining 

in the archaeological record are stone artefacts. Archaeological analyses of these artefacts in their 

contexts have provided the basis for the interpretation of change in material culture over time. 

Technologies used for making tools changed, along with preference of raw material. Different types of 

tools appeared at certain times, for example ground stone hatchets are first observed in the 

archaeological record around 4,000 BP in the Sydney region (Attenbrow 2010). It is argued that these 

changes in material culture were an indication of changes in social organisation and behaviour. Stone 

for creating tools within the Ku-ring-gai area was likely traded from the Cumberland Plain or further 

north (Ku-ring-gai Council, 2018: 8).  

After 8,500 BP silcrete was more dominant as a raw material, and bifacial flaking became the most 

common technique for tool manufacture. From about 4,000 BP to 1,000 BP backed artefacts appear 

more frequently. Tool manufacture techniques become more varied and bipolar flaking increases 

(McDonald 2006). It has been argued that from 1,400 to 1,000 years before contact there is evidence 

of a decline in tool manufacture. This reduction may be the result of decreased tool making, an 

increase in the use of organic materials, changes in the way tools were made, or changes in what 

types of tools were preferred (McDonald 2006). The reduction in evidence coincides with the 

reduction in frequency of backed blades as a percentage of the assemblage. 
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It is thought that the language spoken within the Hornsby Ku-ring-gai area was Darug. Stone artefact 

density across the region is generally low and the dominant materials used were predominantly 

silcrete and quartz, with less frequent use of mudstone, chert, quartzite and fine-grained siliceous 

stone (AMBS, 2013: 9). The Hornsby Plateau is situated atop Hawkesbury Sandstone. Subsequently, 

there are more grinding grooves, engravings, pigmented art sites and rockshelters with 

archaeological deposits than in other areas of Greater Sydney. Koettig’s 1996 study of the Aboriginal 

heritage of the Hornsby LGA identified the estuarine foreshore, creek lines with sandstone beds, 

sandstone outcrops larger than 5 sqm, sandstone cliff lines, isolated boulders more than 2 metres 

high, alluvium and shale as being of high archaeological sensitivity (Koettig 1996: 75). Additionally, 

Koettig noted that sites within the Hornsby region that are situated outside of areas of residential 

development can often survive in good condition (Koettig 1996: 58). 

5.3 Registered Aboriginal sites 

The locations and details of Aboriginal sites are considered culturally sensitive information. It 

is recommended that this information, including the AHIMS data and GIS imagery, is removed 

from this report if it is to enter the public domain. 

The AHIMS search provides archaeological context for the area and identifies whether any previously 

recorded Aboriginal sites are located within or near the study area.  An extensive search of the 

Aboriginal Heritage Information System (AHIMS) database was undertaken on 11 July 2022 (Client 

ID: 699321).  

An area of approximately 1km was included in the search. The parameters of the search were as 

follows: 

  Lot/DP:    1/1199937  

  Buffer:    1000 metres 

  Number of sites:  0 

There were no AHIMS sites found within 1000 metres of the study area. OEH lists 20 standard site 

features that can be used to describe a site registered with AHIMS, and more than one feature can be 

used for each site.  

The nature and location of the registered sites is a reflection of the past Aboriginal occupation from 

which they derive, but is also influenced by historical land-use, and the nature and extent of previous 

archaeological investigations. Although Aboriginal occupation covered the whole of the landscape, 

the availability of fresh water, and associated resources, was a significant factor in repeated and long-

term occupation of specific areas within the landscape. Certain site types, such as culturally modified 

trees, are particularly vulnerable to destruction through historical occupation, while others, such as 

stone artefacts, are more resilient.
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5.4 Previous archaeological investigations within the vicinity of the study 

area  

The study area lies adjacent to an area which is rich in Aboriginal sites including rock engravings. The 

neighbouring national parks (Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park, Lion, Long and Spectacle Island 

Nature Reserves) contain over 800 sites or locations including shell middens in foreshore areas, rock 

engravings and paintings, grinding grooves, stone arrangements, burials and occupation sites. 

However, there has not been a systematic study of the area as a whole and this number may an 

underestimation (Kelleher Nightingale Consulting (KNC) 2015: 4).  

Campbell, W. D (1899) Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales  

Early historical documentation of Aboriginal engraving sites in the northern beaches area includes the 

significant recordings by surveyor W. D. Campbell in the 1890s. Campbell’s records were published in 

the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales in 1899. Many of the engraving sites that 

Campbell recorded were uploaded to the NSW register of Aboriginal sites (now the Heritage NSW 

AHIMS site register) from the 1950s onwards. Although none of the engravings recorded by Campbell 

are located within the study area, Campbell’s records provide an important resource and recording of 

significant engravings sites in the vicinity of Wahroonga. 

Frederick McCarthy (1946) Records of the rock engravings of the Sydney District, Nos 21-32. 

Mankind, Volume 3, No. 8. 

Frederick McCarthy devoted this article to a description of previously “unrecorded groups of rock 

engravings from scattered localities” (1946: 217). One of these, labelled as belonging to “Group 29. 

East Killara Area” is very likely referred to in the annotation appearing on the AHIMS site card 45-6-

296. This site is located approximately 6.5 kilometres south east of the study area. McCarthy 

describes “…an oval (human foot-print ? [sic]) situated near Rocky Creek about a quarter of a mile 

from Middle Harbour Creek, and the same distance north of Soutar Trig. Station. It is engraved with a 

punctured outline on a rock over which water flow. Parish Gordon” (McCarthy 1949: 224). The 

location of the engraving was recorded by P. Slack, on the 26th August 1944 and illustrated in Plate U, 

Figure 7 (1949: 222 at a scale of 8 feet to 1 inch). 

Koettig, 1996 Hornsby Shire Aboriginal Heritage Study 

Koettig undertook a study of Aboriginal heritage sites in the Hornsby LGA. The report underlined that 

the distribution of recorded sites is unlikely to be representative of the original distribution of 

Aboriginal sites within an area, as early residential development within Hornsby Shire would have 

impacted many sites. Further, Koettig’s report indicated that sites can survive in good condition 

outside of residential development areas. The report emphasised the facts that the quantity and range 

of archaeological evidence can differ considerable between sites and that different parts of the 

landscape contain different resources which may be highly localised.  The study concluded that the 

estuarine foreshore, creek lines with sandstone beds, sandstone outcrops larger than 5 sqm, 

sandstone cliff lines, isolated boulders more than 2 metres high, alluvium and shale are of high 

archaeological sensitivity. 

Australian Museum Business Services (2013) Wahroonga Adventist School: Aboriginal 

Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment 

Australian Museum Business Services (AMBS) carried out an Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Impact 

Assessment ahead of the proposed development of Wahroonga Adventist School, situated 
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approximately 1.5 kilometres south west of the present study area. No sandstone outcrop was 

present within the study area and extensive disturbance from prior development was observed. No 

previously recorded Aboriginal sites were situated within the study area. Additionally, the assessment 

and consultation carried out did not identify any Aboriginal heritage constraints for the development of 

the study area.  

Kelleher Nightingale Consulting Pty. Ltd. (KNC) (2015) Mona Vale Road upgrade Terry Hills to 

Ingleside. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Constraints Mapping and Archaeological Survey Report  

KNC undertook an Archaeological Survey Report (ASR) was in advance of a proposal to upgrade and 

widen the Mona Vale Road which is situated 11 kilometres north east of the study area. The proposal 

also included construction of a utility corridor and a pathway to accommodate walkers, cyclists and 

recreational horse riders. The study area incorporated a 30 metre margin along the northern and 

southern Mona Vale Road (KNC 2015:1). KNC’s search of the AHIMS database found 40 Aboriginal 

sites recorded in or near their study. One of these sites was subsequently removed from the listing 

leaving 39 sites, 84.62 % of which were rock engravings, 10% were Axe grinding Grooves/Rock 

Engraving; 5% were Axe grinding Groove/ water hole/ well and a shelter containing art. KNC 

surveyed 13 areas and found one previously unrecorded engraving; confirmed the location of 4 

engravings listed on AHIMS while four engravings listed on AHIMS could not be relocated. The 

engravings were determined to be of high scientific significance as material remains of Aboriginal 

activities: they are interpreted as indicating the importance of ridgelines as landscapes for art; while 

depictions of marine and estuarine animals demonstrate connections to the broader region. 

Artefact (2020) Frenchs Forest Precinct. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Heritage Assessment 

(Task 1) 

This report was prepared to assess the heritage values of land located approximately 9 kilometres 

south east of the study area which had been identified for residential development as part of the 

Frenchs Forest Precinct. This comprised the establishment of 5,360 new dwellings and 2,300 jobs 

over a period of 20 years and the founding of a new town centre. The project was designed to 

revitalise the area. The report concluded that the area had low archaeological sensitivity due to 

successive disturbance from agricultural and residential development with the exception of sandstone 

outcrops which were sensitive landforms for predicting the presence of Aboriginal activity areas, 

including shelters and engraving sites. One area of potential for archaeological importance was 

identified and required further investigation, based on the intact nature of the area (Artefact 2020: 70). 

5.5 Predictive model 

The predictive model comprises a series of statements about the nature and distribution of 

archaeological evidence of Aboriginal land use within the study area. These statements are based on 

the background information gathered regarding the proximity of the study area to landscape features 

that likely indicate the existence of Aboriginal objects, previous studies undertaken in and around the 

study area and a desktop assessment of historic land use and ground disturbance in the study area.  

The presence of the following landscape features often suggests the existence of Aboriginal artefacts. 

These landscape markers include:1  

 Within 200m of waters, or 

 Located within a sand dune system, or 

 Located on a ridge top, ridge line or headland, or 

 
1 Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water, Due Diligence Code of Practice for the Protection of 
Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales. 
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 Located within 200m below of above a cliff face, or 

 Within 20m of or in a cave, rock shelter or a cave mouth. 

Archaeological potential is closely related to levels of ground disturbance. The Due Diligence Code of 

Practice defines disturbed land: 

Sec 7.5 (4) For the purposes of this clause, land is disturbed if it has been the 

subject of human activity that has changed the lands surface, being changes that 

remain clear and observable. 

This includes disturbed land via:   

(a) soil ploughing 

(b) construction of rural infrastructure 

(c) clearing of vegetation 

(e) construction of buildings and the erection of other structures 

(f) construction or installation of utilities and other similar services (such as above 

or below ground electrical infrastructure, water or sewerage pipelines, stormwater 

drainage and other similar infrastructure) 

Based on the analysis of historical aerial imagery, desktop assessment and consideration of previous 

archaeological assessments carried out around the study area, the following predictions have been 

made: 

 Areas where high levels of disturbance have taken place will have nil to low archaeological 

potential 

 Areas of archaeological potential are most commonly situated in areas where less disturbance 

has taken place 

 The study area is not situated within a sensitive landform feature 

 In areas where outcrop of Hawkesbury Sandstone occurs: 

o Engravings may be situated on ridgetops, scarps, isolated outcrops and boulders  

o Rockshelters (areas of sandstone overhang) may contain archaeological deposits 

and/ or middens 

o Grinding grooves may be situated on flat areas near water 

 Culturally modified trees may be located in areas of mature natural vegetation  

 Low density artefact scatters and isolated finds are spread across the Ku-ring-gai area  

 Middens are situated within rock shelters and in foreshore areas 
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6.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE SURVEY 

6.1 Aboriginal site definition 

An Aboriginal site is generally defined as an Aboriginal object or place. An Aboriginal object is the 

material evidence of Aboriginal land use, such as stone tools, scarred trees or rock art. Some sites, or 

Aboriginal places can also be intangible and although they might not be visible, these places have 

cultural significance to Aboriginal people. 

OEH guidelines state in regard to site definition that one or more of the following criteria must be used 

when recording material traces of Aboriginal land use:  

 The spatial extent of the visible objects, or direct evidence of their location 

 Obvious physical boundaries where present, e.g., mound site and middens (if visibility is 

good), a ceremonial ground 

 Identification by the Aboriginal community on the basis of cultural information. 

For the purposes of this study an Aboriginal site was defined by recording the spatial extent of visible 

traces or the direct evidence of their location. 

PADs are areas where sub-surface stone artefacts and/or other cultural materials are likely to occur 

(DECCW 2010: 38). These areas may be associated with recorded sites but are often greater in 

extent, taking in areas around the visible artefacts where there is a potential for further buried 

artefacts to exist. PADs may also be present where no visible artefacts are located. This may be the 

case when there is no ground surface visibility, but the area is seen to have a high likelihood of 

containing subsurface artefacts. 

6.2 Aims of archaeological survey 

The aims of the archaeological survey were to: 

 Inspect the ground surface of the study area 

 Record any surface or potential subsurface Aboriginal sites that have not been recorded in 

AHIMS 

 Identify areas of PAD that may be present in areas that have had no or minimal disturbance 

 Collect information to ascertain whether further archaeological investigation is required. 

6.3 Survey methodology 

Archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken by Emma Jones (Artefact Heritage), Brye 

Marshall (Artefact Heritage), Josh Marr (Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council) and Kenny Marr 

(Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council) on July 26 2022 in accordance with the Code of Practice. 

The study area, comprising 4-12 Neringah Avenue South and Archdale Park, was subject to 

pedestrian archaeological survey in all external areas. The interiors of standing structures were not 

assessed.  

A handheld GPS was used to track the path of the survey team and record coordinates of any 

identified Aboriginal sites. The coordinate system projection used for all recording was GDA94 MGA 
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56. A photographic record was kept during the site inspection and scales were used for photographs 

where appropriate. 

6.4 Survey coverage 

The study area was surveyed as two survey units. The first unit comprises 4-12 Neringah Avenue 

(Survey Unit 1) and the second comprises Archdale Park (Survey Unit 2). 

Table 5 presents a summary of the level of visibility and exposure in the study area to determine 

effective survey coverage. Table 6 presents a summary of landform survey coverage. 

Table 5. Effective survey coverage 

Survey unit Landform 
Survey unit 
area (sq. m) 

Visibility (%) 
Exposure 
(%) 

Effective 
coverage 
area (sq. m) 

Effective 
coverage 
(%) 

1 
Terraced 
slope 

9,100 10 10 91 1 

2 Levelled flat 1,529 10 30 46 3 

 

Table 6. Landform survey coverage 

Landform 
Landform area 
(sq. m) 

Area effectively 
surveyed (sq. m) 

% of landform 
effectively 
surveyed 

Number of sites 
identified 

Terraced slope 9,100 910 1 0 

Levelled flat 1,529 46 3 0 

 

6.4.1 Survey unit 1: 4-12 Neringah Avenue South 

No areas of archaeological sensitivity were identified within survey unit 1. 

Survey unit 1 is situated on a slope that descends from south to north. As such, the landform features 

within the study area consist of upper slope, mid slope and lower slope. The natural topography of 

this slope landform has been substantially disturbed as extensive cut and fill, levelling and terracing 

activity was observed across the survey unit (Figure 10, Figure 11). Additionally, sub-surface 

disturbance due to service installation (water and electricity) is present across the site (Figure 12).  

Ground visibility was generally low (20% across the area assessed) due to vegetation cover and 

cement/ brick paving across much of the study area (Figure 13). Exposure in areas of ground visibility 

was approximately 10% (Figure 14). Imported fill consisting of rubble, gravel with ironstone, shale, 

quartz and sandstone inclusions was observed. Fragments of brick, tile and terracotta were also 

present. No stone artefacts were identified within this fill.   

Most vegetation within survey unit 1 is young and/ or exotic. No mature vegetation with evidence of 

cultural modification due to scarring or carving was observed. Sandstone blocks are present across 

the area assessed. No engraving or grinding grooves were seen on the sandstone blocks. No areas 

of sandstone outcrop were observed. 
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6.4.2 Survey unit 1: Archdale Park 

No areas of archaeological sensitivity were identified within survey unit 2.  

The study area is situated within a mid-slope that descends from south to north. This slope has been 

partially levelled in order to construct walkways, indicating that disturbance has taken place within this 

portion of the study area (Figure 16, Figure 17). Ground visibility within survey unit 2 is approximately 

10% with 30% exposure within (Figure 18, Figure 19). Within areas of exposure, imported soil was 

Figure 11:  Levelling and terracing in the east 
of the study area 
 
 

Figure 12: Evidence of cut and fill activity 
within the west of the study area 

  
Figure 13: Sub-surface disturbance due to 
service installation 

Figure 14: Low ground surface visibility due 
to cement paving  

 
 

Figure 15: Area of exposure within the south of 
the study area 

Figure 16: Imported rubbly fill beneath 
bitumen paving 
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observed (Figure 19). No artefacts were observed on the surface. Most vegetation within the survey 

unit is young and/ or exotic with the exception of 4 metre eucalypts in the south east of the study area 

which displayed no evidence of cultural modification. Sandstone blocks are present within the area 

assessed. No engraving or grinding grooves were seen on the sandstone blocks (Figure 17). No 

sensitive landform features are present within the study area.  

Figure 17: Partial levelling of the survey unit 
in order to construct the southern walkway 

Figure 18: Partial levelling of the survey unit in 
order to construct the northern walkway. 

  
Figure 19: Low ground surface visibility due 
to paving and vegetation cover 
 

Figure 20: Imported soil and exotic vegetation 

  
 

6.5 Summary of results 

Archaeological potential is closely related to levels of ground disturbance in the area. Other factors are 

also taken into account, such as whether artefacts were located on the surface, and whether the area 

is within a sensitive landform unit according to the predictive statements for the area. The potential for 

discovering artefacts lies in landforms which have been subject to a light to moderate disturbance. 

No previously registered Aboriginal sites are situated within the study area and no areas of 

archaeological sensitivity were identified during the inspection undertaken. No sensitive landform 

features are present within the study area. Both survey units showed signs of extensive disturbance 

that has altered the natural topography of the study area. No stone artefacts, sandstone outcrop or 

culturally modified trees were identified during the assessment undertaken. 

Therefore, the study area is assessed as being of nil to low archaeological potential.  
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7.0 SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT 

7.1 Significance assessment methodology 

An assessment of the cultural heritage significance of an item or place is required in order to form the 

basis of its management. The Guide to investigating, assessing and reporting on Aboriginal cultural 

heritage in NSW (OEH 2011) provides guidelines for heritage assessment with reference to the Burra 

Charter (Australia ICOMOS 2013). The assessment is made in relation to four values or criteria 

(Table 7). In relation to each of the criteria, the significance of the subject area should be ranked as 

high, moderate, or low. 

Cultural heritage consists of places or objects, that are of significance to Aboriginal people. Cultural 

heritage values are the attributes of these places or objects that allow the assessment of levels of 

cultural significance. 

Assessing the cultural significance of a place or object means defining why a place or object is 

culturally important. It is only when these reasons are defined that measures can be taken to 

appropriately manage possible impacts on this significance. Assessing cultural significance involves 

two main steps, identifying the range of values present across the study area and assessing why they 

are important. 

Social/cultural heritage significance should be addressed by the Aboriginal people who have a 

connection to, or interest in, the site. As part of the consultation process the Aboriginal stakeholders 

were asked to provide information on the cultural significance of the study area. Information on 

consultation with Aboriginal stakeholders for the project is provided in Section 3.1. 

Table 7. Burra Charter Heritage significance criteria 

Criterion Description 

Social 

The spiritual, traditional, historical or contemporary associations and 
attachments the place or area has for Aboriginal people. Social or cultural value 
is how people express their connection with a place and the meaning that place 
has for them. 
Does the subject area have strong or special association with the Aboriginal 
community for social, cultural or spiritual reasons? 

Historic 

Historic value refers to the associations of a place with a historically important 
person, event, phase or activity in an Aboriginal community. 
Is the subject area important to the cultural or natural history of the local area 
and/or region and/or state? 

Scientific 

This refers to the importance of a landscape, area, place or object because of its 
rarity, representativeness and the extent to which it may contribute to further 
understanding and information. Information about scientific values will be 
gathered through any archaeological investigation carried out. 
Does the subject area have potential to yield information that will contribute to an 
understanding of the cultural or natural history of the local area and/or region 
and/or state? 
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Criterion Description 

Aesthetic 

This refers to the sensory, scenic, architectural and creative aspects of the 
place. It is often linked with the social values. It may consider form, scale, colour, 
texture and material of the fabric or landscape, and the smell and sounds 
associated with the place and its use. 
Is the subject area important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics in the 
local area and/or region and/or state? 

 

In addition to the four criteria, Heritage NSW (OEH 2011; 10) requires consideration of the following: 

 Research potential: does the evidence suggest any potential to contribute to an understanding 

of the area and/or region and/or state’s natural and cultural history? 

 Representativeness: how much variability (outside and/or inside the subject area) exists, what 

is already conserved, how much connectivity is there? 

 Rarity: is the subject area important in demonstrating a distinctive way of life, custom, process, 

land use, function or design no longer practised? Is it in danger of being lost or of exceptional 

interest? 

 Education potential: does the subject area contain teaching sites or sites that might have 

teaching potential? 

7.2 Social and cultural significance 

Social and cultural heritage values should be addressed by Aboriginal people who have a connection 

to, or interest in, the area. 

The consultation process to date has not identified any socio/cultural values relating to the study area. 

The report will be updated as the consultation process with Registered Aboriginal Parties progresses. 

7.3 Historic significance 

Historic values refer to the association of place with aspect of Aboriginal history. Historic values are 

not necessarily reflected in physical objects, but may be intangible and relate to memories, stories, or 

experiences.  

The consultation process to date has not identified any historic values relating to the study area. The 

report will be updated as the consultation process with Registered Aboriginal Parties progresses. 

7.4 Scientific significance 

Scientific values refer to a site’s potential to contribute to our current understanding and information.  

The consultation process to date has not identified any scientific values relating to the study area. The 

report will be updated as the consultation process with Registered Aboriginal Parties progresses. 
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7.5 Aesthetic significance  

Aesthetic values refer to the sensory, scenic, architectural, and creative aspects of the place. These 

values may be related to the landscape and are often closely associated with social/cultural values.  

The consultation process to date has not identified any aesthetic values relating to the study area. 

The report will be updated as the consultation process with Registered Aboriginal Parties progresses. 

7.6 Statement of significance 

The consultation process to date has not identified any socio/cultural, historic, scientific or aesthetic 

values relating to the study area. The report will be updated as the consultation process with 

Registered Aboriginal Parties progresses. 
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8.0 IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND HERITAGE MANAGEMENT 

8.1 Impact assessment methodology 

The definition of harm to an object or place under the NPW Act includes any act or omission that 

’destroys, defaces or damages the object or place or in relation to an object –moves the object from 

land on which it had been situated.’  

Direct harm may occur as a result of activities which disturb the ground surface including site 

preparation activities, earthworks and ground excavation, and the installation of services and 

infrastructure.  

Indirect harm for Aboriginal heritage refers to impacts that may affect sites or features located 

immediately beyond or within the area of the proposed works. Indirect harm may include impacts from 

vibration, increased visitation, or increased erosion, including ancillary project activities (construction 

and/or operation) that are not located within the study area. 

8.2 Proposed works 

The proposal comprises the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey hospital building and the 
construction a new building presenting as 4-5 storey structure to Neringah Ave South and as an 
extension to the current stage 1 ‘Wahroonga’ building. The proposal is for seniors housing comprising 
of 31 additional aged care and palliative care places and 57 seniors housing dwellings, , community 
healthcare services, 90 plus parking spaces within the basement parking and associated community 
facilities, landscaping and public domain works. 

8.3 Aboriginal heritage impact assessment 

There were no Aboriginal objects identified in the study area during survey, and no sites identified in 

the AHIMS database. This report has assessed that intact archaeological deposits are not likely to be 

present below the ground surface. Therefore, the proposal is unlikely to impact any Aboriginal 

archaeology. No site specific cultural values have been identified at this stage of consultation. 
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8.4 Ecological Sustainable Development principles 

In accordance with the Guide to Investigating, Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural 

Heritage in New South Wales, the principles of ecologically sustainable development have been 

considered in preparation of this Aboriginal heritage assessment, including options to avoid impacts 

to Aboriginal cultural heritage, assessment of unavoidable impacts, identification of mitigation and 

management measures, and taking account of Aboriginal community views. The principles of 

ecologically sustainable development are detailed in the NSW Protection of the Environment 

Administration Act 1991. Principles of ecologically sustainable development relevant to the 

assessment of the project as it relates to Aboriginal cultural heritage are considered below. 

8.4.1 The integration principle 

Decision making processes should effectively integrate both long term and short term economic, 

environmental, social and equitable considerations (the ‘integration principle’). The preparation of this 

ACHAR demonstrates regard for the integration principle by considering Aboriginal heritage values 

and impacts to these from the proposal during the planning phase. The nature of the proposal is in 

itself one that contributes to the long term economic and social needs of current and future residents 

of the area. 

8.4.2 The precautionary principle  

If there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific confidence 

should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation (the 

‘precautionary principle’). 

As no archaeological sites were identified within the study area, no further archaeological 

investigation is recommended at this stage of consultation. 

8.4.3 The principle of intergenerational equity 

The present generation should ensure that the health, diversity, and productivity of the environment is 

maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future generations (the ‘principle of intergenerational 

equity’).  

This report has assessed that no further archaeological investigations through test excavations need 

be conducted. However, see the Unexpected Finds Policy below. 

8.5 Cumulative impacts 

A cumulative impact is an impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage resulting from the incremental impact 

of the action/s of a development when added to other past, present and reasonably foreseeable 

future actions.  

A draft of the ACHAR will be provided to the RAPs for commentary and feedback once the period of 

consultation for the assessment methodology is completed (on XX XX 2022). This report will be 

updated with any feedback on the draft report following a review period of 28 days.  
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9.0 MANAGEMENT AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

9.1 Guiding principles 

The overall guiding principle for cultural heritage management is that Aboriginal heritage should be 

conserved. If conservation is not practical, measures should be taken to mitigate against negative 

impacts to Aboriginal sites. The nature of the mitigation measures recommended in this instance is 

primarily based on an assessment of archaeological potential and significance. 

Archaeological mitigation measures vary depending on the assessment of archaeological significance 

of a particular Aboriginal site and are based on its research potential, rarity, representative and 

educational value. In general, the significance of a site would influence the choice of preferred 

conservation outcomes and appropriate mitigation measures, usually on the following basis: 

 Low archaeological significance- Conservation where possible, but usually no mitigation 

required if impacts are unavoidable. 

 Moderate archaeological significance- Conservation where possible. If conservation is not 

practicable, excavations or similar mechanisms determined in consultation with the Aboriginal 

community may be necessary. 

 High archaeological significance- Conservation as a priority. Only if all practicable 

alternatives have been exhausted would impacts be considered justified. Comprehensive 

excavations may be necessary. 

9.2 Ongoing consultation with Registered Aboriginal Parties 

Consultation with Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) would continue throughout the life of the 

project, as necessary. Ongoing consultation with RAPs will take place throughout all facets of the 

project, including in the event of any unexpected Aboriginal objects being identified during works (see 

Unexpected Finds Policy below). 

9.3 Unexpected finds policy 

This unexpected finds procedure outlines the steps required if unanticipated Aboriginal objects or 

human skeletal remains are identified and should be included as part of the Construction Environment 

Management Plan for the project.  

Aboriginal Objects 

If unanticipated suspected Aboriginal objects are uncovered at any time throughout the life of the 

project, the following steps should be undertaken: 

 Cease all activity within the vicinity of the find 

 Leave the material in place and protect it from harm 

 Take note of the details of the material and its location, take a photograph of the find in situ, 

preferably with a scale 

 Inform the site manager/ area supervisor, who would then inform the superintendent/ principal 
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Once the find has been secured, a suitably qualified archaeologist should be contacted to assess the 

significance of the find and determine management requirements. 

If the find is identified as a genuine Aboriginal object: 

 Heritage NSW and Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) must be notified and consulted 

 A methodology for long-term storage of the find must be developed in consultation with RAPs 

 The Aboriginal object should be registered on AHIMS 

 Further archaeological mitigation may be required prior to works recommencing. 

Works should not recommence until written consent is received from the project archaeologist. 

An unexpected finds policy should be implemented in the event that human skeletal remains or 

Aboriginal objects are identified during construction. 

Human Skeletal Remains 

If suspected human skeletal remains are uncovered at any time throughout the life of the project the 

following steps should be undertaken: 

 Cease all activity in the vicinity of the find 

 Leave the remains in place and protect them from harm 

 Notify NSW Police 

 Engage a forensic anthropologist and archaeologist where required 

 Notify Heritage NSW via the Environment Line 131555 to provide details of the remains and 

their location 

Excavation activity will not recommence unless authorised in writing by Heritage NSW. 
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10.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following results and recommendations are based on consideration of: 

 The requirements of Aboriginal heritage guidelines including: 

- The Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New 

South Wales (DECCW 2010a) – known as The Code of Practice 

- Guide to investigating and assessing and reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in 

New South Wales (OEH 2011) – known as ACHAR guidelines.  

- The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage consultation requirements for proponents 2010 (OEH 

2010b)- known as Consultation Guidelines) 

 Project SEARs 

 The results of the stakeholder consultation 

 Extensive search of the AHIMS database 

 In depth background research and assessment following an archaeological survey. 

The assessment found that: 

 No sites listed on the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) were 

discovered in the study area 

 No previously unrecorded Aboriginal sites or objects were identified within the study area 

during survey 

 The study area has been heavily disturbed by historical development activities 

 The study area was assessed as having nil to low potential to retain intact archaeological 

deposits that may contain Aboriginal objects 

 Consultation with RAPs is ongoing and will be updated in the final version of this report. 

Recommendations  

Based on the results of this assessment and in accordance with Aboriginal heritage guidelines 

mandated in the SEARs for the proposal, the following recommendations are made: 

 The results of the Aboriginal consultation are to be confirmed, although no additional cultural 

heritage considerations have been provided to date 

 As the study area was found to be disturbed and to have a nil-low potential for Aboriginal 

objects to be located within it, further archaeological assessment is not required. 

 If changes are made to the proposal that may result in impacts to areas not assessed by this 

ACHAR, further assessment would be required.  

 Unexpected Aboriginal objects remain protected by the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. 

If any suspected Aboriginal objects are uncovered in the course of construction activities, all 

work in the vicinity should cease immediately. A qualified archaeologist should be contacted to 

assess the find and Heritage NSW and Registered Aboriginal Parties must be notified. 
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 If human remains, or suspected human remains, are found in the course of construction, all 

work in the vicinity should cease, the site should be secured, and the NSW Police and 

Heritage NSW should be notified. 
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b=ofobqYmPdMLZ0C4w8vrHGotcHkFrTKHD1ht4pXB3BjIztN27qa1Zw5KQrqVue+yUL8/ahzQugSBiAopjCWPm
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/hF2qgXhMQYtzjDEjqrWa4rVgsSgEQZy1SCe/3Ec4tF8BJJXoiRrBLiPM36v+dsXSfnDU3d4xUAv+kTR20DVJI
Y= 
Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:220:132::14) 
 by SYAPR01MB3055.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:1:5::21) with Microsoft 
 SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 
 15.20.5566.15; Wed, 31 Aug 2022 07:49:25 +0000 
Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 ([fe80::ec84:690e:afe:5edf]) by ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 ([fe80::ec84:690e:afe:5edf%3]) with mapi id 15.20.5588.010; Wed, 31 Aug 2022 
 07:49:25 +0000 
From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 
To: "cazdirect@live.com" <cazdirect@live.com> 
Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, 
 Wahroonga 
Thread-Topic: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah 
 Avenue S, Wahroonga 
Thread-Index: Adi9Diq5V0S/DorxQaOJgjnIabZB9w== 
Date: Wed, 31 Aug 2022 07:49:19 +0000 
Message-ID: 
<ME3PR01MB7521A14AF5B809DC65681431D4789@ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com> 
Accept-Language: en-GB, en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
authentication-results: dkim=none (message not signed) 
 header.d=none;dmarc=none action=none header.from=artefact.net.au; 
x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 
x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: 3c7e403c-a056-432a-b693-08da8b25531f 
x-ms-traffictypediagnostic: SYAPR01MB3055:EE_ 
x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-relay: 0 
x-microsoft-antispam: BCL:0; 
x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
AE5+dkRSh+F4dom5GuNgZbTzUI2988Nff3MQGFDWVSizdXqE+hDl+ZjZv9jhP2hF1bCqOQuBjR1bDDpF0hc2g4
CrjVHJj82m0SxjNufktgnDt8RE/aCMXZ/mWir/p/dNhgYAnqen5i44MsAt4BlXpGfdv1Ib1ucV221/p3Rh9z3G
KojSfWKFLG3KfXVHMe2TDEBK67xbzfRlzh7J4/SpUAGkoeZzuKo30LiqDwgV1aV0vd+lS4uXVF3Jy+Nvm81z1T
VEd5ipHBlP0/rl1CBaMIGasx+pntF/rPNIFTetORkLiaFXriPXMspbQd3tos3DouzkJy1MB19ygkFgMEOIWcrl
k4zPwjcHWptzmkxjSX5yzS00ysnyHTYRFzUNvxH0d5YH8YVoXRL1arsM5FCRc1KLgHiaDQJckx4EkiPH/10N9I
mXx4hXlMFbZ6DQS9bA+SXFcrcDk/KZI39u+qDBup9rQNhu75IUcQHDl9NYaHSvcbmniVbFxOhzpTuIHWrG+VP6
arntc+NOruQiybktxQuc9j7DSuLm8Qds6QwUZxdy5XepA8OiZ4qxQ8C4SZ6Xp6tZkVBjgx6UU0Z73dqUCA0q4h
Fh0cXqv/HSOe3J/fd1ahCyWLBczkjzVGTPsGlgaEqgHJ1WkIF4BKoGNg3IrH0XdG+qP46K/+Hpo3/hNEKmWqEz
3eQTQC9D/aaOD+clUcahWG7XWkgsFxMQvOCoaG7PNsqwsBHDqA1btFTNpF29l0ET1BOfZ+Hu2E9Du2gLZf/kbx
ZJkOLt1YwjUXqsFzTpRqZQC2Il+3vrFQJwsR0= 
x-forefront-antispam-report: 
CIP:255.255.255.255;CTRY:;LANG:en;SCL:1;SRV:;IPV:NLI;SFV:NSPM;H:ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01
.prod.outlook.com;PTR:;CAT:NONE;SFS:(13230016)(4636009)(346002)(366004)(396003)(398404
00004)(136003)(376002)(41300700001)(76116006)(8676002)(966005)(66476007)(55016003)(336
56002)(66946007)(478600001)(66556008)(64756008)(52536014)(2906002)(83380400001)(968600
3)(5660300002)(66446008)(4744005)(44832011)(6506007)(8936002)(7696005)(6666004)(316002
)(71200400001)(38070700005)(166002)(86362001)(6916009)(122000001)(99936003)(3810070000
2)(186003);DIR:OUT;SFP:1101; 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-chunkcount: 1 
x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-0: =?us-
ascii?Q?uBDZUvb+z1Gko2PwGZBBsgR8auwh2T0q4KeNPYKHFQbhnWZOYWZqPR6eaR1t?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?WZ2lOBKqAy5EOxtpvmvyjIbSpR4NKdClqcHweC7k3WayI56bTlzj2xcTzNzG?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?qjfWmVg2cDe0F8s7T2/9cJUePh6e376NwFSTxAlyYsFfwposNb6BsWbM0too?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?0G6SfzHU3Xqm9BX5/9LE24SNpaiLfugrGAmkLqM1u9TzZyzPmJ6d2x7tZYdU?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?GZByZS4JkffUcq8ED/zdZXtHoxQXaPCA6ZWSdNW9XYkYCfOSMiqJ3v7hxSd/?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?DhQvPldwsCc0p5bs/sMEUdntlFWV8WmZo4if2T7kQigdl1L3o1jk5L3VPDxS?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?pcQd2ONW/n3qCznfEFDJuBoBVUYFRwCwQQaoQwz/ZbKNnyYAHlFF31Vqp4To?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?3KkO6Bcxjiv7deijlqS4GrsL6FFs2V79m7FOhnwJOZhjlzreUD1ViZhqqfbf?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?CW1BhWZVB/3lC9HkKft3T+kwjEqcp1vnh0jbtZcm5/1fIVwkrPPATg6RTnWM?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?IQjKvMwF34pXI1agqf7e8A1aAUepLGnimc4suzxcUhEaNfRaXqLVBFxDxqcb?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?okZElPigNmNmaXzlQ8M5uACBk2AjUhPnO6rV81Nw419OBpa/3VNzT3vlV6+I?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?ntWBOIcg+w6sHw8E1cuJS4PKg2wxCfRZ640flbXUJQ7/nZeD1rVuKhbv1sgB?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?me68+dpmvvZ4ljPA008iJURYWOApnZL0JfeFJAlEBP7QYHeXCgGMVH45PCRn?= 
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 =?us-ascii?Q?581szLLsUBcu/VBl9zT+7MbpsduZDBNP193gwTFi3N4DT5+G5d+yEX6M5pJq?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?y5PNMWHoWM8NWnv9D5+qFk7Ya+cD9jHE2lElnFkVOZOCbgqSexRGWYt2z10f?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?kxPe1dQYc2DBwRUqO4vUfCDEH4dCCxMrnNzcNHjfwn4N/WK24kuWueNnHNp7?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?6D05+J5hi1GBmNyESMi3ShK9HBI53SCBr807EYCP5vpXMSqVDLwxMpuH3lem?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?w30ORoePp4L84SCdrBVdbaL65PEpxSzw42iv8mYV1g/mYWGCsKsYSCC/SVkl?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?4uuKl6UQwttbJKZrkgN8l3vOWas+VVIgBVtaYmAQGGoRm7Lu9yVbqlmejCcq?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?AEwYKMzYCs0nvjR6Fwaxt38T2zi9DvjtZE3A9hyHcAyundawLzgofHtvBLEM?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?hpWoXTl70wz9c2C5DNbXECYiZiih4OcwC35yzp0nha1xs7SN0GFWNKj3GWC6?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?kBXZDUiEZqN10XzH19Le8oxqWQWH03g/7mCTwFoina6NjIh0enznfi6W1xqJ?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?FfqPhUoHEGT+T1ZTebbZIfT+GnxTKq3rYsA4VvqlYd2G8elzopqnyWRNrUj/?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?vk5VtELderfgvn9+D+Ha1aZh5Fqg5kjzgghblQmtyiKTye+y8YC02hwIW6Zk?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?tV/h7EAnqAH9yptNon1axbYn5fuD+SJ4j7/dnD/khntgESsowmYsfnW4VB4y?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?RJrSsWBzvBmYDBdcuf19/lnt8UK5JDrWHbxfA2kvX34M+zlE8icCNQ8RZu7D?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?exy4optA/HUCBxiOGt2Et7v1/H5Y9Koy2gHEIdp/csCg+tYjG/JWZxyptuMM?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?LMNJ8gqpxvBc2XuDK20WH+bqWUM0kBjJCEGpD30BNlOexrtrkhBHAvEs9aVg?= 
 =?us-ascii?Q?u6hOLA=3D=3D?= 
Content-Type: multipart/related; 
 boundary="_004_ME3PR01MB7521A14AF5B809DC65681431D4789ME3PR01MB7521ausp_"; 
 type="multipart/alternative" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-OriginatorOrg: artefact.net.au 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthAs: Internal 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthSource: ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-Network-Message-Id: 3c7e403c-a056-432a-b693-08da8b25531f 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-originalarrivaltime: 31 Aug 2022 07:49:19.6433 
 (UTC) 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-fromentityheader: Hosted 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-id: 712c6a00-3f97-4cde-8256-4f1597674e7b 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-mailboxtype: HOSTED 
X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-userprincipalname: 
QxV7LBRxdCWo7AnxAm7fkt0jk9EgRyCydlp8A80YwDd1mHnj1jbN8ovDr3fUlUKHO66dTJUQZTUV9RWG3z5TQc
6y3Iw4b9s1gJ9vuAwsGd4= 
X-MS-Exchange-Transport-CrossTenantHeadersStamped: SYAPR01MB3055 
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Emma Jones

From: Microsoft Outlook

To: murraidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au

Sent: Wednesday, 31 August 2022 5:49 PM

Subject: Undeliverable: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue

S, Wahroonga

 

Your message to murraidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au couldn't be 

delivered. 

When Office 365 tried to send your message, the 

receiving email server outside Office 365 reported 

an error. 

emma.jones  Office 365  murraidgeemullangari 

Sender   Action Required 
          
 

  Policy violation or system 

error
 

 

How to Fix It 
Check the "Reported Error" from the "Error Details" section shown 

below for more information about the problem. The error might tell 

you what went wrong and how to fix it. For example, if the error states 

that the message was blocked due to a potential virus or because the 

message was too large, try sending the message again without 

attachments. 

If you're not able to fix the problem, it's likely that only the recipient's 

email admin can fix it. Contact the recipient by some other means (by 

phone, for example) and ask them to tell their email admin about the 

problem. Give them the "Reported Error" from the "Error Details" 

section below. 
 

 

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.  

 

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5.0.350  

 

The error reported by the receiving server wasn't specific enough to determine the exact 

nature of the problem. These errors often indicate the message violates a security or 
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policy setting configured on the recipient's email servers. 

 

If the sender is unable to fix the problem by modifying their message, then it's likely a 

problem that only the recipient's email admin can fix. Try the following: 

 

Check the error for information about the problem - The "Reported Error" returned 

by the external email server can be found in the "Error Details" section below. This error 

might tell you what went wrong and provide clues for how to fix it. For example, if the 

error states the message was rejected due a Sender Policy Framework (SPF) issue, then 

you'll have to work with your domain registrar to correctly configure your domain's SPF 

records. 

 

Check the error for information about where the problem is happening - For 

example, look for a domain name like contoso.com. A domain name in the error might 

suggest who is responsible for the error. It could be the recipient's email server, or it 

could be a third-party service that your organization or the recipient's organization is 

using to process or filter email messages. 

 

If you can't fix the problem, contact the responsible party's email admin - Give 

them the error code and error message from this non-delivery report (NDR) to help 

them troubleshoot the issue. For security or policy violation issues, it might be sufficient 

for them to just add your sending IP addresses or domain to their allowed senders list. 

 

It's likely that only the recipient's email admin can fix the problem. Unfortunately, it's 

unlikely Office 365 Support will be able to help with these kinds of externally reported 

errors. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 31/08/2022 07:49:16 

Sender Address: emma.jones@artefact.net.au 

Recipient Address: murraidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au 

Subject: 
Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah 

Avenue S, Wahroonga 
 

 

Error Details 
Reported error: 550 5.0.350 Remote server returned an error -> 552 1 Requested 

mail action aborted, mailbox not found  

DSN generated by: SYAPR01MB3055.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 
 

 

Message Hops 

HOP TIME (UTC) FROM TO WITH 

1 
31/08/2022 

07:49:17 
ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com mapi 

2 
31/08/2022 

07:49:17 
ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com SYAPR01MB3055.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, 

cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384)

Original Message Headers 
ARC-Seal: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; s=arcselector9901; d=microsoft.com; cv=none; 
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b=D8LTXG2oV7TOJ8g92SjtE+55IYTlSk5Ekm1h6aQFqnA0Pii96DgTrqH+6r+pXOLUOULRRR2UBG6k5XFyE/VX
d0LkL1Rg9bNdJ4TR3jaGTazbChveIO4oswgL4AnvsU9nTXD4Ih4i0V4ZvVvCZ8bnzcoPbsJfoCrUOx13pomo44
3g6rk3JuBUhVol40RDX4cpMuFyB0fuBu2VEh0X2KGD6MxltfhXsyZCMEHx/EguP3vX66SKpaTnGURKU8Am4wAw
nixxdo5S1qhzqyEONmo3+fjB87SpZM3LB0RbcdixdVHipOa20OLUq7KUiULbMbujXXpoXMcbHkmQS66WsnxXgg
== 

ARC-Message-Signature: i=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=microsoft.com; 

 s=arcselector9901; 

 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-ChunkCount:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-MessageData-0:X-MS-Exchange-AntiSpam-
MessageData-1; 

 bh=8GWmwjLsy4cq2tTIVF7PH04krip2os1JqUG9p0KTbBw=; 

 
b=WhK1LJjZATv1ripnxwfCOd3j9Gq6RhGktuanqFTf57GTrCjWFo553/fLrJsd1jK9DTqBxZP5mCyggpr/SsNl
V3Xragzx3IWHBrG3v1kq1zrQXKXIHElTNbXpHTP0zq40WMVdsk2SOEACf6YDX37+/JlykbjIKjZ7mGeqnkhMNZ
tMQXr7HeAvJLE8D7HfbIoxugyQxKnYAZ1K6lE0Mn8U5gGMWU+x0yWjf2m8d/CtzJZSRmNnLHNIUcPqBr4IYtiP
NjrShOXVRAYhdBWQcoZVZTT0mLF9zNxu2RfHPkg7pehN6sum9HyrdA0USwFFlyvy4HPLhYL7s52l+oYjTMAQkw
== 

ARC-Authentication-Results: i=1; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=pass 

 smtp.mailfrom=artefact.net.au; dmarc=pass action=none 

 header.from=artefact.net.au; dkim=pass header.d=artefact.net.au; arc=none 

DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; 

 d=ArtefactHeritageServices.onmicrosoft.com; 

 s=selector2-ArtefactHeritageServices-onmicrosoft-com; 

 h=From:Date:Subject:Message-ID:Content-Type:MIME-Version:X-MS-Exchange-SenderADCheck; 

 bh=8GWmwjLsy4cq2tTIVF7PH04krip2os1JqUG9p0KTbBw=; 

 
b=N+6p5++F8SvaonSjhR698P9zZJTCIVgfJqyxdfUbQQCRjYnbhHehvi2ntTJ5a+Qk1QBqu2YZeLN/eMYkuJeD
gAdEH92sMJWvSYM8IYPSO2VXWdkmzEVXGnV70Z3+8w7m3BTMVlJXWFTBZtzu1/FTO8xwN9UnSuOWLKV+R4ob8d
A= 

Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:220:132::14) 

 by SYAPR01MB3055.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com (2603:10c6:1:5::21) with Microsoft 

 SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 

 15.20.5566.15; Wed, 31 Aug 2022 07:49:17 +0000 

Received: from ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

 ([fe80::ec84:690e:afe:5edf]) by ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

 ([fe80::ec84:690e:afe:5edf%3]) with mapi id 15.20.5588.010; Wed, 31 Aug 2022 

 07:49:17 +0000 

From: Emma Jones <emma.jones@artefact.net.au> 

To: "murraidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au" <murraidgeemullangari@yahoo.com.au> 

Subject: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah Avenue S, 

 Wahroonga 

Thread-Topic: Consultation Stage 4.2.2 Draft ACHAR Review: 2-12 Neringah 

 Avenue S, Wahroonga 

Thread-Index: Adi9DipA3reqtfkrSf6KwHzgANYYlg== 

Date: Wed, 31 Aug 2022 07:49:16 +0000 

Message-ID: 
<ME3PR01MB75219921CF4D16C4CF9F414BD4789@ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com> 

Accept-Language: en-GB, en-US 

Content-Language: en-US 

X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 

X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 

authentication-results: dkim=none (message not signed) 

 header.d=none;dmarc=none action=none header.from=artefact.net.au; 
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x-ms-publictraffictype: Email 

x-ms-office365-filtering-correlation-id: 218ea99d-4e86-49eb-cd6e-08da8b254ea0 

x-ms-traffictypediagnostic: SYAPR01MB3055:EE_ 

x-ms-exchange-senderadcheck: 1 

x-ms-exchange-antispam-relay: 0 

x-microsoft-antispam: BCL:0; 

x-microsoft-antispam-message-info: 
DL0hIZ+w967Yuqc3YQrz+l+Qxvj2G6gTfv4d66C8efLzeHTGGXuPvkwAThaoLqNTa/qOIbSfJs7CnX+i4KyrSo
wO1G+i+XenUEm+/NtjOmckNzCa75rW6DWsQU6Swu2+zD54RuVuFo+GqX4qCsVCEh0TRRYGxnUuc4dyRi7Eugso
dThvvWLRasCfk0u32aPtifa2YCQbv8L2AJ2n5MVb5CmNmB3ZHkGF1zSfKw3VEoydS2T/KS58brh+p0EF5pgi7w
OZtDaxyv6IttIk3Oz8LMBUJMpSMmBlJTg9oO8oWFxazlmXHyB8UcgbUD5Fg0+3QYgawL1AQ2F3keQb7f6gh2n/
QCGp/gTrdqxQAMy4lC7HkNLianXLZZJF0eLbDVSRQU9jEa8AlWwhMHZhtjpcdeGHO8HEQwbjQud82y7YJVuRMI
O7UQE8/h0lS1zDQ8HzR5Q8GIzp1M9W+IX3oM4D5u8KADnFvgdJurifmKyKm6w83M70JByVMpZYBZyIBhxgMnyV
kU1DhUkRES0EMC8z6R7Y7Y+m1BsXFHJKDRLm9QaGWYRLOOrgFq+QEPBdzcSYdGRowQfB4nSy1pLDdwITgpbCA/
Hk6ZggEtshKnfMLKK/I3bI0BfTNU4y/ImqUaKEYCEvMv+MNtC4cg0u3stbiGFTubyc1gMc6S3lW9z/j1acXx75
EHCOLsuX5QGOMSFvicuWi4Msli9/50IblqftL/JfbfKxdEoUTm32XDBIaMNxy/f+lKlC8x6Zls0ztFRLY6krR9
f8otuRWvtdrcABFe1QbuB7hYUxQPPCWSwwQDU= 

x-forefront-antispam-report: 
CIP:255.255.255.255;CTRY:;LANG:en;SCL:1;SRV:;IPV:NLI;SFV:NSPM;H:ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01
.prod.outlook.com;PTR:;CAT:NONE;SFS:(13230016)(4636009)(346002)(366004)(396003)(398404
00004)(136003)(376002)(41300700001)(76116006)(8676002)(966005)(66476007)(55016003)(336
56002)(66946007)(478600001)(66556008)(64756008)(52536014)(2906002)(83380400001)(968600
3)(5660300002)(66446008)(4744005)(44832011)(6506007)(8936002)(7696005)(316002)(7120040
0001)(38070700005)(166002)(86362001)(6916009)(122000001)(99936003)(38100700002)(186003
);DIR:OUT;SFP:1101; 

x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-chunkcount: 1 

x-ms-exchange-antispam-messagedata-0: =?us-
ascii?Q?4NQu9GkNJXPXUZ+xA/hWdEXkU8Qjj7Lhz8ySkVoa2FECmOcubp2DqzZX0wOu?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?ThTdMFTlvmMJFvcKroxmZfLY/djftzmzO79G1VfDO3slXby58Se2oEEkr7WO?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?1tedicj8JE0IktuLpEkoMlLPPNCt1iNHIJox25LeZrAmz8+8PzbV0ZpKvN4M?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?Aw7MA73spiA+icGM4b6iKfTVMAa1ofMU024cYfUdPQ6jINYLZ4jzw+iE9Jk9?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?Nqn2wjnlOhnUcqDVVnRqp2kvhA1P8+jT9PrRaGYTTaPty3ye5nSu/IA1J6/1?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?J7gbU9/FUJ7dSXkCAQpOUDTi40Lhk6HJk/I0sYrcnnDn0Ogr9N+fRgpCjqdl?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?qq06VuhQy2ctXewbAWsubzBQYSGNbHNKlKkAQSk98OQ/nPL3gOuZRxOVOWxh?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?H2SCwCLHHnOJsPazzALfjl6deOnPSOwKKolLuusGghDbDhuTPX7aIciZIoz7?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?eXK0JEtcLMhnXbXtVmoZ76Ic8wDBcAHXewJBqil1NBFW337xqktXUOtcuof1?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?qk9seNAC3HAiiB55/zpcY36Ufhq3xbue/uSftPL5+4GRwFJGaYLG4KBv97VE?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?zjF9nXXDBy9WR9KqE+Irg/6Of2YyOFUUlvaIOs3MDd40HoU5p5HeBAnieJgR?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?CEAl18Tj++jeu0DKdbmeknXZVVAy6i8P+lcacUfDStne+VkBfa2qxuuiHqTU?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?gQ534EcdMgoxGO5qIudZkd0ZuY6Wro2iVWSDL/LcFuuhf8tiTwcaDHTZSz2r?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?IIzqDUW/xiJzMB5jX7zuIu7VVv3i9gqZfL9owN5g8aEUD4mae0Isius7kl3T?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?AH9EB7BnPhckZ8VgIq0OxB22SVVSYnVueGKUlPshCieqY8KuQiLJMwuTvaB5?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?LDfzV87UANGoUutWkPIQLyp0gthDunDLZSzo5UBYTrwvwhg1hnCRNeeGss4z?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?qbJ++itFMtB99wkajyArkD1nWDGwxAB8PTC7jfMarxAc1/fmtKH1LzIYEk8V?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?y20qJ256rpN+MQVesNtS5pODH8/Jj876FMEpWjO876Y+rAhYj0qC91P/Dn9N?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?iECCrxrJjE2ct7l9dSkIEIuBkqIAvepEmPLA5d0Q9AM2p+rb02Irww4dQfS9?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?uBF1zDVsRc1e6ufaVOdwSKBnUjoOv0tkUgs0xeYiSVcqymJ1s1b/tSnK56me?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?c9iAEU3fpp8AguADtPi/J0im9WnrcT0Tci8K0KJCjnCX0IFSCNSy8Zk7ZWMw?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?einV4kWzArYrfOCspPlvjkvjqnyOcv0+Zs3HfduQ5rQahENRmauIpZQhMg7s?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?jA94Zmkk9m4koCKAx5RrbyQluc1diZB4P43uFviOZz89nAZmoD4Cpzu+1D6X?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?Uo4soLQ0grCD0HVK9LadJXrlqb1OuDdTd0V4LuvVjQJKog0GIBhJBcQ2YKMQ?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?wivRoJtmdns5lTtiZiic+wh+bqLaxQop4tS0cm+Z6GE1p7dlCgxBcW48+aeV?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?3nFgt4bUJL2YPuEMstIGWyLrU9zoOUm2X1UCXE/Ok4kZTiTJQJgdH5+7Ridd?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?bgfAFAypmu/EyCbkzZpIVWrou+9H4yfAwZspCqXIgU2DX9Ff/BxVRCjA6tek?= 
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 =?us-ascii?Q?FfnQLg2fUWgyPhtV5Z/PomrlgyBXNmQTN9jhk1LXqcbaGHgCELBs4OnJPr4F?= 

 =?us-ascii?Q?oLk8xA=3D=3D?= 

Content-Type: multipart/related; 

 boundary="_004_ME3PR01MB75219921CF4D16C4CF9F414BD4789ME3PR01MB7521ausp_"; 

 type="multipart/alternative" 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

X-OriginatorOrg: artefact.net.au 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthAs: Internal 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-AuthSource: ME3PR01MB7521.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-Network-Message-Id: 218ea99d-4e86-49eb-cd6e-08da8b254ea0 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-originalarrivaltime: 31 Aug 2022 07:49:17.0099 

 (UTC) 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-fromentityheader: Hosted 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-id: 712c6a00-3f97-4cde-8256-4f1597674e7b 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-mailboxtype: HOSTED 

X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-userprincipalname: 
GICmw1St2BZQIq2jST4ko8rwQ1xjRFZkdZbNlnmci8VN8jk/GqzoNT9gM7gU0zYhy9lJCdWJgagR2rGmm4kRRu
NsX3n/p0suQmUE86NmmKs= 

X-MS-Exchange-Transport-CrossTenantHeadersStamped: SYAPR01MB3055 
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12.3 AHIMS search results  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  


